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Gold Heist Of The Centurvl 
George Bush3 $10 Billion 
Giveawav To Barrick Gold 

Editor’s note: Please refer back to last week’s Front Page things of life might be kept distant. But that would not be living LIFE, would 
story for the background material which precedes the follow- it? Do you notice that almost all of that you can perceive as “ugly” is tampered 
ing information: with by man? But, chelas, MAN, after all is said and done, inhabits this place 

of Creation upon which you also experience-for YOU are MAN-not some 
l/14/97 #2 HATONN unseen commodity for blame placement. If we perceive “ugly” things abound- 

MORE OUESTIONS 
[Please see George Bush’s $10 Billion Giveaway To Barrick Gold, p I6] 

THAN ANSWERS? INSIDE THIS ISSUE 
It is a wondrously beautiful afternoon in this place. Snow 

covers the otherwise gouges of earth and scars of winter. The 
trees droop low and one is reminded of Christmas cards and 
fireplaces,.family and grandchildren on sleds on the adjacent 
hillside. Ah, but could it btay $0 limited to view so that the ugly 
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estate strategies. A limited partnership is made up of 
1 
, -, the general partner(s) who manage a limited partner- 

ship, and the limited partner(s), who are the owners of 
the partnership. The limited partners are the ones that 
get the income derived from the partnership. In some 

Estate Planning Today! (Part 2) 
situations you’ll see where a limited partnership will 
purchase. the stock or be given the stock of a corporation. 

Plan For Tomorrow Today: 
Editor’s note: This article is a continuation from payments of interest only for, say, 10 years, and larger Most individuals hesitate to transfer assets to their 

page 14 of the l/14/97 issue of CONTACT. installments on principal and interest after 10 years. children because they don’t want to lose control of 
The note could also be a demand note that expires upon those assets or they may be concerned as to how those 

l/19/97 CORT CHRISTIE your demise. So, again, you can put your assets in, get children are going to manage them. By getting a little 
some return on them, and at your death (or before), the creative you can give the assets to the children and they 

Gifting: note expires and everything ends up with your heirs. can’t do anything with those assets, until the percent- 
Transferring the ownership and control of a corpo- You can control all of your assets but your heirs own age that you control, that locks up those assets, goes to 

ration to your heirs should be started before you get into them before your demise, no probate, no estate taxes, them at your death. With the proper planning, this can 
an estate tax problem. The simplest way to start doing and no hassles. When you put your assets into the be created very nicely and I recommend to anybody who 
this is to begin a gifting program to your heirs. You can corporation, the value of its stock increases but there would get into a situation where they may potentially 
gift to each heir corporate stock worth S 10,000, and if are no taxes until such time as dividends are paid by the have a problem with estate taxes, not to wait-start 
there are 2 people who own a corporation, they can both corporation or the stock is sold. In both cases this is a planning it today! 
give $10,000 each to every heir. This can be done every year. matter over which you have complete control and you 

Long term corporate planning is not just estate can adequately plan in advance to legally avoid taxes. “Control everything but own nothing.” 
planning. Estate planning by itself is done in contem- That is just a thought for all of you. I am not going 
plation of death. Such planning has tax implications Voting vs. Non-Voting Stock: to quote anybody, but I think the Rothschilds, and 
and interpretations by the IRS that simply don’t apply Another way of transferring ownership is to move Rockefellers, and all the other Elite families of the 
here. If you have done your long term corporate your assets into the corporation. Let’s say you have a world learn this at birth. Let your corporation be the 
planning, then you have successfully accomplished a corporation and your estate is basically in there; you place to allow your wealth to be built. There are many 
dynamic feat. Why is this a dynamic feat?,Because with can then gift the shares of stock to your heirs, retaining creative things you can do with a corporation; espe- 
your long term corporate planning, little exists for a your rights to vote those shares, by Proxy. Another idea cially with the unique advantages of a Nevada Corpo- 
lawyer to do. Your estate isn’t consumed by legal is to sell them non-voting common stock of the corpo- ration. 
expenses or taxes. This is why some lawyers are not ration and you would control all the voting shares. Call Nevada Corporate Headquarters, Inc., di- 
going to tell you how to take advantage of long term They have their stock in non-voting shares and upon rectly at l-800-398-1077 for more information. 
corporate planning. It is bad for their business. What your death, whatever percentage that you have left, Or write: NCH, Inc. 
is the magic? Corporations are immortal unless would then be passed to them and they would have the P.O. Box 27740 
terminated by statute or by their corporate articles. voting shares broken down between them. Las Vegas, NV 89126 
Corporations do not cease to exist because one of their 
key people dies. Limited Partnerships: *ORDER OUR COMPLETE NEVADA CORPO- 

Here is an example of long term corporate plan- Limited Partnerships are also commonly used for RATION MANUAL TODAY FOR $27.95. 
ning. This type of strategy is referred to as advanced 
corporation strategy. The sequence is important, so 1 
follow closelv: First YOU establish a corporation 
called a shelf corporation. It has no assets, no 
liabilities, the stock is worthless at this point. Be- 
cause the corporation has no assets yet, stock from , 

I the corporation can be sold to your investors or heirs 
at 1 cent per share, and apportioned by the prorated L 

B It’s Tax Free Nevada cw amounts you choose, depending on how you want to 
give it to your heirs. Since the stock has been sold 
to them, it is not a gift. One object of all stock is to 
increase in value over a period of time. If the stock 
increases in value, nothing wrong, illegal, unethical 
or strange has occurred. Take a Proxy from your 
shareholders, or your heirs in this case, that allows 
you to hold the stock even though you don’t own it. 
The Proxy may be irrevocable so that your right to 
vote is guaranteed. In Nevada, a Proxy must be 
renewed every 7 years. To insure its renewal, the 
shareholders should give you an option to buy the 
shares back at the initial price of 1 cent per share. 
The option can be worded in such a way as to expire 
upon your death so the shares wouldn’t go through 
probate. Then put your assets into the corporation. 

Here is another way to proceed. Place your 
assets into the corporation as a capital contribution 
for the benefit of the shareholders (heirs). This 
would be a gift to the shareholders, but if you are 
within the tax exclusion limits, that is no problem. 
So again, that has to be held within a yearly $10,000 
per individual. Put your assets into the corporation 
for a lifetime management contract where you agree 
to provide certain services for the corporation and 
the corporation agrees to provide you with a house, 
all living expenses, plus medical care. This can be 
an attractive option. You would want to have a 
lawyer draw that up properly because the IRS could 
come in and scrutinize that heavily. 

Another idea is to put assets into the corporation 
in exchange for a promissory note with interest 

(The last of the “safe havens”) 

If you’re looking for the benefits that incorporating 
has to offer, such as limiting your personal liability, 
increasing tax-free benefits, and raising capital through 
the sale of stock-taking just 5 miniutes of your time to 
explore the benefits o.f forming a Nevada Corporation 
could save you and your company thousands of dollars. 

F& more information contact: 
Nevada Corporate Headquarters, Inc. 

P.O. Box 27740 
Las Vegas, NV 89126 

Telephone: 800-398-1077 
OR: 702-896-7001 
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ported. The proposed law would ban paid donations, 
.‘. punish blood dealers and make all healthy Chinese : y=y h e s .:.~:~~~~:,,::~::.~~~~~~~~: ..ngl cittzens ages 18 to 55 duty-bound to give blood. [End 

: ,, ;, : : ._ :: . ., ; : 
‘. Forecast of what’s to come in this country?? :..: . . . . . .: .” . . We give contaminated vaccines purposefully so 

why would we worry about contaminated blood?? The 
l/14/97 DR. AL OVERHOLT 

THE HIGHWAY ROBBERY ACT 
(Assets Forfeiture Act of Louisiana) 

rampant tyranny in’ Louisiana, we can then start a better to kill you “accidentally”. 
campaign in other states to do likewise. Call the 
sovernor’s office several times daily to inquire about BILLY GRAHAM PROMOTES 

the repeal of the Highway Robbery Act. Demand the FALSE BIBLE VERSION 
Governor call a Special Session of the legislature to 

From the INTERNET, l/9/97, via Peter Kawaja address the terrorism on La. highways. Excerpted from FLASHPOINT newsletter, Jan./97, 
Fax, [quoting:] [quoting:] 

Louisiania Travel Warning Update God bless the Republic! 
Thu, 9 Jan. 97, 21:21:06 PST 

“The Living Bible has been used by God around the 
Death to the New World Order! world for many years to introduce people to the Scrip- 

UPDATE-OPERATION-TRAVEL WARNING WE SHALL PREVAIL! tures. Now I am pleased to recommend the New Living 
POLICE STATE [BANANA REPUBLIC], OF LA, Babs Wilson, Sovereign Louisianians Translation for even greater readibility and accuracy 

Good job, NBC-sure beats blowing up GM trucks! [emphasis mine].” -Billy Graham 
Thanks to all individuals and groups who picked J.J. & Helen Johnson [End quoting] This endorsement is found on the back cover of 

up the travel warning I issued on l/4/97 urging patriots It’s good to see that if enouph of “we-the-DeoDle” 
from around the nation to phone Governor Mike Foster 

Tyndale House Publisher’s New Living Translation. 
band topether to apply pressure, we can have a big [End quoting] 

(Ph. 800-522-2737, Fax 504-342-7099, E-mail effect on the rotten, thieving uoliticiaas. iudees and 
Lagov@Link.net) and tell him they will boycott the sometimes police. 

Many denominations of religions argue that the 
Bible is the inerrant word of God. If that be so, how can 

state of Louisiana until the Assets Forfeiture Act (The 
Highway Robbery Act) is repealed. 

this Bible be more accurate? Am I wrong to consider 
SWISS: NO APOLOGY FOR this a contradiction7 

Due to the tremendous response from around the ‘BLACKMAIL’ COMMENT 
country, the Governor’s office has received thousands, THE REAL TERRORISTS 
ifnot tens-of-thousands of E-mail letters, phone calls From INMARK INC., Fax, 12/96, [quoting:] 
and faxes. Despite pressure from Jewish groups, Switzerland 

Tonight, l/9/97, Lt. Gov. Kathleen Blanc0 (Ph. 
From THE JUBILEE, Nav./Dec./96, [quoting:] 

refused Wednesday to officially apologize for its former Representative Schumer (D-NY) wants to investi- 
504-342-8115/Fax 504-342-1949), whose son was president’s criticism of attempts to seek compensation gate the militias. I say, more power to him! Here are 
killed last week, came out of mourning to express her for Holocaust victims. the questions that need to be asked. 
alarm at the situation in Louisiana. She displayed over Outgoing President Jean-Pascal Delamuraz used One: How many doors have been kicked in by 
a thousand letters she has received as a result of the the term “blackmail” last month to dismiss Jewish members? 
Dateline show. Blanc0 and state legislators held an requests that Switzerland donate $150 million to old Two: How many unarmed women have been shot 
emergency meeting and viewed the Dateline report. and destitute Jews who lost family and wealth in the and killed by members of the militia? 
They lamented that the state has a public relations Holocaust. [End quoting] 
disaster on its hands and millions of tourist dollars, in Who are the biggest thieves and liars-the banksters 

Three: How many children have been gassed and 
burned to death by militias? 

fact the entire tourist industry is at stake. (Ain’t that 
a shame?) 

or the fake “Jewish” fake “Holocaust” promotors? Four: How many homes and businesses have been 
confiscated or destroyed by militias? 

Representative Marionneaux said he would intro- JAPAN STOCKS. 
duce legislation to prohibit law officers from making 

Then, in the interest of fairness, I expect Rep. 

money on seized assets. Rep. Donald Kennard said the 
Schumer to ask these questions of the Bureau of Alco- 

Excerpted from THE DAILY NEWS, Los Angeles, hol, Tobacco and Firearms, and the FBI. 
Dateline show is alarming. We say no compromise! l/11/97, [quoting:] 
We will not cancel the travel warning until the High- 

These simple questions, if answered truthfully, 

way Robbery Act is repealed. WBRZ also reported that 
Tokyo’s stock market plunged 700 points Friday at would go a long way toward helping people decide just 

officials from Triple-A were in La. investigating the 
the end of a week-long, 11 percent dive, jarring inves- exactly who are the real terrorists in this country. [End 
tors and inspiring dark predictions of further losses. In 

allegations in the Dateline report and, if they found 
quoting] 

them true, Triple-A could issue a travel warning for 
a string of comments and announcements, top Japanese They should be questioned under oath so they can 

the state. 
Government officials made it plain what they plan to do be jailed for any perjury. 
to stop the stock plummet-not much. One official 

(Better late than never, Triple-A) urged investors to “remain calm”. Another insisted YELTSIN OKs RETURN 
Reportedly, the La. Legislative Auditor is going to there was no government “quick fix” to the nose-dive. OF LAST CZAR’S HEIR 

check into finances of the governmental entities ben- A third top bureaucrat said the government would “lose 
efiting from the Highway Robbery Act. We have the tmst” if it intervened. [End quoting] ’ 
NW0 crowd in La. on the defensive. It is time to 

Excerpted from THE CHICAGO SUN TIMES, 
If I was an investor in the U.S. stock markets I’d 

redouble our effort and if we can break the back of be mighty worried! 
12/31/96, [quoting:] 

An heir of Russia’s last czar is to be reinstated as 

The 23est GjzjTt 
yOu Can Give 

* IJourseGf Is: * 

Tifie Tkutfi 

Su6scri6e To 
co5hlTl3lcT 

* Jbd%.ead * 
TFieJinwna~ 

Do you realize how much money Japan has in- the head of Russia’s imperial family by President Boris 
vested in the U.S.-and if their economy goes, whose Yeltsin early next year, a Kremlin source said Monday. 
do you think will be next? Grand Duke Georgy Mikhailovich Romanov, 15, is 

It’s bound to happen sometime in the near future, to return to Russia with his mother, Grand Duchess 
the way the NW0 is progressing. They need to pull Maria Vladimirovna, and grandmother, Grand Duch- 
down the economies all over the world. Slaves aren’t tss Leonida Georgvevna. The family lives in Madrid, 
allowed to own anything, remember? They need you to Spain. 
beg for what you get. Although the Kremlin has kept the move secret, the 

It’s an awfully tough and scary job to try to out fox Kremlin source said Yeltsin had signed a decree that 
the foxes of all foxes-SATAN AND HIS MINIONS! would offtcially reinstate the family, which has been 

living in exile since 19 18 when the Bolsheviks massa- 
CHINA AIMS TO CLEAN UP cred the last czar, Nicholas II, and his family. [Rcad- 

BLOOD SUPPLY WITH NEW LAW ers, we published, in the 7/30/96 issue of CONTACT, 

From THE ORLANDO SENTINEL, 12/29/96, 
the true story that the czar and his family were not 
massacred, but did leave Russia.] 

[quoting:] Grand Duchess Leonida is the widow of the Grand 
Beijing-China hopes to ban blood sales next year Duke Vladimir, who died in 1992. Vladimir was a 

under a proposed law aimed at cleaning up the nation’s cousin of Nicholas II and his closest known relative. 
suspect blood supplies, an official newspaper reported The Kremlin source said that the family would live 
Saturday. Half of China’s clinical blood supplies and 
all of its plasma come from paid donors who are consid- 

in the village of MaIoye Kalchugino, a former dacha 

ered at high risk of disease, the Worker’s Daily re- 
complex for politburo members near Moscow. 

He said that a former senior bodyguard to Yeltsin 
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would be a tutor to Grand Duke Georgy, who is to enter 
the Suvorqvsky Military Academy in Moscow. 

The Kremlin has made clear that the Romanovs’ 
role will be ceremonial. 

Grand Duchess Maria said it was her dream to 
return to Russia, but refused to elaborate on the family’s 
role. It depended on the “wishes of the Russian people”. 

Russian monarchists hope that the family’s return 
will coincide with Grand Duke Georgy’s 16th birthday 
March 13. 

According to the rules of the Russian nobility, he 
will have reached the age of majority and can be 
crowned czar. 

Yeltsin’s plan to reinstate the Romanovs is part of 
a Kremlin program called the Russian National Idea. 
Run by Anatoly Chubais, the president’s chief of staff, 
the program is to carry out numerous projects to restore 
lost Russian pride and culture. 

“The Kremlin needs stability,” Duke Andrei 
Golitsyn, head of the Russian Nobility League, said 
Monday. “At present, the nation’s identity is com- 
pletely concentrated in the hands of Boris Yeltsin. This 
is unnatural. 

“If [a political party loses] the presidency in 

also in other ways such as taking credit for inventions 
belonging to Tesla. 

TRUTH ABOUT 
DENTAL FLUORIDATION 

Excerpted from THE SPOTLIGHT, l/6/97, 
[quoting:] 

British supermarkets have prepared fluoride-free 
toothpastes and are adding warning labels to those 
brands with fluoride-a poison added to almost all 
water systems in the United States. Those promoting 
the change note 50-year-old American research show- 
ing fluoride can damage the nervous system and teeth- 
including making teeth turn black. Some 200 English 
families are now filing suit against toothpaste giant 
Col.gate-Palmolive for damages after a lo-year-old 
English boy received a “goodwill” payment of $1,600 
from the company after his teeth turned black due to 
excessive fluoride consumption (THE SPOTLIGHT, Dec. 
30, 1996). 

UNSAFE WATER 

The IRS gains compliance by threatening ruinous 
seizure. Fear of such outrageous government conduct 
compels Americans to voluntarily confess on their 
1040 tax returns, pay their tribute and go back to work. 

RULE WITH FEAR 

Unable to kill all resisters, the tyrant rules the 
minds of men with fear. While he secures the wealth of 
others for himself, the docile masses groan and submit. 
The American principle of “government by the consent 
of the governed” has not quite disappeared. 

Attorney Joe Izen of Bellaire, Texas represented 
silent non-filer Loren C. Troescher for the Ninth Gir- 
cuit victory. In 20 years of practice, Izen has repre- 
sented more than 140 IRS summons cases. Of these, 
only 35 cases went to court, all of which were dis- 
missed-the result of proper application of Ftfih Amend- 
menl doctrine. 

In U.S. vs. Blue, the IRS argued that the non-filer 
was using the Fifth Amendment as a sword rather than 
shield. The Ninth Circuit published a subsequent 
decision wherein it stated that there was a “tax-crime 
excention” to the Fifth Amendment. 

America, the USA and its values continue to exist. If We were shocked to learn that AB733 had been Until 
Yeltsin died tomorrow, everything in Russia would be quietly signed into law by (Calif.] Gov. Pete Wilson. now, the 
at stake. This legislation forces all communities in California to courts have 

“Grand Duchess Maria, 43, an Oxford graduate, fluoridate their water starting January 1, 1997. We in continued to 
has visited Russia extensively every year and has met Novato and the North Marin Water District have been abuse “tax- 
numerous Moscow officials, including Patriarch Alexei one of the few communities in the Bay Area that do not crime” de- 
II, the head of the Russian Orthodox Church. have formatted water. The California Safe Drinking fendants. In 

“During a highly symbolic visit in 1993, she diplo- Water Act (Sect. 4010) says, “Every citizen of Califor- the recent 
matically avoided questions about her political ambi- nia has the right to pure and safe drinking water.” [End 
tions, saying only that. she was “always ready to help 

Izenvictory, 
quoting] U.S. v. 

Russia and would do whatever the people wanted.” A very little fluoride will help to bind up heavy Troescher, 
But at the same time she mentioned the modern metals such as mercury from silver fillings in the teeth the Ninth 

Spanish royal family as a possible model for a new which leaches out slowly over time. But it shouldn’t be Circuit de- 
Russian monarchy. added to vour water suonly. Brushing with a moder- nied that it 

Yeltsin’s secret decree recognizing the three ate amount of fluoride toothpaste (if you aren’t getting made the ex- 
Romanovs as the official imperial family is likely to enough from other sources such as aaturaltv in water ception and 
renew bitter controversy with other members of the supplies in some areas where they don’t add it) will be declared the 
Romanov family who regard Prince Nicholas, a wealthy of benefit. awful truth, 
Swiss landowner as the most senior in line. [End Always remember that some things can be benefi- “There is no 
quoting] cial in small amounts even though they can kill you in tax-c r i me 

Russia will be a place to keep an eye on for several larger amounts. Moderation is the key to life along exception to 
reasons. The true Russians will be our help in the with knowledpe and wisdom. the Fifth 
future. Amend- JOEIZEN 

. ..HbclietntatoodonFifth. 
EDISON EXPLAINS MONEY 

NON-FILER’S VICTORY MEANS me&.” 
TERROR FOR TAX TYRANTS An exu- 

berant Izen 
Excerpted from THE SPOTLIGHT (by Thomas A. From THE SPOTLIGHT, l/6/97, [quoting:] proclaimed, “This is a prime example of the sheer folly 

Edison), 12130196, [quoting:] COMMENTARY of relying on the last judge’s word as to what the 
People who will not turn a shovel full of dirt on the “We need not consider how or in what manner the Constitution means.” 

project [the Mussel Shoals Dam], nor contribute a Fifth Amendment may be invoked as a defense to a Izen went on to state that “criminal procedures in 
pound of material, will collect more money from the prosecution for failure to file tax returns” -Ninth Cir- most IRS districts require agents to identify themselves 
United States than will the people who supply all the cuit Court of Appeals, U.S. v. Troescher, November 7, and inform individuals of their rights. As a conse- 
material and do all the work. This is the terrible thing 1996. quence of this Ninth Circuit error, federal agents have 
about interest.. .But here is the point: If the nation can Forty million federal tax non-tilers will now be failed to do this for several years.” 
issue a dollar bond it can issue a dollar bill. The giving thesoundof silencetofederal inquisitors. Many 
element that makes the bond good makes the bill good incarcerated tax resisters may soon be set free to chal- SILENCE 
also. The difference between the bond and the bill is lenge the hated federal tax collectors and officers of the IS GOLDEN 
that the bond leta the money broker collect twice the court for violating their rights. (See THE SPOTLIGHT, 
amount of the bond and an additional 20 percent. Nov. 25.) Non-filers can now inform the court that they hold 
Whereas the currency-the honest sort provided by the Ignoring Constitutional restraints and violating and control the records. Non-Ners can inform the 
Constitution-pays nobody but those who contribute in their right to remain silent, renegade courts have been court why they believe the IRS is acting in bad faith, 
some useful way. It is absurd to say our country can unlawfully ordering courageous non-filers to provide i.e., that the IRS is not in compliance withstatutes, and 
issue bonds and cannot issue currency. Both are prom- information to the IRS in order to convict them of “tax whether the information they request is already in their 
ises to pay, but one fattens the usurer and the other crimes.” possession. 
helps the people. If the currency issued by the people Torture has always been a tool for tyrants. Their The court will decide whether to enforce IRS sum- 
were no good, then the bonds would be no good either. inquisitors use thumbscrews, the rack, beatings and manses and if you may invoke your right to remain 
It is a terrible situation when the government, to insure fire to obtain the false evidence they need. Confessions silent. In any proceeding (criminal, civil or adminis- 
the national wealth, must go in debt and submit to are used to justify the abuses necessary to gain the trative), an individual cannot be compelled to be a 
ruinous interest charges at the hands of men who fearful compliance of a fearful people. witness against himself. 
control the fictitious value of gold. Interest is the At Nuremberg, in 1945, government inquisitors The judge may require you to answer in camera 
invention of Satan. [End quoting] applied pliers to the testicles of German soldiers to gain (i.e. alone with the judge). Evidence such as “I didn’t 

At least Edison had a little sense about how the confessions they needed to justify their Holocaust my- file” could result in your prosecution for a crime, but 
Federal Reserve steals ignorant people blind. i thology. In November 1996, the Israeli Supreme Court the judge cannot give the record to the prosecution if 

Too bad he had to steal from the people also by in occupied Palestine declared that the Israeli secret your answers are incriminating. 
“selling out” to the likes of J.P. Morgan and gang and police may use torture to obtain information. Izen says, “Use- this ‘Get Out of Jail Free Card’.” 
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Immunity canbe obtained by silent patience. In Kastigar 
v. U.S. it was determined that “If a judge erroneously 
compels you to testify and you talk, the evidence must 
be excluded from any future prosecution.” The Ninth 
Circuit ruling to eliminate the “tax-crime exception” is 
retroactive. An individual already convicted by such 
excludable evidence must be set free. 

The voice of dissent is resistance. This force has 
now removed a major abuse from the courts. Tax 
inquisitors and prosecutors will have to find their own 
evidence with which to persecute courageous patriotic 
non-volunteers. Haplessvolunteers will, however, con- 
tinue to suffer the same consequences they have faced 
since 1914: file and pay. [End quoting] 

It seems like a great victory, but the courts nowa- 
days do what they want. You can fight and win 

service stations that use the chemical mostly to refill air degreesbackstage to 
conditioners in automobiles made before 1994. There 50 degrees in the ; 
is a two-year supply of legal CFCs in the United States, California red- ‘. 
but after that runs out,, older cars will need to be wood cowntrv. My 
modified to use an environmentally benign alternative. limpid warmed fin- 

“To people who service cars or distribute refriger- gers turned to ice. 
ants, we say: If you’re offered something at a price that (End quoting] 
seems too good to be true, it probably is.” Reno said at Comment in- 
a news conference Thursday. “Please alert the EPA or spired by a loyal 
y our local FBI office if you see such situations, And to CONTACT reader: 
CFC smugglers, we say: We’re going to find you. We I venture to say 
will shut you down. We’re going to shut down this that many CON- 
black market.” [End quoting] 

Oh, if they were only so gung-ho about stopping EzJ ~~~d~~~~~~ 
drug smuggling wouldn’t it be great. Don’t think for location 

~~a~ F, Buckley Jr, 
w ere I 

one minute they don’t mean what they say about this Buckley gave his 
sometimes if you have enough money to pay your crackdown. Why wouldn’t they just be spouting some recital. 
lawyers. However, they usually milk you dry without more propaganda? Use the old rule of thumb-if you For those who don’t-how about BOHEMIAN 
you getting a fair hearing in court. want to know more of the truth of what the Elite are up GROVE, WHERE THE ELITE PLAY MANY OF 

If you represent yourself how can you work and to, UFOLLOW THE MONEY TRAIL”. THEIR NASTY AND EVEN SOME CRIMINAL 
support yourself and possibly a family while, they keep In this case-one of the big, Elite conglomerates GAMES? 
making you appear in court hearings over and over has a monopoly on the new refrigerant you are RE- 
again where you never make any real progress. It is utterly rnz 

And, by the way, anybody who attends m 
OUIRED to use as the replacement. Bohemian Grove outings has to embrace practices that 

Certainly you should keep trying to peacefully buck blowing to think of the cost to us as taxpayers and would be shocking to the rest of us. 
the system, however. If enough of the people will do consumers for this total conversion from Freon for air- 
this there will be drastic changes for the better. conditioning alone ($100~ of billions), let alone the THE INFAMOUS 

replacement of CFCs for manv other uses. DAVID HORTON. Esa. 
CRACKDOWN STARTS ON The profit for drugs is such that they don’t want the 

REFRIGERANT SMUGGLING smuggling STOPPED. OR LEGALIZED. From THE BULLETIN, newsletter of the Committee To 
FURTHERMORE, FREON DOES NOT DAMAGE Restore The Constitution, Se@. 19g9, see picture and biogra- 

Excerpted from THE DAILY NEWS, Los Angeles, THE OZONE LAYER AS THEY PROPAGANDIZE phy insert 
l/10/97, [quoting:] 

Federal authorities charged more than a dozen 
people and businesses with smuggling a refrigerant 
into the United States that isbanned because it damages 
the Earth’s protective layer of atmospheric ozone. 

Attorney General Janet Reno also vowed that the 
Clinton Administration will expand a crackdown on 
illegal imports of the chlorofluorocarbons, or CFCs 
including the type commonly known by the brand name 
Freon. 

Such smuggling has been increasing since the 
United States, in keeping with an environmental treaty, 
banned imports and the production of CFCs a year ago. 

A lively and lucrative black market has sprung up, 
with canisters of gaseous CFCs sold to dealers and 

YOU! 

IN THE FOOTSTEPS 
OF MAD GENIUS 
by William F. Buckley Jr. 

Excerpted from THE ORLANDO SENTINEL, 
12/24/96, [quoting:] 

It was some years ago and the club I eo to for a few 
davs every summer imposed on me, as is its habit in its 
dealings with amateurs, a challenge. 

Would I perform on the harpsichord a stretch of 
music by Mozart? 

The Stage wheeled around, and suddenly I was 
front and center, and the temperature dropped from 80 

AN INTERESTING 
HEADLINE AND DATE 

November 30, 1941 

Excerpted from THE SPOTLIGHT, l/6/97, [quoting:] 

[End quoting] 

- - “Be very 
careful of what 
you read or hear 
in ads”-This is 
an excellent ex- 
ample how the 
wolves shear the 
sheep of their 
lives, not just 
their fleece. 

This man 
may once have 
had good inten- 
tions o f fight- 
ing for Consti- 

tutional rights 
for We-The- 
People, but he 
has always 
been a wolf in 
sheep’s cloth- 
ing or he was 
bought off at 
least a few 
years back. 

He is one 
of the infa- 
mous Nevada 
attorneys aid- 
ing and abet- 
ting the 
Green, 
Ho‘rton, 
Abbott, Jason 
Brent and 
Stephen Horn 
conspiracy 
scam gang in 
the looting of 
many people, 
the $400,000 
of gold coins 
belonging to 
the Phoenix 
Institute, and 
EJ and 
Doris’ home. 

I don’t know if you have ever seen this before but I haven’t. However, I knew that Pres. Roosevelt and his 
cronies knew they would strike-THEY HAD PLANNED IT. 

This is an interesting piece of history. 

T. DAVID HORTON, Attorney 
at Law, Counsel, Committee to 
Restore the Constitution, Inc., 
Sweetland Building, 305 North 
Caron Street, Carson City, 
Nevada 89701, (‘JO2) M-1966. 
Member, District of Columbia, 
Virginia and Nevada State Bar; 
member United States 9th Circuit 
Court of Appeals for the District 
of Columbia; Chairman, Execu- 
tive Council, Defenders of the 
American Constitution, Inc.; 
Publisher, !3quare Dollar Series; 
Professional Witness before 
numerous Congressional Com- 
mittees in matters pertaining to 
Constitutional inquiries; Grad- 
uate Ohio State University, 
American University, Washing- 
ton, D.C., Catholic University, 
Washlln, D.C., and Hamilton 
College, Clinton, New York. 
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Spirit Of Christmas 
And Rebuilding Freedom 

l/14/97 #l AATONN 

BUT. WHAT 
W’OULD YOU DO? 

Now I get complaints, and complaints, admonish- 
ments, denunciations, reprimands and, in general, 
unhappy campers following Christmas and the New 
World Order New Year. 

I am glad with tidings of great JOY that you notice 
things are somewhat WRONG; however, how is it that 
it is somehow MY FAULT? 

You are going to have a New Calendar Year start 
every January 1st. Right? Wrong? We have another 
New Year starting on every August 17th! We could 
celebrate the birth of the Man you call Jesus on August 
8th or 22nd, whichever you choose, or you can cel- 
ebrate it during the most commercial timeof the year- 
December 25th, on Isaac Newton’s Birthday. Since I 
know that ALL of you celebrate Mr. Newton’s Birth- 
day, you can kill two birthday parties with one cake- 
so go for it. 

Does a Christmas Tree HAVE TO BE a celebration 
to commercial adversaries? Does a replica of a babe in 
a cradle of anything, hay or silk, have to be a celebra- 
tion to Satan? No, and until you learn that the point of 
your journey is to abide WITHIN that which IS, you 
miss the point of the physical life experience wherein 
you CHOOSE that which you act and think-and in- 
tend. 

I have a smashing indictment of you and Christmas 
sent here warning me to stop “allowing” you to believe 
in such trappings as lights, packages, trees and colored 
beads. What? Do you live on this planet or do you 
pretend to have already ascended to beyond that which 
ordinary human people build or endure? So I am not 
popular and what else is new in your week? 

You will do, be and see in anything that which you 
will, and 1 choose to see a family setting up a replica of 
a manger with child as a token of reverence in memory 
of that which means new birthing, new hope, new 
dreams and, yes, arguments of where the shepherd 
should be placed-but who cares? For a moment in 
time a child of LIFE is remembered. How many of you 
who knock the Christmas celebration go about sullen 
and frown-faced proclaiming the day of an evil empire 
that somehow offends YOU? Just because YOU don’t 
approve does not mean the day is bad-and besides, 
days only ARE. YOU MAKE WHAZYOU HAVE IN 
ANY GIVEN DAY! 

Moreover, you want me to then proclaim the cel- 
ebration of the Jewish days of Chanukah to be evil and 
base. No, it is also a celebration of that which a people 
remember as special BECAUSE GOD GIFTED THEM 
WITH SOMETHING OF A MIRACLE. Did God do 
this miracle? I imagine that man provided some oil for 
the lamps-but at least SOMEONE kept some lamps 
burning against the darkness. 

Would the people spend the money and time feed- 
ing the hungry, healing the sick, buying things for the 
less “fortunate” (everyone makes his own fortune) or 
would they go grump their way through one more day 
without more thought to other than selves just as ,the 
other 364 days of the year? Let us be HONEST for a 
change, readers. WE NEED SPECIAL DAYS FOR 

REMEMBERING, REVERING, AND GIVING 
THANKS, EVEN IF ONLY FOR ONE TINY MO- 
MENT IN OUR PASSING DAYS. 

The punch line of the last article sent on the subject 
with complaint to me is that by “...allowing you to Do 
the Christmas THING I further bind you.” I bind you? 
Christmas THING? ALLOW, bind? GOD “ALLOWS” 
SO ALLOWANCE IS GOOD ENOUGH FOR ME. Bind? 
I have no right to do anything to restrain you from or 
against ANYTHING. Nor would I, even if it be within 
my own allowance or power to constrain or restrain 
YOU. 

I am told to look at the whole book of Jeremiah and 
see what it is all about. (‘???‘??) Ah, but I am only 
supplied with a fourth of an article selectively offered: 

“IS THIS YOU’? You accept this, that it is NOT IN 
YOU TO DO GOOD? Is that you? Are you too 
spineless to simply call what you do, what it is? Are you 
so weak and cowardly, still, that you cannot REJECT it, 
point to it and tell others what it is. Must you, instead, 
cow to the pressure and sheepishly make your excuses, 
saying, after all, it’s REALLY about the birth of Jesus? 

“The entire book of Jeremiah is about the practices 
that people CLAIM are in the name of God, which God 
never said to do and in fact, in many cases, said not to 
do. Does ‘claiming’ all this crass commercialism, 
paying homage to the money changers, putting up idols 
and trees, in the ‘name of the birth of Jesus’ honor Jesus 
in any way? [II: Now we get there, don’t we? Ah 
again, the name of someone called Jesus. But the 
facts are, the article cannot be truth IN FACT be- 
cause the child of which you refer was Esu Emmanuel 
(spelled a hundred different ways but none of them, 
Jesus.). How dare a writer pronounce damnation 
and charge wrong attitudes if the writer doesn’t 
even bother to get informed and KNOW TRUTH OF 
HOW IT WAS AND HOW IT IS.] 

No, [it doesn’t honor Jesus] it mocks Him. Satan, 
the master of deceit, has twisted himself into a front- 
runner position. [H: Yes indeed, I agree with this 
statement.] Did you ever consider that “Santa” is an 
anagram for “Satan?” [H: Yes, every time we use it.] 

“And what do you actually DO at ‘Christ’mas that 
honors Christ? Show up for an hour at a church 
somewhere, for a ‘candlelight’ ceremony (check out the 
history of THAT little ceremony, thanks to the Sun 
worshippers), with plastic Jesus, Joseph and Many out 
front? Then go home to ‘Santa Clause’ and the tree or 
to the shopping mall to spend more of those little debt 
notes of your enslavement by the Illuminati? 

“In the meditation room at the U.N., there is a 
statue of Mithra, the Sun god. The birth of the Sun, 
indeed. 

“You bring the chains of your own slavery to the 
master to bind you, and complain that you are not free! 

“Welcome to the New World Order.” 

So what is all of THIS? B.S. from an angry heart! 
The New World Order HAS NOTHING to do with the 
Celebration of Christmas and your allowance of mean- 
ing to be lost. But if all be “wrong” as claimed above, 
how is it that you have a celebration to anything? Here 
is your catch-22, readers. Every good thing will be 
usurped if it CAN be usurped. Even your heart and 

soul. 
In that same meditation room’is (or was) a crystal, 

a rock, which holds a message within its programming. 
It radiates energy from its own heart-place and man is 
allowed to do that which he will in his FREE WILL 
status as the reflection of God in experience. 

Now, do I say I love the United Nations? Yes, the 
CONCEPT of leaders of nations gathering with a pur- 
pose for goodness for all mankind is wondrous indeed. 
Ah, BUT, is this UN. conglomeration for that actual 

purpose in rzty? No. And since it isn’t, it needs 
revamping UNDER GOD-NESS with equality for all, a 
voice for all, and action protecting all. It, as with the 
corrupt politicians who run your world, does not DO 
that which was claimed at structuring. 

But this is not why I take the time away from the 
truth about your NEW WORLD ORDER to comment on 
this subject. I want YOU to know that what has come 
to be is as much YOUR responsibility as any, and 
KNOCKING a thing will not set it to right. You need, 
yes, to present truth, but ifyour observations are equally 
as incorrect as the first tale-you have only increased 
the confusion and lack of reason. You have in such 
instance only further deceived and misled-without 
offering the positive solutions to any said circum- 
stance. 

Suppose this morning at lo:30 A.M. the national 
and world economy collapses. Suppose the whole of 
Societal order collapses and the gangs, with their ma- 
chetes and guns, are on the streets breaking down your 
doors and cutting the throats of your children and, 
then, yourself. Suppose there is no .order, new or 
otherwise. What ARE YOU GOING TO DO? Are you 
going to then claim that you and your buddies preach- 
ing anarchy (oh yes, that IS what you preach) have the 
solutions and can immediately gain positive CON- 
TROL? YOU NEVERHAVE POSITIVE TRUTH AND 
GOODNESS FROM FORCE, BE IT FROM YOU OR 
FROM YOUR WORST ENEMY. GOODNESS AS 
GODNESS, MUST BE RECOGNIZED AND BUILT! 

You people have been under Marshal’s Law since 
1933 in the U.S.A. You have been under the bindings 
of the New Laws since then as well. The U.N. is run by 
the same characters as do up the New World Order-so 
yes, welcome to the New World Order-BUT YOU 
MISS THE POINT. 

The New World Order didn’t “‘just happen”, people; 
the New World Order is finalizing its long-running 
status as the way of control of the world. This NEW 
WORLD ORDER is the final takeover by the Adversary 
of GOD which has never been in different intent. 

What is it that YOU want? Do you want the terrible 
catastrophes to come upon you? Do you really desire 
the collapse of all social structure and economies? 
ARE YOU PREPARED FOR WHAT HAPPENS WHEN 
THAT HAPPENS? HOW ARE YOU PREPARED? 
WHO WILL TAKE OVER LEADERSHIP? WHO WILL 
PULL A NATION AND A WORLD BACK TOGETHER 
AGAIN-OR DO YOU SIMPLY HAVE HUMPTY- 
DUMPTY? 

You cannot BUILD through destruction. You may 
well have to tear down an idea or a building before 
constructing a new something, on the ground-but 
destruction is not an answer to much of anything. You 
can de;.:: oy all visible physical evidence of a “thing” 
but as long as it is in the heart and memory-it looms 
ever bigger and bigger in REALITY. YOU CAN ONLY 
IMPROVE, GROW, REPLACE BAD WITH GOOD- 
THROUGH BUILDING THAT WHICH IS TOWARD 
PERFECTION OF GOD-NOT BLASTING WITH 
BOMBS AND MORE FORCE. 

Let us get as ridiculous as the solutions pointed out 
to me. I am told the answer is to simply shoot everyone 
in Washington D.C. Now THAT is an idea awaiting its 
time, isn’t it? And just WHO would then be brave 
enough to go to serve YOU in Washington? Oh, but 
YOU would be among the executioners and already be 
in Washington? Would you want a government made 
up of people who just SHOT HUNDREDS OF CITI- 
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ZENS IN ONE BIG SWOOP? Do you really believe that EVIL MEN RULING ANY OTHER MAN. BUT THOSE served his debt to some of you.] 
people in Small Town, U.S.A. would trust you to attend ARE YOUR CHOICES AS A CIVILIZATION. LeRoy said that the U.S. Attorney lied to the grand 
their needs? After all, you just killed hundreds of their Oh yes, about those welfare system slaves: do YOU jury by stating his course of action with his “bogus 
own representatives that they voted into POWER. Is want those out-of-work individuals, with their babes checks”. He said that the evidence pointed to the fact 
this what you want’? WHAT ARE YOUR WONDROUS the checks were good and had been honored many that you support, running your world, and RUNNING 
SOLUTIONS TO THE ANARCHY AND COLLAPSE, YOU? You have forgotten the true meaning of charity,’ times. LeRoy said, “Now we have prima-facia evidence 
FAMINE, PLAGUES, WEATHER DESTRUCTION which begins at home and is a thing from which a which breaks any possible criminal intent but, on the 
AND DOWNFALL OF NATIONS ALL OVER THE person can pull up himself. You have enslaved through other hand, it strengthens my criminal conversion suit 
WORLD? WHO WILL GRAB THE GUSTO THEN? the silk strands of insured FAILURE while you call it on Norwest Bank-Butte which was unlawfully removed 
LET ME TELL YOU: THE EVEN STRONGER 1 relfare. You have allowed the dumbing down of all from the district court of the United States in Butte, 
FORCES AND THOSE WILL NOT BE GODLY BE- societal structures and schools. Who, exactly, do you nearly four years ago.” 
CAUSE FORCE IS NOT OF GOD. CREATION IS OF have in mind to take the lead and draw your world into One of the things I’m concerned with is the prison 
GOD AND HE CREATES ONLY IN WISDOM- FREEDOM? What do YOU have available and how torture that is occurring with the Montana Freemen. I 
NEVER FOOLISHNESS AND CONTEMPT. much are YOU WILLING TO GIVE TO REBUILD, recently went, to a Probate Judge Conference in 

The laws, both good and bad, ARE ON YOUR BUILD, CREATE? MORE IMPORTANTLY: WHAT Monterey, and one of the speakers, a noted law profes- 
BOOKS! You not only -CAN but MUST work within ARE YOU WILLING TO OFFER OF SELF TO HAVE sor, told me that prisoners cannot be force-fed or given 
what IS and stop lolly-gagging over what you decide is FREEDOM-FOR ALL, NOT JUST YOU IN YOUR “treatment” against their will. Here’s how LeRoy 
NOT. If something has been damaged-fix it. But you OWN OPINION OF SOME LEVEL OF FREEDOM described his prison torture in Wichita, Kansas: “When 
are going to have to stop complaining and FIX IT- SURROUNDING YOURSELF? we (LeRoy and Dan) arrived at Sedgewick County Jail 
YOURSELF. Your wishes, for instance, ARE CER- Now, as to the article about LeRoy Schweitzer, and in Wichita, Kansas, a welcoming squad greeted us and 
TAINLY NOT MY WISHES. You see, I am more like surely you ALL remember LeRoy? said the sheriff did not want us to disrupt ‘his’ facility. 
you than you would wish to believe. I don’t think your From The American’s Bulletin, Jan. ‘97: I assured them we were of reputable character but we 
solutions are anywhere near workable and, worse, un- did not volunteer our fingerprints or our photos. The 
informed and foolish in concept of something that will [QUOTING:] retaliation was 24-hour lock-down, no pillows, no pen, 
improve much of anything from what you have which, no paper, no envelopes, no phone calls, no books or 
in the U.S., is pretty confounded GOOD for the physi- * VIGILANCE * magazines, no toilet paper after the fourth day, no 
cal beings. Spiritually, you are just about dead at the shave, no showers, no clean underwear, and no clean 
levels of leadership and force. But you-the-people who socks. So much for Southern hospitality.” [H: Was the 
still put up plastic mangers and bow before God-are * RESPONSIBILITY * trauma worth the refusal to give fingerprints and 
GOING TO FIND YOUR DAY IN THE SUN-IF YOU * FREEDOM * photos? Are those things so terrible to have offered? 
BUILD IT. BUT YOU MUST BUILD IT, CREATE IT, Do you not now wish to have pictures and finger- 
FROM THE CLAY OF THE EARTH AS IT IS. You prints on things outside the lock-up facility? Do you 
certainly do not need hate-crime laws, for instance, for LEROY SCHWEITZER’S TRIP ALWAYS ‘GAIN” FROM failure to cooperate? Do 
there are laws against CRIME so all crime is a “hare” TO WICHITA. KANSAS! you lessen TRUTH if you give your fingerprints 
crime of sorts. willingly? Do you somehow lessen TRUTH if you 

You have laws requiring the government to BAL- [H: Indeed, to anyone holding or remembering refuse to have a photo taken as prescribed to the law 
ANCE the Budget IN THE CONSTITUTION. Why do the “Just Us community of Free Men” drafts and new enforcement personnel ordered to also DO THEIR 
you need an “Amendment” to repeat the same thing system of funds under FREE law will enjoy a catch- JOB? Is it possible a lot of misery and problems 
only with more leeway for the politicians? up in status of that ongoing legal circus. Of course could be spared if people do that which is ‘ordinary” 

You have, around your globe, the reverse of the Schweitzer was right, correct, and legal in what he and struggle in arenas where PROGRESS toward 
Constitutional and structured system of YOU-THE- did as it was certainly better even than the same freedom and right can be focused? Will having no 
PEOPLE (the citizen) being the SOVEREIGN ruler. thing accomplished by the Federal Reserve System toilet paper after the fourth day make a difference in 
You have turned over your responsibility, rights, and and actually his funds were based on value while the the long-running battle for TRUTH? How about “no 
duty to the thugs and criminals of political reverse Fed is based on NOTHING.] pillow”? No, it is not RIGHT but why bring further 
energy and FORCE. YOU PAY THEM TO DESTROY LeRoy Schweitzer, along with Dan Peterson, went hurt upon selves for no goodly reasons?] 
YOU! So be it, and Merry Christmas and Happy New on what he called a “jet set” trip to Wichita, Kansas, for LeRoy’s victory regarding his knowledge can be 
Year. What else is it, exactly, that you want God and the LeRoy Greathouse trial in early December, 1996. further stated, “The U.S. Marshals were not singing at 
Hosts to do for you? LeRoy (S.) said a unanimous verdict of “not guilty” the return trip to the airport. Now they realize the liens 

WHO AND WHAT ARE YOU GOING TO RE- came out using their warrant to buy a pickup truck. are good and the tenders as well. Even some of the 
MEMBER AND EXPECT WHEN THAT “MASTER This is a real victory for the patriots and the users of lawyers are beginning to catch on.” (H: Now THIS is 
MESSIAH” COMES BACK? IF YOU DO NOT AL- LeRoy’s “educational materials”, which are available a good thing.] 
LOW EVEN A SHRED OF EVIDENCE IN THE FORM through The American ‘r Bulletin. LeRoy further said that Kurt Patrick Kearns and 
OF MEMORIAL PLACEMENT OF, YES, EVEN A LeRoy was pleased with this good news and spoke John Keith knew of <what evidence was put into the 
PLASTIC IMAGE, OF CHRIST REPRESENTA- with his brother, Leonard, by phone about a month ago, record in the Greathouse case, showing why the “war- 
TIVES-HOW WILL YOU KNOW WHEN HE COMES? before the Greathouse trial, about his life now and his rants” are lawful. LeRoy’feels confident about his case 
IF YOU LET GO THE LAST THREADS OF THE upcoming trip to Kansas. and said in his letter to Leonard, “Our criminal counter- 
TAPESTRY OF GOODNESS-IT IS OVERFOR YOU 
FOR YOU WILL FORGET, YOU SHALL FORGET- 
AND YOU HAVE FORGOTTEN. 

Every intention, thought, action, moves you TO- 
WARD God or A WAY from God. That which is FORCE 
is away from God. That which is given in goodness, 
love and appreciation is TOWARD God. So, it is not 
the colored ornaments on a Christmas Tree; it is the 
intention and love and thoughts of the ones who put 
them there. 

“You bring the chains of your own slavery to the 
master to bind you, and complain that you are not 
free. ” It seems to me that this author would bind you 
even more tightly than the “master” of whom is spoken 
here. The only FREEDOM anywhere, anytime, any- 
how-is within God. Think very, very hard about it. 
You cannot legislate truth or freedom; you must have it 
and hold it and keep it within God or you have it NOT, 
so stop blaming the New World Order for everything 
you DO NOT DO. WHAT EXACTLY IS THE NEW 
WORLD ORDER? And please don’t give me the old “I 
think it.. .” WHAT EXACTLY IS IT? YES I DO 
KNOW AND I LOATHE IT AND THE CONCEPT OF 

Here’s how LeRoy described the LeRoy Greathouse 
trial. “The lawyer, Kurt Patrick Kearns told Daniel C. 
(Peterson) and I at the Sedgewick County Jail that the 
jury was nearly deadlocked after two or three days so 
the judge tried to pressure them and it blew up in his 
face. He went nuts but their gamble didn’t pay off. 
Kurt got in our evidence on D. Pearce, another IRS 
payoff in Texas and more. Also, John Keith, the lawyer 
up here who blocked the Tom Klock case flew down and 
testified, and got the jury to question what was real!y 
going on. This was a timely blessing and very pertinent 
to our case since all my warrants were drawn on this 
same account number in Butte, Norwest Bank. This 
validates all our checks and nullifies the new so-called 
superseding indictment. [H: Wow, some of you should 
READ THAT AGAIN! You do, however, have to 
KNOW WHEN TO HOLD THEM, KNOW WHEN 
TO FOLD THEM, AND KNOW WHEN TO WALK 
AWAY. I suggest that some of you just keep HOLD- 
ING and HOLDING as some interesting things may 
yet come to pass in these days of the Lord come upon 
the lands. If Ronn Jackson did nothing more for you- 
the-people than support Schweitzer, perhaps he 

Maynard Campbell 
Murdered In Prison 

Fax received l/17/97, by DutTTrimble, [quoting:] 
We regret to inform our Patriot/sovereign friends 

that on the evening of January 16th, 1997, we lost 
another of our defenders of liberty- 

MAYNARD C. CAMPBELL JR. 

As his voluminous piles of briefs and correspon- 
dence indicated, Maynard was on the very brink of 
his release. By doing his own work and with the help 
of Attorney John DeCamp, we might have seen one 
of the only occurrences of victory in recent times. 

With sadness of heart at the loss of a very special 
friend to all of us-for all of us, Duff Trimble 
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claim now takes on a new meaning, giving credibility 
to our liens and drafts which cannot be overcome in 
their own Uniform Commercial Code. There is not a 
doubt we would win handily if we could enter our 
evidence.” OK City Grand, Jury. 

When I went to the local law library to do some 
research on the Uniform Commercial Code, the Ander- 
son version, I noticed that the code had major revisions 
in it, especially the parts l-207 and l-103. The books, 
however, still posted the 1981 date, and the new revi- 
sions will have to be adopted by the states in the future. 
Be careful when you research this. Read the preface 
and revision dates in front of the book before you 
proceed with any actions. The new code has NOT YET 
been adopted by the states. 

I am researching commercial liens. Please contact 
me if you have had any success with them, or have any 
questions. ~ 

June Wisniewski 
1375 Mill Street #313C 
Reno, Nevada 89502 

[END OF QUOTING] 

Ah indeed, you need to know when to hold ‘em. 
And you also, if there is ever threat of legal confronta- 
tions of any kind-keep your records, keep your corpo- 
rate structure in perfection-and date everything so 
that you can instantly restructure all activities. Can 
you not ever remember the one thing that wins cases- 
that record keeping system that DOCUMENTS beyond 
shadow of doubts as to circumstances. 

I speak of these things because the “Schweitzer” 
incident was and is such a large blot on the records of 
your nation in the U.S., and actually around the globe 
as things finally come full circle. Therefore, don’t just 
turn away and FORGET these people who struggle, 
really struggle and PAY THE PRICE for YOUR FREE- 
DOM-even to doing business with the banks of your 
world. How many of YOU would have been, or are 
willing to do what these Freemen have done to stand for 
a RIGHT AND JUST CAUSE? So be it. As we have 
more sharing of information, we shall be most happy to 
print it for your updates. 

I particularly wanted to offer this information in 
the MIDDLE of our presentations on Bush Brigade 
antics at stealing everything of value in the world- 
along with control by Federal Reserve shackles. You 
have to see that what is lawful for the goose is certainly 
NOT ACCEPTED IF THE GANDER TRIES TO DO 
IDENTICAL THINGS. So, how do you fight back and 
gain your RIGHTS? First, MAKE VERY SURE THAT 
YOU ARE RIGHT, then work within the LAWS for if 
a Bush can do it, so TOO, CAN YOU-but shouting and 
touting will not do anything but put you at risk of 
annihilation. If you Freemen win, it will be THROUGH 
THE LAW-of Man-AND GOD! 

Would this “win” be a GOOD THING? Oh, you 
have no idea how GOOD that would be! So, may they 
win BIG and may those brave men walk FREE and 
return to their homes in peace and prosperity. Pray for 
their “winning” for they have nothing else and it IS 
SUFFICIENT. 

I have to remind them, like you, that pushing the 
river all around only floods it over the boundaries of the 
river and hurts more than is corrected. I repeat the old 
adage: “you gotta know when to hold ‘em...” 

I mean it, chelas, share and remember Christmas as 
the beautiful TRUTH IN THOUGHT that it conveys, 
even unto the gifts given in love, even with the fighting 
often coming. That is not your fault and you cannot 
determine that which another will do or think. YOU 
are the focus here: what do YOU think about it? And 
by all means, in this year of Preatest change exDected 
from all prior times, may it bring JOY within the hearts 
of God’s people and may God have Grace and Mercy.on 
those who simply don’t KNOW their direction. 

Good morning. 

Will Probe Bombing 
l/14/97 #2 HATONN outline what he and other private probers have learned. 

Briley, earlier in December, told the RFA audience 
Is there any HOPE at all for your nation with these that there can be no doubt about a cover-up by the FBI 

kinds of players who also control the courts, the FBI, agents in charge of the investigation. He actually 
the Police-everything? Oh yes, yes indeed, so let me 
leave you with some information hot off the presses 

named a key agent and alleged that proof exists that 
this agent “falsified” the reports of witness interroga- 

regarding the foul-up in the Oklahoma City bombing. tions. 

[QUOTING, THE SPOTLIGHT, l/13/97:] SIMILAR PATTERN 

OK CITY GRAND JURY Briley pointed out that the same kind of allega- 
WILL PROBE BOMBING tion-falsifying testimony of witnesses-has erupted 

in the Vincent Foster case and one witness is suing the 
by Tom Valentine FBI over the matter. 

For example, Briley said a witness who works in a 

The people of Oklahoma Cit ? 
store in the Regency Towers Building, which is near the 
Murrah Building and sustained some damage by the 

havespoken: they want a grand blast, has informed the FBI that Tim McVeigh and a 
“John Doe” came into the store about 8:30 the mora- 

jurv ingof the blast. The bomb, or bombs, exploded shortly investigation into the afier 9 am, 
bombina that rocked America The FBI agents did not accept the testimony and 

* tried to convince the witness that what was observed 
was “impossible”. The witness stood by the story. 

On Christmas Eve an Oklahoma state appellate Local attorneys, speaking on radio and television 
court overruled a lower court and opened the way for an talk or news shows, said the Justice Department would 
Oklahoma county grand jury investigation into the most likely not allow the county to have an effective 
bombing of the Alfred P. Murrah Federal Building. grand jury probe. Many suspect the federal government 

By a 3 -0 vote the appeals court said the lower court would invoke a “gag order”, already imposed on wit- 
was wrong to refuse the plea of state legislator Charles nesses by U.S. District Judge Richard Matsch hearing 
Key to circulate a petition calling for a special county the case in Denver. 
grand jury to investigate both the bombing, which took Briley said that such use of the “gag” has appar- 
168 lives, and the investigation by the FBI. The ently already occurred. A police officer who observed 
federal investigation has been criticized as a “cover- federal helicopters in the vicinity of the Murrah Build- 
up” by numerous local investigators, including a local ing prior to the bomb blast and who has a videotape of 
television news crew. FBI agents talking about a “failed operation” the day 

Key now needs to obtain 5,000 signatures on a after the blast, has been suddenly subpoenaed as a key 
petition to force the grand jury call. witness and hence placed under the “gag” rule. 

The mainstream media has ignored this important Apparently things are getting a lot hotter, not 
story, but in Oklahoma City the news is hot. cooling off, as offtcials of the federal, state and local 

KTOK radio, the leading talk station in Oklahoma governments had hoped. 
City conducted a listener survey and was stunned to 
learn that 90 percent favored the idea of convening [END OF QUOTING] 
a county grand jury. Station management assumed 
the local sentiment was opposed to any challenges of Perhaps as some of you READ BACK in the issues 
the way the Feds have handled the entire case. of CONTACT where we covered this bombing [see the 

The words “foreknowledge” by the Feds and “cover- 4125’95 & 51995 issues] you will find that old Hatonn 
up” as well as “obstruction of justice” are said to be is not such a bad journalist investigator AFTER ALL. 
flowing freely over the local airwaves since the news Never mind all the bad press I have had! Doom and 
broke Christmas Day. Gloom? These are not even words in my English 

Whistleblower Pat Brilev is a local resident who vocabulary! Salu. 
has appeared many times 0; Radio Free America ;o 

YOU MAY ORDER 

BACK ISSUES OF 

CONTACT 
BY CALLING 

1-800-800-5565 

Few things are harder 
to put up with 

than the annoyance 
of a good example. 

- Mark Twain 
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South Pole Information 

Cal, Fletcher Prouty 
Shares Personal Experience 

Editor’s note: Col. Fletcher Prouty has been kind 
enough to share some remarks with us, which we are 
glad to pass on to our readers. Cal. Prouty also has 
some corrections to quotes referenced in the interview 
of July 4. 1996, which appeared in our July 9, 1996, 
Vol. 13, #9 edition of the CONTACT. We apologize to 
Cal. Prouty for the misquote and remind our readers 
that our recording machinery does not always produce 
intelligible audio for transcription. But our goal is 
always accuracy, despite the pressures of deadlines. 

The only comment that CONTACT would like to 
make here regarding NASA ‘s outrageous “Mars rock” 
propaganda is that we are quite certain most CON- 
TACT readers are long past the stage of falling for 
such blarney. However, that is not to say we won Y 
report that official propaganda-if only for the sheer 
entertainment value it provides. 

l/5/97 COL. FLETCHER PROUTY 

Letter to the Editor 
CONTACT 
P.O. Box 27800 
Las Vegas, NV 89126 

Dear Sir, 

Ever since Rick Martin and I celebrated the Fourth 
of July at my home here and then the July 9, 1996 
issue of CONTACT arrived with its headline: “Col. 
Fletcher Prouty Exposes The Clandestine Society’s 
Agenda For World Control”, I have been interested in 
your publication and especially its unusual style, ideas 
and subject presentation. 

Then the Dee 10, 1996 CONTACT appeared with 
an interesting item: 

“HALE-BOPP-A-BE-BOPP: While NASA scien- 
tists are pretending they are all excited about a rock 
that someone found near the South Pole a long time 
ago that just might possibly indicate that there is life 
on Mars...” 

NOT SO! As a function of my military duties with 
the Offlice of the Joint Chiefs of Staff during 1963 I 
was assigned the task of “Military Escort Officer” to 
Antarctica, with a group of scientists, manufacturers 
for the Military Industrial Complex, nuclear techni- 
cians, and newsmen-among others. 

We all left Andrews Air Force Base, on Nov 10, 
1963, aboard an Air Force C-130 transport bound for 
the U.S. Navy Base at McMurdo Sound, Antarctica via 
Honolulu, and Christchurch, N.Z. 

The purpose of this very special group’s trip to 
McMurdo was to set in operation a small nuclear power 
plant that would be used to produce all the energy re- 
quired to provide the heat, light and pure desalinated 
sea water for this large Navy-scientific base. Its total 
demand for power-we were told-was the equal of a 
town of 25,000 inhabitants. 

The reason for this special nuclear installation was 
to make it unnecessary for the Navy to transport an 
enormous quantity of petroleum-based fuel to meet that 
same demand. This required a considerable fleet for 

shipping, ice-breaking and ground-transport support 
that placed a huge demand upon the Navy. 

From the Navy Base we could look up on the foot- 
hill of Mt. Erebus, an active volcano, to a whole ‘Xl- 
lage” of storage tanks that required refueling con- 
stantly, and this required ice breaking constantly to 
keep the channel open. While we were at McMurdo, 
during November (Springtime) the ice in the Sound 
was said to be 11 to 13 feet thick and we saw ice-break- 
ers and tankers operating steadily. 

When we turned about 180 degrees from that view 
of Erebus and the petroleum tanks, we could see a small 
building on a hillside. There was almost no activity 
there at that time; but a few days later this team of 
nuclear specialists had seen that everything was in or- 
der and that they could “throw the switches” to cut off 
petroleum-generated power, and turn on its substitute 
that would run on nuclear power. 

After brief speechs by a few of the Group’s lead- 
ers, one cut off the “Oil” power lever and the other 
threw on the “Nuclear” power lever. That huge Navy- 
Scientific-Industrial base was then on Nuclear power, 
full time and remained on nuclear power until some 
time in late 1973. 

That was the primary reason that we had all trav- 
eled to Antarctica; but no such trip would ever be com- 
plete without a flight to the South Pole. To accom- 
plish this the C-l 30 was scheduled to make a flight up 
there and back every day, as it performed its official 
duties of providing essential base support. (As I re- 
call, there were about 55 men at the South Pole Sta- 
tion year-round.) 

As you may know, the land rises quite abruptly from 
sea-level up over 16,000-foot mountains during that 
trip. Notably, once the plane had cleared that last, 
highest range, the polar region spread out before us as 
flat as a massive “tennis court” for hundreds of miles 
in all directions. As we located the few “above ice” 
buildings, or tops of buildings, we prepared to land 
anywhere. That surface, in all directions, is packed 
snow and ice, and the C-130 landed on its own tires, 
with only small “skies” [sic] in retracted position only 
for emergency use. We landed on the tires and taxied 
easily to the base headquarters “entrance” which leads 
to a complete under-the-ice surface base. 

It happened that the pilot of that Air Force C-130 
was an old friend of mine and we had flown together 
in many parts of the world during the previous twenty 
years. He invited me to join him, and his co-pilot, in 
the cabin as we landed. 

One thing I noted, being an old pilot, was that as 
we were landing on this snow-covered surface our air- 
craft altimeter was still indicating well over 10,000 
feet above sea-level. This is an important fact about 
the South Pole as differentiated from the North Pole 
that is at sea level, with no land. 

I then made it a note to record that as the pilot cut 
the engines the altimeter was still reading “10,600” 
feet above sea level. We had landed at that elevation. 
That was the natural surface. No wonder Polar Explo- 
ration parties in the South Polar regions have had such 
trouble working their way to that Pole. Anyone doing 

that much work, up to, and above 10,000 feet is going 
to be exhausted; but they did not have altimeters and 
may not have realized what they confronted in those 
days. 

While we visited the Polar Station I made it a point 
to visit a small scientific activity that was drilling down 
through thousands of feet of ancient, packed ice in an 
attempt to determine precisely what the land elevation 
was there and how much of the remainder was ice. 
About every 18 inches they would cut a cylinder of 
“wine bottle” green ice for lab tests. Then they would 
send the blade down for another 18” cylinder. On that 
date they told me that they had drilled down more than 
6,000 feet and that they expected to hit rock soon. In 
other words, actual land level at the South Pole may 
be somewhere near 4,000 feet, with some 6,000-7,000 
feet above-eternally. 

I trust this may not have bored you to this point; 
but having been there and having experienced that 
much personally, I have been wondering about these 
“NASA scientists pretending they are all excited about 
a rock someone found near the South Pole.” 

It certainly is beyond possibility that some casual 
strollers at the South Pole would have found a “rock” 
resting there through these past millennia at some 
10,000 feet or more above Sea Level, and that this same 
rock had arrived there, much as we had, through the 
surrounding Polar atmosphere. 

Think it over. 

ML. Fletcher Prouty 

NOTE: May I please correct an unfortunate typo 
that appeared on Page 18 of your July 9, 1996 issue 
wherein Rick Martin reported (about the early Viet- 
nam warfare period) a “quote” from me. It happens to 
be an unfortunate, and important error in history that 
must not be permitted to mislead your readers and those 
whom they may discuss it with. 

Martin’s quote was, “Oh yes, I (Prouty) was in Viet- 
nam during 1952, ‘53 and ‘54. And, I was on Okinawa 
in 1949 when we brought Ho Chi Minh down and put 
the government down there. General Galligher, an OSS 
man, brought him down there and, being on Okinawa, 
I saw them ship all the equipment that we didn’t need 
for the invasion of Japan, down to Ho Chi Minh so he 
would be able to make an army, which he did. He then 
defeated the French with that army.” Dien Bien Phu, 
1954. 

Historically that paragraph happens to be loaded 
with unfortunate misquotes. I regret not having had 
the opportunity to see that July 4th interview, before it 
hit your July 9th issue. Please let me make the correc- 
tions for the benefit of history and the principals in- 
volved. 

(a) I was NOT on Okinawa during 1949. I was an 
ROTC Professor teaching at Yale University with the 
first Air Force ROTC unit there. 

(b) It was August 1945 when Gen. Philip E. 
Gallagher, U.S. Army and Lou Conein of the OSS trav- 
elled from China with Ho Chi Minh to establish the 
government of Vietnam. Ho Chi Minh read the Decla- 
ration of Independence of the new country on Sept. 2, 
1945, the same day as the Japanese surrender, with both 
Conein and Gallagher at his side. 

(c) I did see the U.S. Navy transport vessels loaded 
with arms, which had been stockpiled on Okinawa dur- 
ing 1945 for that planned invasion of Japan, sail from 
Okinawa for Vietnam during August-September while 
I was there flying to and from Japan with the Air Trans- 
port Command. We flew many plane-loads of Ameri- 
can POWs from Japan to Okinawa and then on to the 
USA. Meanwhile the Navy transported that unused 
mountain of materiel to Vietnam...not Japan. 

I trust this inadvertent presentation in your July 9, 
1996 issue can be corrected for the benefit of those of 
your readers who are ardent historians. 

Thank you. 
/s/ Fletch 
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Eustace Mullins 

Latest Filings In The 
Plaintiff is not a member of a constitutionally protected 
class, consisting of women, Blacks, Jews, Hispanics 
and homosexuals, and therefore cannot bring a civil 
rights action in any federal court. However, in a care- 
ful reading of the Constitution of the United States of 

America, Plaintiff is unable to find any passage which 
reserves justice to women, Blacks, Jews, Hispanics and 
homosexuals, and therefore affirms that the federal 
courts have been in error in his preceding civil rights 
actions. 

Berkshires Mass. Lawsuit 
6. Further light is shed on this predilection of our 

federal courts in a confidential memo from the Office 
of Policy Development dated 10-5-89 (obtained by Citi- 
zens for God and Country), titled “Soviet Legal Re- 
form To Date”, as follows: 

“Socialist Legal State” 
l/10/97 EUSTACE MULLINS is the year of the final breakthrough on all fronts. 

There is no doubt that CONTACT will be the instru- 
Dear Brent, ment of the final breaking of the dam and ushering in 

Enclosed is my latest filing in the Berkshires the real America for which we have strived so long. 
(Mass.) lawsuit. It is one of the most important legal Congratulations! !! I get letters and calls every day 
documents I have ever filed, as I have never before for- from people who have seen my work in CONTACT. 
mally charged the FBI in court with murdering my fam- They are unanimous in agreeing in the important na- 
ily as I had not brought this in as a legal issue in prior ture of this work. You will have a great 19971 
lawsuits. Also, I have never before complained about All the best from, 
having each of my civil rights lawsuits over a period /s/ Eustace Mullins 
of fifty years dismissed without a hearing, a trial, or a 
jury decision. It is very important to do this now be- UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
cause not only is the FBI agent being charged with es- DISTRICT OF MASSACHUSETTS, 
pionage, but also Congressman Henry Hyde is opening WESTERN SECTION 
hearings on the FBI Filegate and other offenses. Hyde CIVIL ACTION NO. 96CO3022 I-FHF 
is actually Congressman Jekyl, a demon who intends 
to whitewash the FBI as Bill McCollum and Hyde did EUSTACE C. MULLINS, 
during the Ruby Ridge Massacre and the Waco Holo- Plaintiff 
caust Congressional Hearings. V. PLAINTIFF’S MOTION 

In order to deal summarily with me as in all previ- TO REMAND 
ous lawsuits, they have assigned Judge Freedman, a TO STATE COURT 
kinsman of Judge Grunhaus. Silberman and all the THE BERKSHIRE EAGLE 
other Zionist judges who have denied me justice. 1997 Defendant 

“Transformation of the USSR into a ‘socialist le- 
gal state’ was a prominent element of Gorbachev’s re- 
form program as it was formulated prior to the June 
1988 party conference.” 

Plaintiff finds a remarkable correlation between 
Gorbachev’s “socialist legal state” and the summary 
disposal of Plaintiff’s civil rights actions in our fed- 
eral courts, in which a quasi-theocratic commitment 
to “diversity” has replaced constitutional law. 

7. A further explanation of the summary dismissal 
of Plaintiff’s preceding civil rights actions in our fed- 
eral courts may be seen in the attitude of the federal 
courts towards American citizens who exercise their 
constitutional right to represent themselves in federal 
court. Plaintiff, appearing for himself, was never al- 
lowed to appear in federal court in these documented 
civil rights violations. 

8. Plaintiff was a valued employee of the Library 
of Congress in 1952, when he was discharged at the 
request of Senator Herbert Lehman, D.N.Y., partner of 
the billionaire banking house of Lehman brothers. 
Lehman was also National Chairman of the Anti-Defa- 

MORE READING 
by Eustace Mullins 

The Curse Of Canaan 
A Demonology Of History 
(COC) $15.00, 242 pages 

Murder By injection 
The Story Of The Medical Conspiracy 

Against America (MBI) $15.00, 361 pages 

mation League of B’Nai B’Rith, a censorship group 
Now comes the Plaintiff, Eustace C. Mullins, ap- which wished to halt Plaintiff’s expose of the Federal 

pearing for himself as Pro Propria Personae, and re- Reserve System which had been commissioned by the 
spectfully moves that this action be removed to State poet Ezra Pound, who was held as a political prisoner 
Court where it originated, for the following reasons: without trial in Washington, D.C. Plaintiff contacted 

1. Plaintiff brought this action under Article XI, two Congressmen and had. a Librarian of Congress re- 
Constitution of Massachusetts and continuously cited moved. The Librarian was then given a sinecure with 
other sections of the Constitution of Massachusetts in UNICEF in Paris, where he enjoyed a sodden old age. 
his Complaint. Plaintiff sued his successor at the Library of Congress 

2. Plaintiff determined that federal court would for reinstatement, but the civil rights suit was dismissed 
not be the proper vehicle for this action because, dur- without a hearing. Plaintiff is still the only person 
ing the past fifty years, Plaintiff has brought many civil ever discharged from the Library of Congress for PO- 

The Rape Of Justice 
America’s Tribunals Exposed 

(ROJ) $18.00, 535 pages 

Secrets Of The Federal Reserve 
(SFR) $1 5.00, 201 pages 

The World Order 
Our Secret Rulers 

(TWO) $15.00,297 pages 

To order Eustace Mullins’ superb books, 
please write to: 

Ezra Pound Institute Of Civilization 
P.O. Box 1105 

Staunton, VA 24402. 

(for shipping and handling, add ‘10%) 

rights actions in federal court, documenting horren- litical reasons. 
dous violations of his civil rights, 
and in every instance these civil 
rights actions were dismissed with- 
out a court hearing. When Plain- 
tiff refiled these actions, they were 
dismissed with Prejudice, preclud- 
ing further hearing. 

3. In each action, Plaintiff has 
demanded jury trial, but has never 
received a jury trial. 

4. Plaintiff found an explana- 
tion for these federal court refusals 
to hear his civil rights complaints 
in the famous Massachusetts case of 
Wayfield v. Tisbury, which has been 
in litigation for many years. The 
court ruled against Wayfield in this 
civil rights compliant with the opin- 
ion that: “Wayfield identifies him- 
self merely as a Christian Euro- 
pean-American, which is not a con- 
stitutionally protected class.” 

5. In Plaintiff’s many preced- 
ing civil rights actions, the federal 
courts apparently dismissed these 
actions on the presumption that 
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9. Plaintiff’s history of the Federal Reserve Sys- Th e command had been initiated by A. Rosen, Assis- Nesher cell” (nesher is Hebrew for “eagle”) which Phil 
tern was published in 1953. In 1955, a German edi- tam Director of the FBI for Jewish Affairs. “A Writ Klutznick encysted in the Department of Justice in 
tion was published in Oberammergau, Germany, site f or M rt a yrs” contains thirty pages of official FBI files 1936. Since then, it has taken over the entire Depart- 
of the Passion Play. The edition of 10,000 copies was relating to the commitment of Plaintiff to a mental in- ment, as have nesher cells in other federal agencies, 
ordered burned by U.S. High Commissioner of Ger- stitution. Most of Plaintiff’s FBI file is still held by such as the Boorda-Pollard Israeli espionage cell at the 
many, James Conant, and his Assistant High Commis- Navy Department. 
sioner, Benjamin Buttenweiser, partner of the 

the FBI, which refuses to release it on grounds that it 
would “endanger national security”. Plaintiff recently WHEREFORE, for these explicit reasons, Plain- 

Rothschild representative in New York, Kuhn, Loeb Co. 
Another partner of Kuhn, Loeb Co., Paul Warburg, is 

renewed demand for this file, but was informed the FBI tiff filed this civil rights action for legal redress h State 
would not be able to respond for four years. Hoover’s Court, and respectfully requests this Court to return 

generally credited as the secret author of the Federal order to commit Plaintiff to a mental institution has this action to State Court for legal redress, because, in 
Reserve Act. Kuhn, Loeb Co. partner Jacob Schiff, never been rescinded. some fifty years, Plaintiff has never been able to ob- 
honored as a prince in Israel, financed the Bolshevik 11. The FBI maintained daily surveillance of tain a civil rights hearing in a federal court. 
Revolution in Russia with his own funds. plaintiff for forty-three years, at a cost of many mil- Respectfully submitted, 
Buttenweiser’s wife, Helen Lehmen, was Alger Hiss’s 1. 
lawyer during his perju~ tridS. Plaintiff sued in U.S. 

Ions of dollars. No charges have ever been brought. 
The FBI also conspired with the IRS to bring Plaintiff EUSTACE C. MULLINS 

Court of Claims for damages for the burned book. The in on charges of tax delinquency. Each time, the IRS BY 
case was dismissed without a hearing. Plaintiff remains admitted there was no tax delinquency, because. FBI EUSTACE C. MULLINS 
the only writer who has had a book burned in Europe agents forced employers to fire Plaintiff whenever he Pro Propria Personae 
since the Second World War. 

10. In 1958, poet Ezra Pound had been held with- ’ 
obtained a well-paying job, and there was no income 126 Madison Place 

Staunton, Virginia 2440 1 
out trial by the federal government for thirteen and a 

to report. These difficulties have caused many observ- 
ers to compare Plaintiff’s writing career with that of 540-886-5580 

half years, on an indictment initiated by Alger Hiss. Al exander 
Plaintiff contacted a congressman, who demanded an 

Solzhenitsyn, who was exiled by the Soviet 
C ommunists. CERTIFICATE 

inquiry. The government dropped all charges and 
Plaintiff is now negotiating for a major 

Pound was released. Federal agencies, infuriated by 
movie studio production of these events. OF SERVICE 

Plaintiff’s role in freeing their victim, Ezra Pound, 
12. Federal agents now extended their attack to 

Pl 
launched a serious vendetta against Plaintiff which has 

aintiff’s relatives. Plaintiff’s father was attacked by Plaintiff, Eustace C. Mullins, hereby certifies that 
f d 1 a true copy of the above document, Plaintiff’s Motion 

continued t0 the PreSellt day. “A Writ for Martyrs” by 
e era agents in 1961 and died of a heart attack. 

Plaintiff’s mother an invalid, was harassed daily by 

e era agents until she died of a heart attack in 197 1. 

to Remand to State Court, was served upon Joseph P. 
Eustace Mullins, published by the O.T.U. Christ f.d 1 Pessalano, Esq., KELLY, PESSOLANO gt WITHERS 
Church, 1985, reproduces on page 63 (page G-37 from 
Plaintiff’s official FBI file) an order from J. Edgar 

Pl ain i + t.ff continued to take care of his handicapped sis- P.C., 115 State St. Fifth floor, SPRINGFIELD, MA 

ter, Dorothy, who was harassed daily by federal agents 01103 by first class mail this 31 day of December, 1996. 
Hoover, Director of the FBI , ordering Plaintiff com- 
mitted to a mental institution for life, as Top Priority. 

until she died suddenly in 1979. Since then, Plaintiff 
h as b een alone in the world. Plaintiff was unable to EUSTACE C. MULLINS 
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get any media coves- 
age of these murders, 
with the result that 
federal jackbooted 
thugs continued to run 
amuck in the United 
States, with the mas- 
sacre of the Weaver 
family at Ruby Ridge, 
Idaho, and the Waco 
Holocaust, in which 
an entire Christian 
congregation was 
burned alive in their 
church. The victims 
included many small 
babies. These horrors 
could have been 
averted if Plaintiff 
could have exposed 
the atrocities commit- 
ted against his family 
by federal agents. 

13. Explicacione: 
Any sentient person 
must suppose that the 
federal government 
had serious charges to 
bring against Plain- 
tiff, to justify such fu- 
rious persecution. In 
fact, Plaintiff has 
never had any prob- 
lem with the federal 
government per se. A 
model citizen, Plain- 
tiff served with dis- 
tinction in the United 
States Army Air Force 
throughout World War 
II. Plaintiff’s record 
is unblemished. 
Plaintiff’s problem 
has never been with 
“the federal govern- 
ment” but with “the 
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Let these Truths be self-evidenced 

Voice of the Old Guard 

In your most recent letter, you have asked several 
questions which I will attempt to answer. In Nevada, 
the Attorney General represents the state agencies and 
gives legal advice to those agencies as well as [to] 
district attorneys and city attorneys. 

Nevada’s long-standing policy is to keep govern- 

l/11/97 GRANDMA 

Preparing For 
Calamities Ahead 

By: Grandma Herrman-Herman 

ing to tell you! 

On these ever-so-cold winter days we stay indoors 
(if we can) and do some necessaries around the house. 
My car will not start this morning, so, as all grand- 
mas, I just stood there for a minute, looking out that 
window covered with ice. I couldn’t see a darned thing 
but the sky, the lower part of the window was all cov- 
ered with ice. So I took a long, hard minute looking at 
the color of that sky. There she was, with the rosy- 
lavenderish look, off in the southeast, with the sun try- 
ing to raise itself up above the cloudiness. Well, I said 
to myself, I sure hope Duane has enough hay in to feed 
all his cows, ‘cause more bad weather is coming our 
way, and it looks like there might be a small break- 
but not much up to middle or late March, if I am read- 
ing the signs right. Sure hope he told those other farm- 
ers and ranchers to get their hay in as close to the feed 
lots as they could. 

I 

ment out of business; therefore, the legislature has not 
given either the Secretary or State of the Attorney Gen- 
eral the authority to conduct the type of investigation 
you are calling for. Nevada’s laws would need to be 
changed before either of these agencies could become 
involved. 

The Nevada State Bar does indeed discipline at- 
torneys. I am certain the State Bar office would be 
able to provide you with the number of complaints they 
have processed and the number .of attorneys who have 
been disciplined. The Nevada Supreme Court, which 
consists of five elected members, oversees the State Bar. 

I hope this information is helpful to you. If I can 
be of further assistance, please contact me. 

/s/ Frankie Sue Del Papa, Attorney General (Ne- 
vada) 

Many, many years ago, back during WWII, mother 
and I spent a whole long winter back up in the Wabash 
River bottoms, in a house on stilts, with the Ohio flood- 
ing the land. The bottom floor was flooded and we 
lived upstairs during that flood. Trees would come 
floating down and bump into the house. Up we would 
get, and raise the window, crawl out in the “John boat”, 
and take the Pike and pull or push the floating trees 
and floating debris away from the house. We just knew 
any minute the house was going to be knocked off those 
stilts, and we would be washed away in the flood wa- 
ters. The only other place we could go would have 
been to the barn which was on a high mound (where 
the livestock was hauled up to its second floor). There 
was no heat or anything except in the house, and that 
was a 50-gallon oil drum which was used for heating, 
cooking, etc. Sometimes I think this nation rose up 
around 50-gallon oil drums. There was even a shelf 
which had been welded inside so we could bake. Some 
of the best barbecued/bakedcarp I ever tasted came off 
that old oil-drum stove, all 50 gallons of her. 

THINK ABOUT IT! 

These Attorneys General in our civil governments 
of our territorial states have forgotten about “no taxa- 
tion without representation”. Who do they think pays 
their wages7 It’s the good civil government (the 
people) of the territorial states (including others be- 
sides the original states). Yep, that’s who! 

America and Americans were different back then, 
We were survivors! We knew, somehow, come Hell or 
high water, we were going to make it! Today I think, 
perhaps it’s the apathy which permeates the nation that 
bothers me so very much. Or, perhaps it’s the confu- 
sion between the know-nothings in our civil govern- 
ments of our states, and the do-nothings in our civil 
government of the United States who think they went 
to the District of Columbia to become gods and then 
became overwhelmed by Federalism, which has abso- 
lutely nothing to do with the civil governments of the 
states or the civil government of the United States. Yep, 
by gollies, there is a difference. Someone dumbed them 
down! 

Almost every State Attorney General across this 
nation has provisioned like or similar letters which 
deny the responsibility of Offices of Public Trust, paid 
for by the people. Even Illinois Attorney General has 
the same attitude of “we only represent the state agen- 
cies, and give legal advice to those agencies as well as 
state and city attorneys.” 

Duane is up in the Dakota country, and it’s colder 
than “Old Billy Blue Blazes” up there right now. Then 
I thought about Lana, and about my friends in Iowa, 
and friends in California suffering these floods, then, 
there are all you kids out in New Mexico and Arizona. 
Others in Nevada, and all over the nation. This weather 
problem is here to stay for a while. Come Spring, the 
1937 floods will seem like little things compared to 
what will come down the Missouri River and its tribu- 
taries, which will cause massive flooding up and down 
the Mississippi River Valley. 

Then, with all this weather coming down the Al- 
legheny River, the Ohio Valley will also suffer tremen- 
dous flooding and frankly I am concerned about all of 
those very old dams on all our waterways. So, I’m 
going to tell all of you right now, check out those dams 
and levies which are protecting your villages and towns 
up and down the rivers. Frankly, the state and federal 
governmental agencies should be doing this, because 
they know the “fit” is going to hit the “shan” very 
shortly, and time is wasting! This is what we used to 
call in the old days a citizens’ alert! You know, and I 
know, once those rivers are on the rise, nothing is go- 
ing to stop them! It’s.too darned cold to be out their 
hip-deep in freezing water, sandbagging! 

Also, for those of you who still have hay left in the 
fields in the lowlands, put on you longjohns, pull your 
overalls up over them, put on good warm socks and 
your boots and get everything you can out of the low- 
lands, ‘cause she’s a comin’! 

Now, for all of you who live in the bottom-lands, 
or have homes in the bottom-lands, on stilts, or high 
foundations, get yourselves some 50-gallon (empty) oil 
drums, and secure them (where they will float) around 
the houses, Why?! Because there is going to be ice in 
these coming high waters. Ice cuts! It will cut the 
foundations right from under your houses or barns or 
whatever is in the flooded areas. How do I know? Well, 
I’ve been around a long time and “been there, done that”. 

There is not much this grandma has not been 
through, so if there is something which I have experi- 
enced which will help you young ones, and I know it 
to be useful, you know darned good and well I am go- 

Back when we lived way back up there in those 
river bottoms, being warmed by that old 50-gallon oil 
drum’s heat, I had a lot of time on my hands and I did 
an awful lot of reading. I read every book in sight-2, 
3, 4 or more times and most of the books were about 
the history of these here United States, her Constitu- 
tion, our [state] constitutions, what they were about 
and what they were intended to be for; proper repre- 
sentation of the civil governments of the territorial 
states, and the civil government of the United States. 
Come Spring, after the floods had gone down and the 
ground dried out, I would put a head-band with a 
feather in it around my little blond head, take a sharp- 
ened stick, break corncobs in two and put them on the 
sharpened stick and go rabbit hunting, never stopping 
a downbeat of shouting: “No taxation without repre- 
sentation.!” This kept up, and kept up (sounded pretty 
good to me; it rhymed). Finally mother came along 
and asked if I had killed any rabbits. I said, “No.” 
She very softly admonished me that I “should quit yell- 
ing the slogan, and think about it” in my head. Then 
she let me know I was not only frightening all the rab- 
bits away, the squirrels were fleeing away also. Well, 
we did not have rabbit or squirrel for dinner that night, 
we had beans, good old navy beans (again!). 

The people in almost every state have sent me let- 
ters from their Attorney General concerning the situa- 
tion in Nevada with those two no-good attorneys, 
Abbott and Horton. Here is one from John Ray: (De- 
cember 19, 1996 is the date of the letter.) 
“Dear Mr. Ray, laws. 

Let’s see. I’ve been reading state and United States 
constitutions since about the age of 5 or 6. Read them 
by candlelight, kerosene lamp, gas lights, electric lights 
(nope, I did not chop ties and timbers with Abe Lin- 
coln-but, Great-Grandpa did), and nowhere in any 
constitution can I find the allowances for, or even the 
words mentioned or even hinted to, in print or other- 
wise, naming a Bar Association of any sort or kind or 
of any generalizing of any other name which might 
have been mentioned, hinted to, alluded to or directed 
by the constitutions or even the Judiciary Act of 1787 
allowing such a covert-overt group to overthrow our 

Somewhere, somehow, something very unwhole- 
some occurred. In the state of Illinois, for example 
(1882) the civil government of the state of Illinois and 
the United States by treaty agreed: 

“The Attorney General’s functions for the civil gov- 
ernment of the state of Illinois was: To act as attorney 
for the people or the state in suits before the Supreme 
Court. To act as attorney for the state officers in suits 
relating to their official duties. To advise the legisla- 
ture concerning constitutional questions when re- 
quested. To see that sums of money intended for state 
institutions are used as intended.” (Or as collected 
from taxpayers.) 

ARE YOU THINKIN’ 
ABOUT IT? 

NOW LET’S PICK ON 
ANOTHER BONE 

OF CONTENTION! 

WHO IS, OR WHAT IS THIS BAR ASSOCIATION 
CRAP! 
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In the civil government of the state of Illinois Con- 
stitution, Section 2, it clearly states: 

“That all power is inherent in the people, and all 
free governments are founded on their authority and 
instituted for their peace, safety and happiness.” 

Section 7: “That the people shall be secure in their 
persons, houses, papers and possessions from unrea- 
sonable searches and seizures and that general war- 
rants, whereby an officer may be commanded to search 
suspected places without evidence of the fact commit- 
ted, or to seize any person or persons not named, whose 
offenses are not particularly described and qupported 
by evidence, are dangerous to liberty and ougnt not to 
be granted.* 

Section 9: The word counsel is mentioned (no 
mention of Bar Association member). The word coun- 
sel at the time the constitutions were written meant: 
A person familiar with the law. 

Our original Constitution for the United States, in 
the Thirteenth Amendment, prohibited attorneys from 
holding Offices of Public Trust. What went wrong? 

The Illinois Bar Association has a stranglehold of 
misrepresentation of the Bar as intended as opposed to 
the current Bar Association. Page 13 (i) of their Rules 
of the Supreme Court of Illinois states: “An Act to 
revise the law in relation to attorneys and counselors,” 
approved March 28, 1874 (adopted December 7, 1990, 
effective immediately), which alludes to the Act of 
March 28, 1874 stated: “You must have a license to 
practice law, or belong to the Bar Associations.” 

I have in my possession these Acts of March 1874 
and no such Act was passed as relating to the 
illusionaries as stated by the Illinois Bar Association. 
The Act which did pass was related to misrepresenta- 
tion by corporations, firms, groups or other persons by 
misleading statements, or intent to commit fraud, etc., 
to defraud and deceive persons from their properties, 
and it passed as a Criminal Statute Act, not a Bar As- 
sociation Mandatory Licensing Act, and it passed on 
March 27th. There were no passages on March 28th 
as stated by the Bar Association. Even more strangely, 
why in the world would they wait 116 years to latch on 
to an act which was passed in 18741 Perhaps they 
thought no one would have the acts and that the old 
acts had been carefully secreted to a hidden place, and 
the book had been destroyed. No one would challenge 
them on their misrepresentation and outright fraud. 
Well, Grandma has the original books and I say the 
legislature is full of it! 

THINK ABOUT IT! 
Grandma Herrman-Herman 

1-12-97 GRANDMA 

A Note From 
Mrs. Russell E. Herrmann- 

Herrman-Herman 

Dear Readers, 
I now reference my January 10, 1997 letter ad- 

dressed to Mr. Jack Perrine [seep. 32 of I/I 4/97 CON- 
TACT], which addressed the Conspiracy Nation, Vol. 
9, No. 97. After faxing my letter to Mr. Perrine, Mr. 
Perrine faxed back to me the correct name and address 
of the author of Conspiracy Nation, which is as follows: 

Mr. Brian Redman 
310 S. Prairie St. (#202) 

Champagne, Illinois 61820 
E-mail address is Bigred@shout.net 

Later, on the lOth, I had a telephone conversation 
with Mr. Redman, and applauded the gentleman for 
his forthrightness, and willingness to bring forth these 
CIA-flu deaths of U.S. Military personnel who an- 
swered the call of their country, did their duties, per 

the request and demands of the President of the United 
States, Commander in Chief of our Armed Forces per- 
sonnel. 

As I apprised Mr. Redman, to date, we, as the vic- 
tims’ family members, have risen from 144 victims (our 
men/women) to 180+. We are certain that the number 
of victims of this CIA-flu is far exceeding the body 
count which we, as the family members who have fi- 
nally connected, are accounting for to date. 

Also, Mr. Redman was given ColonelAl Carone’s 
daughter’s phone number, in order that we, as the vic- 
tims’ families, may keep order in the telling of the truth 
about the CIA-flu deaths of our loved ones, the men 
and women of our families who were terminated by 
those who led them, and were trusted to lead them. 
All U.S. Military personnel, from the lowest dog-face 
to the highest ranking officer, from day one have that 
trust factor instilled in them. They know there will be 
times when that trust is needed for the guy guarding 
their backsides. This blind trust, this unquestioning 
trust, has caused the deaths of our men and women in 
the service of this nation. Adding insult to insurmount- 
able injuries, with callous disregard for those men and 
women and their families, additional injuries are sus- 
tained in this CIA-flu epidemic. They go so far as to 
wipe out the Military records of these victims, leaving 
the helpless and hapless in a state of emotional, men- 
tal, and financial destitution. Some have fought for 
their loved ones so hard that it became necessary to 
take bankruptcy. As stated to Mr. Redman: “Perhaps, 
just perhaps, with the truths being told by the victims’ 
family members, maybe, just maybe, the U.S. Congress 
will hear our stories, and grant a hearing and investi- 
gation into these acts.” 

Mrs. (Colonel) Russell E. Herrmann-Herrman- 
Herman (a victim) 

12/14/96 GRANDMA 

Using Humans For 
Biological Testing 

Folks, You Had Best 
Read This 

And Think About It! 

UNITED STATES CODE 
TITLE 50-WAR AND NATIONAL DEFENSE 

CHAPTER 32. CHEMICAL AND BIOLOGICAL 
WARFARE PROGRAM 

Sec. 1520. Use of human subjects for testing of 
chemical or biological agents by Department of De- 
fense; accounting to Congressional committees with 
respect to experiments and studies; notification of lo- 
cal civilian officials: 

+ (a) Not later than thirty days after final approval 
within the Department of Defense of plans for any ex- 
periment or study to be conducted by the Department 
of Defense, whether directly or under contract, involv- 
ing the use of human subjects for the testing of chemi- 
cal or biological agents, the Secretary of Defense shall 
supply the Committees on Armed Services of the Sen- 
ate and House of Representatives with a full account- 
ing of such plans for such experiment or study, and 
such experiment or study may then be conducted only 
after the expiration of the thirty-day period beginning 
on the date such accounting is received by such com- 
mittees. 

l 00 

(1) The Secretary of Defense may not conduct 
any test or experiment involving the use of any chemi- 

cal or biological agent on civilian populations unless 
local civilian officials in the area in which the test or 
experiment is to be conducted are notified in advance 
of such test or experiment, and such test or experiment 
may then be conducted only after the expiration of the 
thirty-day period beginning on the date of such notifi- 
cation. 

(2) Paragraph (1) shall apply to tests and experi- 
ments conducted by Department of Defense personnel 
and tests and experiments conducted on behalf of the 
Department of Defense by contractors. 

DID YOU READ THIS 
CAREFULLY? 

THEN, GO PULL UP 
EXECUTIVE ORDER # 12975 

(Oct. 3, 1995) 
and then, 
PULL UP 

EXECUTIVE ORDER 
#13010, SEC. 5 (cl 

[July 15, 1996) 

Then read very carefully, The Rise and Fall of the 
Thtrd Reich. It’s happening again, with the same skill- 
ful precision of a master surgeon, skillfully maneuver- 
ing, step-by-step, giving time for 30-day publication 
and possible opposition, then on to the next carefully 
planned operation. THINK ABOUT IT! 

Januarv 24. 1994, 50 U.S.C., Chemical and Bio- 
logical Warfare Program, Sec. 1520. The President of 
the United States, in concert with the Department of 
Defense, clearly states (of course, they must give the 
local politicians enough warning so they can get the 
Hell out of Dodge)-well, read it for yourselves on the 
front page. Make your own determination. 

October 3. 1995, Executive Order #12975, alleg- 
ing protection of human research subjects and creation 
of national bioethics advisory commission; clearly 
states in its entirety “use of humans for research.. .” 

Julv 15, 1996, Executive Order #13010, at Sec. 5 
(c), ties directly in with Sec. 1520 of 50 U.S.C. The 
President’s intent is clearly stated once again: 

Executive Order #13010, Sec. 5 (c). “The Advi- 
sory Committee shall be established in compliance with 
the Federal Advisorv Committee Act, as amended (5 
U.S.C.C. App). The Department of Defense shall per- 
form the functions of the President under the Federal 
Advisory Committee Act for the Advisory Committee, 
except that of reporting to the Congress, in accordance 
with the guidelines and procedures established by the 
Administrator of General Services.” 

THINK ABOUT IT! 

Now, let’s take a look at the Federal Advisory Com- 
mittee Act (5 U.S.C. and 3 U.S.C. Presidential Docu- 
ments) 

The Federal Advisory Committee Act Sec. 6 (c): 
“The President shall exclude from this rg >rt any 

information which in his judgement, should be with- 
held for reasons of national security, and he shall in- 
clude in such report a statement that such information 
is excluded. n 

THINK ABOUT IT! 
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For all of those who relish in the history of the 
Holocaust of the Third Reich, and for those who keep 
on telling the story, you had best remember Adolph 
Hitler, Eichmann, Heydrich, Himmler, Goebbels, 
Frank, and others systematically began “extraordinary 
pacification action”, also known as the final solution, 
which “summarily sentenced”-a Nazi euphemism for 
liquidation. The first to go were the ones in govern- 
ment who had so eagerly assisted in gaining control 

I) u rharn 

.A Tip Of 
over the old Constitution of Germany, and then the 
poets, authors, scholars, teachers, doctors, writers, art- 
ists, intellects, etc. It did not matter whether it in- 
volved a Jew or a Christian. The prime objective was 
the creation of a slave world for the New Order. (You 
had best read The Rise and Fall of the Third Reich, 
and The History of the German General StaJj?) The Iceberg 

THINK ABOUT IT! Minerals And The Human Body 
Think about the conditions at the time of the Third 12/28/96 V.K. DURHAM 

Reich! Joblessness, lack of industry, homelessness, the related because it is my own story. 
moving of people from their homes and farms into the This article is going to be different. We are going Back in 1983, I was in a 47-car pileup on I-15, 
cities where they were more easily accessible. Think to talk about the medical “profession”. just outside Perris, California. I was on the rear end, 
about this! It’s all happening again. Our ex-Iaw en- Back many years ago, doctors from Johns Hopkins, and was rear-ended at a rate of speed of approximately 
forcement officers, Ted Gunderson [ex-FBI], Sheriff Mayo, etc., would come to my father’s house for duck 65-70 MPH. My auto was safely stopped, however the 
Mack and others, have so desperately tried to tell you, hunting. They were great fishing and hunting buddies oncoming driver never slowed down. She was busy 
and made video tapes on the crematoriums, holding (as long as they could be lodged and had a free per- talking to the other occupant in the auto, both hands 
centers, facilities which separate men, women and chil- sonal guide). Discussion after discussion was held on were off the wheel. I watched the oncoming vehicle 
dren-you must listen. folk remedies. The doctors called them “granny rem- from my rear view mirror in horror. Other autos were 

The last time I was out working in the yard I heard edies”, laughingly. Well, those so called “granny rem- stopped. Flares were on the ground. I did not know if 
this exceptionally heavy truck engine sound. I raised edies” are much sought after, here in the 1990s and as anyone was injured and on the ground, or not. I thought 
up and watched military equipment capable of spray- the old saying goes: When all else fails, go back to the my heavy auto would hold the oncoming auto if I could 
ing chemicals on both sides of the street, self gener- beginning (or to the drawing board and restudy the hold her with my brakes. I threw the gear in park, and 
ated, rolling down the highway approximately 100 feet schematics). held the brakes. 
from where I was standing. I am, and always have been, a believer in body Everything kept moving as in slow motion. I kept 

chemistry. Body chemistry is basically minerals (we hitting my head against the roof of the car, and kept 

THINK ABOUT IT! came from the collective mineral base of Mother Earth, falling back and striking the headrest with the back of 
and her collective minerals are in our bodies). With- my head. When it was all over, my steering wheel was 
out these minerals the healthy body begins to fail. I in the middle of the auto, over the transmission, and it 

You had best contact-you congressmen/women and look at potassium as the battery, or as yeast if you’re was cracked in two. My auto was within $500.00 of 
have that damned Federal Advisory Committee Act baking a cake. Sodium is like the fuel, or the milk being totalled. My auto was a Sedan De Ville 
repealed! Have your congressman/woman take a look which is the catalyst for the yeast. It takes one to make D’Elegance. 
at Title 5-appendix, the Federal Advisory Committee the other work. If your battery is low, you have a prob- The steering wheel was not the only thing which 
Act, Sec. 2. Findings and purpose, (b): “The Con- lem. If you are out of gas you have a problem. If the was broken, nor was the auto the only thing totalled in 
gress further finds and declares that: body is low on potassium and sodium, you have a heart that collision. My physical body was broken, and my 

(1) the need for many existing advisory commit- attack or go into renal failure (liver and kidneys), and mental capacity totalled. My sternum was broken, just 
tees has not been adequately reviewed.” you die. It’s just a simple way of looking at what your split down the middle. The kidneys, liver, spleen, 

Ask your congressman/woman to repeal the Fed- body is really about. What makes it work, or why does heart, uterus, etc., were all damaged from the constant 
era1 Advisory Committee Act, for ,it gives the Presi- it not work. To me this fancy thing called new medi- ricocheting and striking against the interior of the auto 
dent of the United States too much power outside the tine is gobbledygook tied up in fancy names. Why? during the collision. The next day I lost my memory. 
lawful rules, regulations, boundaries, guidelines, con- Well, if you boil or.render a body down, it will be 90+ But I do remember a few things. My doctor thought 
fines, constrictures, and allowances of powers granted percent water and the rest is minerals. Notice some- since I was not missing arms or legs and there was no 
otaky to Congress. Not even Congress has the powers thing? The body is drug free. 
to make such laws, as exampled by these executive or- Somewhere I read (after such an 
ders of President William J. Clinton, identified herein, experiment) little piles of potas- 
which are clearly misconstruction and abuse of powers sium, sodium, copper, sulphur, 
of Office of Public Trust. etc., were obtained by this pro- 

Neither Mister Clinton, nor President Clinton, has cess of determining what the 
the powers granted to him by the Constitution (it is human body is about. We get 
“ASSUMED” that he is referencing the Constitution those supplemental’ minerals 
of the United States) to use human subjects for De- from our diets. If our diets are 
partmclnt of Defense experiments! Nor, is the power lacking in these minerals, our 
of the Office of the President granted powers of a die- bodies have humongous prob- 
tatdr which can turn this nation over (per Sec. 5 [cl, lems. Or, in the event foreign 
Executive Order # 130 10) to the Department of Defense minerals are introduced into our 
under any Act! My God, is Congress really that damned food chain, such as lead, arsenic, 
stupid! etc. (pesticides), this will affect 

In the event they are that damned dumb and stupid the chemical balance and cause I I 
h 

they had best think about who were the first in line on Bright’s disease or cardiac ar- ; YDOR VWL, 
Hitler’s list for liquidation. Right now, our U.S. House rest. Oh, there are other ill- 
and Senate are comprised of approximately 90% “Jew- nesses which accompany these 
ish” persons, as was the movement of the Third Reich two major components of our 
in the beginning. Those were among the tirst 3600 to body (the kidney/liver and 
be summarily sentenced and executed. ‘. heart), and it is believed by me 

THINK ABOUT IT! that it is all caused by mineral 
imbalance. Now, I’m going to 

Grandma Herrman-Herman tell you another story and it’s 
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evidence of blood and guts that there was no need for colloidals. I began to take them. I began to improve. 
him to come in from the golf course and hospitalize Careful studying of my mineral deficits, and steady 

they are q&ring from mineral deficiency! 
The body’s minerals can be stolen by poisons in 

me. “Come into my office in the morning,” he said. replacement of those minerals such as potassium, se- our food chain or, as in my instance, lost by trauma. 
By the next morning I was bleeding from the eyes, lenium, maganese, calcium, iron, vitamin B series, Either way, it is devastating to the human being. I 

nose, ears, and my body was swollen twice its normal antioxidants, pycnogenol; vitamin D, cod liver oil vi- truly believe mineral replacement (after discovering 
size. I could not focus my eyes, I was unsteady on my tamin A, vitamin E, folic acid, sea kelp, and SO forth what minerals are lost) would decrease the cancer 
feet and it was difficult for me to walk or talk. He led to healthy weight 10~s. I have lost about 20 pounds. deaths and deaths by coronary disease greatly. Also, I 
gave me some robaxin, lasix, sleeping pills and tran- The water stomach has gone down (the kidney prob- believe it would greatly relieve malignant livers, etc. 
quilizers, and told me to go home and rest. Later, it lems cause water to collect in the chest cavity and stom- Do you realize, I am in remission from pain, for the 
was discovered (in my medical records) I was suffer- ach, a telltale for Bright’s disease, or as the old folks first time since February 17, 1983 1 That to me is amaz- 
ing from severe head trauma, a cerebral sack fluid leak, called it, Dropsy). But, what is so strange to me is ing! 
and the bones in my feet were splintered, as were my that those doctors knew about mineral deficiency, and Another thing: I won’t leave home without my 
ankles, knees, elbows, shoulders, a cranial fracture, they also knew the importance of balancing the vital colloidal silver in my drinking water. I take a bottle 
edema on the brain, broken sternum, back broken in minerals. 
three places, my wrists were splintered, etc. But, keep 

But, sadly, no one cared enough or knew with me, and 1,have been setting off a lot of security 
enough to check out the mineral deficiency, and to re- monitors lately when I walk through with nothing but 

in mind, I was not injured badly enough to be put into store the lost minerals (they seem to get their licenses my watch and ring on, but what the heck1 I am feeling 
the hospital. out of Cracker Jack boxes these days). And that is a so much better, so what’s a security monitor every now 

Prior to the accident, my IQ was reportedly 196.6. damned shame. and then? 
Later tests resulted in the IQ severely diminished,to As to the colloidal silver, I take about four ounces Remember, the body is made up of water and min- 
90-97. The injuries sustained had rendered me to what in a Brita (another gift from cousin John Ray and erals. Both are far more important than you will ever 
is called in the medical profession a “vegetable”. Not Jeannie), and consume about two Brita containers of know. 
having family members near, I had no one to assist me water per day. For an old woman whose body got out I want to thank the kids at CONTACT for getting 
with my food preparation, etc. When Russell Herman of control, who never weighed over 125-130 lbs, wore me started on the right path. 
came to my rescue, he discovered me crawling across a size 10-12, to gain eighty-plus pounds, with doctors You see, I did not lay down and die. I just got to 
the floor to the refrigerator or the freezer, eating my sitting idly by, watching this weight gain occur in less crankin’ and got mad as Hell, and I am doing some- 
foods raw. Without his help I would have never made than 30 days, is unconscionable. thing about it. It is old fashioned determination to 
it! That’s a God’s fact! I sit and wonder how many people sit starving keep you kids from going through what I have gone 

Aside from the injuries, my mineral balance was themselves to death, gaining weight on air, develop- through, if I can: 
thrown off. My kidneys, liver and heart were a damned ing huge stomachs and chest cavities (large upper bod- LOOK OUT 1997, HERE WE COME! 
mess. When recently cleaning out one of the rooms, ies), trying this diet and that diet, when all the time V.K. Durham 
my medical records were happened upon. I sat down, 
pulled out the records and I began to read. Contained 
in those medical records is a story. Laboratory re- 
sults were in those medical records. Those lab 
records evidenced remarkable loss of vital minerals. 

Curiously, no doctor explored the mineral loss. 
All the telltale symptoms which accompany such sus- 
tained injuries were there, in the lab reports. Had 
the doctors explored or even remembered that which 
was learned in first year Med., they would have 
looked at the remarkable loss of vital minerals, and 
the kidneys, liver, heart, etc., and I would not have 
gone through the excessive trauma sustained all those 
years. 

I’ve heard it said by cynics: “Some people are 
too damned dumb and stupid to just die, and get the 
Hell out of the way for the new guys on the street.” 

What they are really saying is: “Hurry up, old 
fart, I want to steal what is left.” 

Well, I did not die. Moreover, I was not dumb 
and stupid. I could not function properly, and when 
I would speak everything came out the opposite of 
what I was thinking. That is why persons who suffer 
strokes still know what is going on around them. 
When I was in such bad shape, I remember asking 
one of my doctors, a Doctor Charles Furst with the 
National Head Injury Group: “Doctor,” I said, “could 
I have suffered a stroke...?” To which he responded: 
“Yes, but you did not have a stroke, however,” he 
responded, “the symptoms are the same from the in- 
juries sustained. Therefore, even though you have 
the symptoms, these were caused by the injuries sus- 
tained at the time of the accident. Which is similar 
to a lack of oxygen to the brain which would be caused 
by a clot which causes a stroke.” 

Well, the weight gain continued, the mental 
confusion continued, the accumulation of excessive 
water continued, and the inability to void properly. 
Then the mental problems slowly began to improve. 
I suffered a heart attack and one damned thing led to 
another. I bled from the kidneys, and my liver was 
constantly giving me pain. It was necessary that I 
reeducate myself, and with Russell’s help, slowly, 
ever so slowly, progress was made. Then he suffered 
the mishap with the Feds. I was so deathly ill during 
his illness, it was like the blind leading the blind. 
He died, but I lived. 

The kids at CONTACT (God bless them all) sent 
me the Gaia products and they also sent me the 

ORDER NOW- From New Gaia 

Colloidal Titanium (GAIA Tim22) $20 202. 

Colloidal Copper (GAIA Cum29) $10 202. 

Colloidal DHEA (GAIA DHEA) $20 202. 

Colloidal MultMtamin & Mineral (GAIA YIIE) $10 !OZ, 

Poslin Capsules $6 (60 caps) 

.ife Colloidal Minerals 121 t+ $10 

Rare Earth Capsules $6 (60 caps) 

(800) NEW-GAIA (639-4242) 

202 0 

Advanced products with higher frequencies to knock out the 
newly created, mutated viruses carried by the specialized 
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George BuShi $10 Billiorz 
Giveaway To Bartick Gold 

[Continued from Front Page] 

ing, then perhaps we should look at source of that 
abhorrent setting. I remind you to NOT look to God for 
“ugly’‘-GOD IS BEAUTY, BALANCE AND HAR- 
MONY. 

CRIMINAL POLITlcS 
VS. SPOTLIGHT 

No thank you, readers. I have no intention of 
getting into such arguments as Criminal Politics vs. 
Spotlight and who is right and who is wrong and why 
there are hard feelings among the publishers of these 
two publications. I appreciate your asking, I suppose, 
but the facts are that I HAVE NO INFORMATION 
EVEN WORTHY OF SHARING AND AS I INSIST 
EVERY DAY: DO NOT SPEAK ABOUT THAT 
WHICH YOU KNOW NOT FOR YOU CANNOT 
KNOW IF YOU ARE UNINFORMED AND CAN, 
THEREFORE, ONLY OFFER OPINION AND THAT 
WOULD ONLY BE FROM “ANOTHER”. 

Never mind the struggle, readers; BOTH give in- 
credibly sensitive and valuable information. It is the 
information for which you SHOULD be subscribing. If 
you can acquire all the information then you can cer- 
tainly continue your interest but it truly is not my 
business in any way, shape or form. Neither publisher 
has any use at all for me or my input. I know that you 
would find the underlying fact interesting and the 
quarrel itself is based on “sides” and perceived “ac- 
tions” and, after all, we somehow are assumed to work 
in the E.T. arena which certainly puts us into the 
category of a far-out publication. I wonder...? 

Never mind “God” -who is this Jesus Christ per- 
son proclaimed through the logo ofthe fish? He is NOT 
running around on terra-firma-is he? Does that not 
make this “Christ”-being an Extra-Terrestrial? Is this 
too simple a concept for people to fathom? Where do 
the Christians think their Lord and Savior to be? Just 
something to ponder when you are out of other things 
upon which to opine. 

I want very definitely to continue with EZR’s tales 
of Bush, gold, etc. By the way, the three publications 
most AT each other are NEWFEDERA.LIST(a compan- 
ion of EZR), Criminal Politics, and Spotlight. All 
three try to pretend CONTACT doesn’t erist. Wow, 
what a strange world you have going, citizens. I can 
only say that I am totally pleased with the daring truth- 
sharing investigations and publications of ALL of 
them. F%rther, I can indeed feel pain at the legal antics 
which bring such burdens on both parties, all parties, 
and any abuse of the other is unacceptable if it be in 
“ugly” intent. In bringing forth TRUTH there is NO 
ROOM for such outrageous envy and jealousy when it 
denies the human citizenry receiving information which 
could save the planet. 

Further, I recommend each and a11 of them, along 
with hundreds of others-AS MANY, IN FACT, !AS 
YOU CAN AFFORD TO ACQUIRE AND FULLY 
READ AND STUDY. If you were able to read EVERY - 

THING written in this world-it would never be enough 
to satiate your knowledge. Only through reading them 
all can you have evaluation and come to reasoned 
conclusions. We urge you to get and compare, read and 
balance ALL INFORMATION for we fear nothing-if 
you KNOW what we write you will find no quarrel. I 
KNOW this because ones who have denounced us in- 
variably shout that they don’t read the garbage! How 
can you know it to be garbage if you do not look? Is this 
not a major PROBLEM in your world today? GET 
FACTS and then you can discern and judge. After all, 
you HAVE to JUDGE ACTIONS! The rest takes care of 
itself. 

[QUOTING, PART 3:] 

GEORGE BUSH'S 
$10 BILLIOIV 

GIVEAWAY TO 
BARRICK GOLD 

EZR, Jan. 3, 1997 
by Mark Sonnenblick 

Barrick filed its applications for 1,144 acres of 
land in March and April 1992. That summer, a pilot 
program for “expedited processing” of Nevada patents 
was instituted by BLM chief Delos Cy Jamison, a 
Republican who had been appointed to that post by 
President George Bush in 1989. Jamison concocted 
this speed-up procedure with the BLM Nevada state 
director, without informing his own staff. “Bells went 
off in my head when I heard about it,” a former BLM 
staffer told EZR. 

Philip M. Hacker, president of the Mineral Policy 
Center, an environmentalist outfit, testified to a Con- 
gressional subcommittee on March 11, 1993: “Under a 
new and unpublicized ‘pilot project’, the BLM allowed 
Barrick to hire outside mineral examiners to perform 
the evaluation of ‘discovery’ on Barrick’s mining 
claims. The specialists who determined whether these 
claims should be patented for $5 per acre received 
payment for their work directly from the company 
which wanted a ‘yes’ answer. This is a flagrant conflict 
of interest, which BLM is not only allowing, but en- 
couraging. Barrick is the only company to complete 
this process so far.” 

Only Barrick got expedited treatment. Its patent- 
ing was rushed through in record speed; the BLM 
district manager approved the report of the outside 
consultant hired by Barrick the day after it was filed, in 
February 1993. Other companies remained stuck in the 
BLM backlog. 

‘THE GOLD HEIST 
OF THE CENTURY’ 

In 1985-86, Barrick Gold Corp. paid two other 
mining companies $63 million for a small working 
Nevada mine, called Goldstrike. Within a few years, it 
was found to contain 24.6 million ounces of gold, worth 
about $10 billion. Goldstrike was on federal property. 
Under existing legislation, designed in 1872 to popu- 
late and bring development to the West, miners could 
operate on federal land for free, once they had filed a 
claim. They could obtain full legal title to the land at 
$5 an acre upon completion of a long and expensive 
process called “patenting”. 

In 1992, however, pressure was building for a new 

The approved biography of Peter Munk explains a 
bit of what happened: “for much of 1993, [Munk] spent 
a lot of time in the District of Columbia.. . lobbying. At 
that stage Brian Mulroney, Canada’s former prime 
minister, had just joined the Barrick board and he 
immediately went down to Washington to establish 
contact with key senators, using his close relationship 
with George Bush to good advantage.” [H: Please 
don’t be guilty of FORGETTING that Brian Mulreny 
landed a BIG slot with ADM as he stepped down, as 
well. That is Archer Daniel8 Midland, m FOOD 
AND GRAIN GIANT OF THE WORLD.] 

mining law to require that those given federal proper- 
ties pay a royalty, a certain percentage of what they 
mine each year. As expected, when the Clinton Admin- 
istration took office in 1993, it sought a 12.5% royalty. 
At that rate, the 25 major mine claims then in the 
process of being privatized, would eventually yield an 
estimated $10.75 billion to the U.S. Treasury. 

Mining companies caused a major jam-up at the 
Bureau of Land Management, as they rushed to obtain 
patents before Congress applied royalties. By 1992, the 
long waiting line at the BLM Nevada office made it 
doubtful that many mines would get over the critical 
hurdle in the patent process in time. It would normally 
take several years for a mine of Goldstrike’s size and 
complexity to complete the process, a BLM source 
commented, and the average during the previous four- 
year period was 10.3 months. But, Barrick made it in 

Once Banick had paid the U.S. Government $5,720 
and had clear title to Goldstrike, Barrick lobbyists 
worked with Hacker and other environmentalists for 
“reform” legislation that would impose royalties on 
companies which had not cleared the patent hurdle 
(on Sept. 29, 1994, royalty legislation was KILLED in 
a House-Senate conference). In a recent discussion, 
Hacker insisted that Barrick had not used political 
influence to win Goldstrike. But at the end, he 
conceded, “I guess that sounds like Barrick also got to 
me.” 

And, with unrestricted property rights over the S 10 
billion Goldstrike, Barrick Gold had the collateral on 
which the Royal Bank of Canada gave it a $1 billion 
line of credit that it used for the explosive worldwide 
expansion it suddenly began, only months after the 
patent was granted. 

only 4.8 months. [END QUOTING] 

As soon as he took office, Interior Secretary Bruce 
Babbitt called the Barrick deal “the gold heist of the 
century”. He swore he would make sure the taxpayers 
received something for federal gold. He slapped a de 
facto moratorium on new patents, by abolishing the 
expedited process and requiring that he personally 
approve each patent. 

Babbitt’s office held up Barrick’s patent, on the 
dubious grounds that its pumping would harm an en- 
dangered species. In August 1993, Barrick sued in U.S. 
District Court in Nevada. The verdict in favor of 
Barrick came through in March 1994. Babbitt immedi- 
ately granted the patent, made a big show of indigna- 
tion, and abandoned al1 pretense of ending mining 
giveaways. 
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BUSH'S LETTER 
ABETS 

BARRICK'S 
GOLDDIGGING 

by Gail G. Billington 

On Nov. 26, 1996, the small Canadian mining 
company Bre-X Minerals released a “guidance” from 
the government of Indonesia, which requested that Bre- 
X sell the majority of its 80% holding in what Maclean ‘s 
magazine called the “mine of the century”, the Busang 
gold mine in East Kalimantan state, to Barrick Gold. 
By Dec. 17, Umar Said, secretary general of Indonesia’s 
Ministry of Mines and Energy, reported that Bre-X and 
Barrick had reached an agreement whereby Barrick 
would take 67.5% to Bre-X’s 20.25% share in Busang, 
and Indonesia would retain a 10% stake. Overnight, 
Barrick had outmaneuvered several other contenders, 
such as Placer Dome, to emerge as perhapsthe world’s 
premier golddiggers. Busang is currently valued at $2 1 

billion, with estimated gold deposits of 57 million 
ounces, but which could end up nearer to 100 million 
ounces. 

According to a Houston-based spokesman for 
Barrick’s “honorary senior adviser”, former President 
George Bush, a Sept. 19, 1996 personal letter from 
Bush to Indonesian President Suharto clinched Barrick’s 
advantage on the Busang mine deal. Bush’s personal 
intervention was first revealed in the Dec. 2 l-23 Finan- 
cial Post, a Toronto-based paper controlled by Bush’s 
media ally, Conrad Black, who, in the same issue, 
declared Barrick CEO Peter Munk “newsmaker of the 
year”. 

Bush spokesman Jim McGrath confirmed the Fi- 
nancial Post story, describing Bush’s Sept. 19 letter as 
“a private letter between friends”, which mentioned 
Bush’s high regard for Barrick. “He wrote one letter. . . 
and that’s it,” McGrath told a journalist. “There were 
no phone calls [to Suharto].” 

Munk, in Barrick, a special magazine put out on 
Oct. 2, 1996 for the Denver Gold Conference, in an 
article entitled “Continuing GrowtNBarrick Plans to 
Double in Size; Comments on Barrick’s New Opportu- 
nities”, confirmed the extent of Barrick’s holdings in 
Indonesia: “One of the most important countries in our 
worldwide exploration program is Indonesia, where we 
have a land position of 8.5 million hectares-the larg- 

est of any company in the country. We are currently 
mapping and sampling on Woyla Property in northern 
Sumatra; on both Masupa Ria and Yamana projects in 
Kalimantan; and on several properties on Irian Jaya. 
Drilling mr core samples] will begin on both Woyla 
and Masupa Ria in first quarter 1997.” 

By early November, Barrick CEO Munk landed in 
Jakarta to handle negotiations. The Nov. 29 Toronto 
Globe and Mail suggested that Munk may have been 
seconded by Canadian Prime Minister Jean Crttien, 
who spent several hours with Suharto in bilateral talks 
following the Asia-Pacific Economic Cooperation 
[APEC] summit in Manila, less than 48 hours before 
Indonesia’s guidance was made public. An industry 
source told the Dec. 2 Northern Miner that there is no 
question that Munk interfered in Bre-X’s Indonesian 
operations, “and, in doing so, has placed a gun at Bre- 
X’s head... because Munk.. . wants this thing so bad he 
can taste it.” 

No one is saying how much Barrick will pay Bre-X 
for its stake in Busang, although Barrick is expected to 
foot the $1.3- 1.5 billion cost of constructing the mine. 
But Busang has already started earning money for 
Barrick, thanks to stock market speculation in Barrick’s 
favor, and to Bre-X’s detriment. 

Several outstanding issues remain to be clarified, 
including appeasing Bre-X’s stockholders and sorting 

Copyright (c] 1996 Grolier Interactive Inc. 
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stockholders, assuring them that Barrick would give 
them a fair deal. However, one group of shareholders 
has retained the services of law firms Lang Michener in 
Vancouver, and Baker and Botts in Houston, the latter 
the family firm of Bush’s secretary of state, James 
Baker III. 

Industry sources say the Barrick/Bre-X split only 
covers the two richest fields, Busang II and III. Bre-X 
has a work contract and a local partner for Busang I, 
which is estimated to contain only about 2.6 million 
ounces of gold. The local partner, PT Askatindo Karya 
Mineral, will get a 2.25% share as a result of the 
Barrick/Bre-X split, but Jean Anes, of the Indonesian 
Consulate in Toronto, told the Dec. 23 Northern Miner 
that Bre-X “still has to give 10% to their local partner”, 
presumably to cover Askatindo’s 10% claim to Busang 
II and III. A fourth party, businessman Jusuf Merukh, 
has a 10% undisputed claim to Busang I, and a 40% 
claim to the two richer sectors, and has threatened to 
sue. 

Barrick has made out like bandits on Busang, while 
Bre-X has been bullied by the “big boys”. Indonesia’s 
headaches over Busang will continue, in part because 
resentment of Barrick’s high-society, knuckle-dragger 
profile is likely to fuel a nasty press campaign in which 
Bush would be more than happy to see Indonesia played 
as the scapegoat for damages to Bre-X, et al. 

The irony is that it is Bush-linked press in the 
United States, such as Bush’s favorite Moonie paper, 
the Washington Times, and the Wall Street Journal, 
which have carried the most visceral attacks o. Indohe- 
sia in their coverage of the “Riadygate” connection to 
the Democratic National Committee’s fund-raising, 
and gave the most fawning praise of the Nobel Peace 
Prize award to East Timor terrorist spokesman Jose 
Ramos-Horta in October, 1996. 

[END QUOTING] 

How, readers, do you get your arms wrapped around 
such widespread international players and nations7 
You want to think that without knowing what it is all 
about and that if you just pray a bit, somehow God will 
fix everything. No! You don’t even know what the 
game IS and who are the players! The world players at 
the top in political FORCE AND POWER are scattered 
all over everywhere and, even though you can get a grip 
on some of them, you cannot fathom the depths of the 
intrigue. 

This will even make more sense after the next 
offering. Remember the Baker law firm mentioned 
above? Well, check this next out and note the players: 

[QUOTING:] 

BARRICK’S BARRACUDAS 

In announcing the creation of Barrick Gold Corp.‘s 
international advisory board on May 3, 1995, Barrick 
Chairman Peter Munk said, “They will be providing 
strategic advice on .geo-political issues affecting 
Barrick.” In fact, they are components of the geopoliti- 
cal dirty tricks apparatus centered around former Presi- 
dent George Bush. The following is a brief profile of 
key members of Barrick’s international advisory board 
and its board of directors: 

GEORGE BUSH serves as “Honorary Senior Ad- 
viser”. 

BRIAN MULRONEY, prime minister of Canada 
from 1984 to 1993. Mulroney became prime minister 
after backers of the Nicaraguan Contras helped knock 
out his competitor, Joe Clark. There were no serious 
investigations of the “Iran-Contra‘ Canadian connec- 
tion. Mulroney sacrificed his political career by talk- 
ing Canadians into accepting BUSH’S NORTH 
AMERICAN FREE TRADE AGREEMENT 
(NAFTA). Though Canadian banks benefitted, 350,000 
industrial jobs were lost, and Mulroney became the 

most hated man in Canada. In the 1993 elections, 
Canadians voted out all but 2 of his party’s 169 mem- 
bers of Parliament., I 

In 1994, Mulroney’s phone calls to the presidents 
of Chile and Argentina, .and the prime minister of 
China, helped Barrick move into gold mines in those 
nations. His “advice” was rewarded with $1.2 million 
in stock options and $300,000 in fees. Rev. SUN 
MYUNG MOON rewarded Mulroney and Bush for 
their vouching for him in Ibero-America in November 
1996. Mulroney, a board member of Archer Daniels 
Midland, ran ADM’s internal “investigation” of its 
price-fixing scandal. 

HOWARD H. BAKER, JR. (R.-Tenn) served in 
the U.S. Senate from 1967 to 1985, and was Reagan’s 
chief of staff during 1987-88. He is on many corporate 
boards and runs a lobbying firm, which includes Barrick 
among its clients. [H: Never can run out of “Bakers”’ 
either, can you?] 

PAUL G. DESMARAIS, SR is the richest man in 
Canada, and a member of Her Majesty’s Council for 
Canada. He runs Power Corp. of Canada-which gen- 
eratespolitical power. He serves on many boards with 
Maurice Strong, a top operative of Prince Philip’s 
World Wide Fund for Nature. For example, Desmarais 
and Strong are Honorary Director and Honorary Chair- 
man, respectively, of the China-Canada Business Coun- 
cil. Desmarais used his contacts in China to win 
electricity-generating contracts for Power Corp., and to 
obtain gold concessions for Barrick. Desmarais is part- 
owner of Europe’s largest private TV network, the 
banking Groupe Bruxelles Lambert, and Belgium’s 
Petrofina oil giant. As a Commander of Belgium’s 
L’Ordre de Leopold II, it seems natural for him to be 
involved with Barrick in recolonizing the former Bel- 
gian Congo. (H: And so off we go back to Africa. 
Well, I have a LOT more on the African connection.] 

VERNON E. JORDAN, JR was president of the 
Urban League from 197 1 to 1981, when former Demo- 
cratic National Committee chairman Robert S. Strauss 
recruited him to become a senior partner in his law 
firm. Jordan is influential in the Democratic Party and 
in corporate America. 

ANDRO’NICO LUKSIC is a Chilean oligarch 
who was a big winner in Chile’s Thatcherite sell-off of 
state assets. He is building a South America-wide 
banking empire as the local partner for Hongkong and 
Shanghai Bank, the central bank of the opium trade, 
and for Spanish banking interests. They have snapped 
up banks in Chile, Argentina, and Peru-countries 
which Bush would like to integrate into a Western 
Hemisphere Free Trade Accord. In 1994, Barrick 
acquired 500 square miles of Chile’s El Indio GOLD, 
SILVER, AND COPPER district, containing 9.5 mil- 
lion ounces of gold. It also has mines in Peru, Argen- 
tina, Bolivia, and Venezuela. 

PETER MUNK, a member of the 1001 Club and 
please refer to prior writings. 

KARL OTTO POHL was president of the 
Bundesbank, Germany’s central bank, from 1980 to 
1991; he was a top official of the International Mon- 
etary Fund and Bank for International Settlements, and 
is a member of Germany’s Social Democratic Party. 

JOSE E. ROHM, manager of Argentina’s private 
BANCO CENTRAL DE NEGOCIOS, is an expert in 
turning the privatization of state assets to personal 
advantage. 

ROBERT M. SMITH, the only real gold miner in 
the bunch; chief operating officer of Barrick Gold. 

MEMBERS OF THE 
BOARD OF DIRECTORS 

EDWARD N. NEY, Bush’s appointee as ambassa- 
dor to Canada (1989-92), is a Barrick director. Ney 
became CEO of Young and Rubicam in 1970, where he 
fired one-third of the staff; and built it into the world’s 
biggest ad and public relations agency. He supervised 
George Bush’s 1988 ad campaign, including the infa- 

mous racist “Willie Horton” ad. As ambassador, he 
helped jump-start the NAFTA initiative of Bush and 
Mulroney, with propaganda saturation from Y&R’s 
Burson-Marsteller division, which he now controls. 
Burson-Marsteller is a veritable private diplomatic 
service, with agencies in 34 countries. 

J. TREVOR EYTON, known as “Canada’s most 
powerful businessman”, brokers the incestuous rela- 
tions among the Club of the Isles’ families which are 
based in Canada. Eyton started his career in British 
intelligence’s Argus-Hollinger nexus, next to media 
malgnate Conrad Black. Since 1979, he has managed 
Brascan and other entities for the Bronfman family. He 
was appointed a Canadian senator as a reward for 
channelling the Bronfmans’ money into buying the 
1984 election for Mulroney’s party, and to help get the 
Bush- and Mulroney-backed NAFTA three-way accord 
with the United States and Mexico through the. Cana- 
dian Parliament. When the Bronfmans fused with 
Barrick, Eyton joined its board. 

[END QUOTING OF PART 3) 

We have had a very long and dreary day having to 
deal with facing the fact that we have enemies in HIGH 
PLACES. But you know what? You have a friend in an 
EVEN HIGHER PLACE. I don’t worry about “en- 
emies” because I always make AGREEMENTS WHICH 
I KEEP, If I make an agreement I can be depended on 
100% to fulfill my commitment to the very last detail 
over which I have control. HOWEVER, I will not 
jeopardize any “other” party to any agreement. And 
THIS is THE only advantage Mr. Bush has when deal- 
ing with me-and that is NO ADVANTAGE. 

Has anyone been keeping tabs on the price of 
gold-dropping? Some five dollars just today it dropped. 
What is going on? Well, look at these writings and see 
that the “gold war” is on and when the time is right- 
WOW and whoopee!! They will get through dancing 
pretty soon now and, just as with the OIL, if the other 
nations who deal in oil and gold, don’t get on the right 
wave-length and SMELL THE COFFEE AND TOAST 
BURNING-it will basically be over as the leaders of 
most of those nations SOLD OUT to these nasty deal- 
ers. But it is the countries in point that are in jeopardy 
as their assets become worthless. 

There is not even longer much point in oil, readers, 
for when the facts are laid bare-you don’t longer 
NEED OIL. Wow again! ! And you thought you were 
“waiting” for free energy? Well, know that that com- 
modity is totally controlled as well. 

Are there other players on the “OTHER SIDE”‘? 
YES INDEED! AND THAT IS WHAT MAKES IT SO 
MISERABLE WHEN THE TITANS CLASH! 

How much do you think George Green is going to 
enjoy paying the interest and the difference in the value 
of that Overton gold on the day that the Judge ordered 
it released and NOW? It was at $400+ per ounce on that 
day and it is now in the low $350~. 

l/16/97 #1 HATONN 

A WALK THROUGH 
THE GOLD MINES 

I wanted you readers to have the information from 
day before yesterday’s discussion regarding gold Bushes 
and what is happening back in the “Barricks”. This is 
not a bad label to put on the gold operations when you 
think about it because a Barrick is a holding place for 
such as troops and these mines and vaults are holding 
places for gold as in “bunkers”. 

Now, everybody get day before yesterday’s writing 
in front of your cute little eyes and let us consider some 
very large and looming possibilities. I didn’t want 
some invisible fortune teller’s cookie guiding your 
magic wands nor do I want you to think I am a fortune 
teller-the POSSIBILITIES and PROBABILITIES are 
right in front of you in open information not even 
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secured from you by “top-secret”. I am not going to 
take a computer and print out certain amounts; I am 
going to point out generally rounded off attention- 
getters as to S$S and I expect you to understand the 
concept and not bother to dicker with the final payoff 
amounts except as to probable advantages and disad- 
vantages. 

What do you do when you are buying up every- 
thing? You try for as minimal a cost as you can possibly 
receive-right? And, if you can CONTROL that cost, 
wouldn’t you do so? Right! And after you have the 
product, i.e., gold stores, then what would you do? 
Right! Bring that product out of sight as to price 
structure. Would you do that if you also controlled the 
Federal Reserve? Of course you would. And, if you had 
a son all groomed for the Presidency, wouldn’t you 
disrupt the politicians in sitting positions and get your 
own arm onto the throne? Of course you would and 
don’t tell me that you wouldn’t. You WOULD. Don’t 
keep trying to somehow fool God. Poverty and God are 
NOT synonymous terms. 

Now, in looking over what we have offered for your 
attention so far, and today we are going to discuss more 
on Africa-we have enough to give you the picture, 
friends. 

The New World Order Bush Brigade has done it- 
they have just about cornered the mineralization stores 
of the globe in one way or another. They have USED 
THE OLD GOLD CERTIFICATE STOLEN FROM 
RUSSELL HERMANN, and gave it the right label, 
BONUS, valued it out of sight and all reason, and took 
it and have used it for their OWN PURPOSES. At first 
it was all through banks and then when they were called 
on it and couldn’t continue to use it as valid without 
signatures on it, turned to other types of financing 
which were equally outrageous, and didn’t have to rely 
on the contract any longer. Exactly like NOBODY has 
to rely on the Treasury to pay-the Treasury is paying 
in other hidden ways. Note that just in the Nevada 
mining operations in royalties which could have been 
put into the Treasury of the U.S., some estimated 
$10.75 BILLION-NOTHING went into the Treasury 
but a whole hell of a lot came OUT OF IT. 

You will possibly note something even MORE IN- 
TERESTING: “And, with unrestricted property rights 
over the $10 billion Goldstrike, Barrick Gold had the 
collateral on which the ROYAL BANK OF CANADA 
gave it a $1 billion line of credit that it used for the 
explosive worldwide expansion it suddenly began, only 
months after the patent was granted.” $10 billion? $1 
billion? What does that teI1 you mathematicians? 
Doesn’t it tell you that with the expected gold in that 
bunker that the BASIS OF EVALUATING the gold is 
somewhere around the $35 range? And, once you have 
control of the largest gold stashes in the world, is there 
any point in belaboring what the rest of the world gold 
market is going to tumble to as the Bushes gather in 
more “Barricks” (bunkers of gold). 

I would say off hand that such as Soros and 
Khashoggi wouldn’t allow this to happen so easily 
except, guess what: Go back and read-THEY ARE 
DOING IT WITHBUSH. . 

These guys now control, along with such as British 
Petroleum, the oil, the drugs, and now the gold. I tell 
you again: THIS IS THE YEAR OF THE NEW WORLD 
ORDER. 

How quickly will the prices dip to low levels? How 
low will it go? I am not a fortune teller and since they 
already have control of most everything around the 
globe, except possibly some assets in the Ukraine, it 
may not have to drop much lower. But, I suspect it will 
to keep the image going and the market a focus of your 
attention, THE SAME PEOPLE CONTROL THE 
MARKET NUMBERS AS CONTROL, NOW, YOUR 
NATION(S)’ NATURAL WEALTH. (AROUND THE 
GLOBE.) 

The question always comes forth as, “Why wasn’t 
this stopped?” Well, we have been writing on this for 
almost a decade and 193 volumes, not to mention the 

thousands of hours of lectures. “Nobody stopped it,” is 
what happened, and nobody is stopping it now. It is 
done. I warned you that the PLAN 2000 IS DONE 
except for the operations-AND THE BLOOD BATH. 
1997 IS A BIG YEAR! 

“‘But God wins?!,’ you said.” YES, HE DOES! 
WILL YOU? As long as you worship at the feet of the 
idols and the false Gods and the THINGS entrapping 
YOU-WILL YOU? 

Dharma, let us move into the long, but interesting, 
discussions about British-backed mining thefts in Zaire. 
Still think Ebola in Zaire is an accidental form of 
hiccups? 

[QUOTING, PART 4:] 

BRITISH-BACKED 
MINING COMPANIES 

ARE 
STEALING ZAIRE'S 

PATRIMONY 
EIR, Jan. 3, 1997 

by Richard Freeman 

When the forces of Uganda’s President Yoweri 
Museveni overran eastern Zaire in October 1996, under 
the guidance of Baroness Lynda Chalker, the head of 
Britain’s Overseas Development Office, this military 
phase was the culmination of an invasion of Zaire 
which had been ongoing for the past three years: the 
theft of Zaire’s wealth and patrimony. Zaire, as a 
nation, is being dismembered. Its various energy-rich 
provinces, including Shaba and Kivu, are being en- 
couraged to form separate micro-states. Already, be- 
cause of the economic dislocation forced on Zaire over 
the past seven years, most of the provinces act semi- 
autonomously from the central government; for ex- 
ample, Shaba province issues its own currency. 

In the following report, we document some of the 
most important features of this genocidal looting op- 
eration. 

On Sept. 21, 1996, a tiny Toronto, Canada-based 
raw materials company, Banro Resources Corp., ob- 
tained the concession to mine gold in Zaire’s central- 
east province of Kivu. The rich concession starts in the 
town of Bukavu, and extends southward. Bukavu was 
the site of one of the major Rwandan refugee camps in 
Zaire, which was teeming with half-starved women and 
children. Banro needed this site cleared of people to 
begin its mining operations; the clearing started with 
Uganda’s invasion of Zaire in mid-October. Banro 
appears to be a cutout for the ANGLO AMERICAN 
CORPORATION, which is the world’s biggest mining 
company, and a key cog in the international oligarchy’s 
CLUB OF THE ISLES raw materials CARTEL. 

In August 1996, Toronto-based Barrick Gold ob- 
tained a gold mining concession in Zaire’s northeast 
province, Haut Zaire, which reportedly covers 83,000 
square kilometers. The Hollinger Corp.-allied Barrick 
is chaired by Peter Munk, and its strategy is shaped by 
the international intelligence network of former U.S. 
President George Bush, who is honorary senior adviser 
to its international advisory board. 

Also during 1996, the tiny Vancouver-based raw 
materials company Consolidated Eurocan, headed by 
international wheeler-dealer Adolf Lundin, began work 
on exploiting the Tenke-Fugurume copper-cobalt mines 
in Zaire’s southernmost Shaba province, near the bor- 
der with Zambia, which has the richest cobalt reserves 
in the world. Cobalt is a strategic metal, crucial in 
forming alloys with steel and other metals, giving 
them great strength and heat resistance. Some 40% 
of cobalt’s use is in aircraft gas turbine engines, and 

10% is in magnetic alloys. Consolidated Eurocan is 
purchasing the mining property in phases, for a quarter 
of a billion dollars, which is a “song”, for a property 
that could yield many tens of billions of dollars in 
revenues. Consolidated Eurocan is in a joint venture in 
this deal with Anglo American. 

Simultaneously, over the past 18 months, the Ameri- 
can-based, Canadian-run American Mineral Fields, of 
former DeBeers Diamond executive Jean-Raymond 
Boulle, has obtained the Kipushi zinc mines in Shaba 
province, one of the largest sources of zinc in the world; 
the Vancouver- and Cayman Islands-based Panorama 
International has obtained significant cobalt holdings 
in Shaba province, and Zaire’s diamond company, 
MIBA (Zaire is one of the three largest diamond pro- 
ducers in the world}, has been thrown open to bidding 
and takeover by foreign firms. 

THE ‘SECOND GREAT SCRAMBLE’ 

When Maj. Gen. Paul Kagame, the Rwandan de- 
fense minister, recently called for a new Berlin Confer- 
ence to set new borders for African states-referring to 
the 1884-85 Berlin Conference of the imperialist pow- 
ers which ratified the national borders that are now in 
effect in Africa-he had in mind the fragmentation of 
Zaire into mini-states as a paradigm for all of Africa. 

The first Berlin Conference occurred during what 
was called the “Great Scramble”, during the 1880s and 
1890s. Imperialist Britain and France led the way, and 
were joined by Belgium, Italy, and Germany, in grab- 
bing up the raw material wealth of Africa. The Berlin 
Conference codified the Congo, which included present- 
day Zaire, as the personal property of Belgium’s King 
Leopold II. Leopold II worked the Congo like a plan. 
tation, with brutal methods. For example, Congolese 
Africans who did not meet their production quotas had 
their arms amputated. 

This time around, the British are making a move to 
push the Belgians and French entirely out of Central 
Africa, and, at the same time, they don’t want .o have 
the expense of running a nation-state, an institution 
that they don’t like anyway. Rather, they deploy the 
companies of their global raw materials cartel to buy up 
sections of a country. They keep the people needed to 
run the mining and related enterprises alive at subsis- 
tence levels, and the rest of the population is treated as 
useless eaters, left to starve or be butchered. [H: 
Harumpf-f-fph: EBOLA?] 

Driving the British actions this time, is another 
“Great Scramble”. The international financier oligar- 
chy, grouped around the House of Windsor, knows that 
the world financial bubble-which they themselves 
created-cannot be sustained, and will burst. THEY 
ARE GETTING OUT OF PAPER FINANCIAL IN- 
STRUMENTS AND INTO HARD COMMODITIES: 
PRECIOUS METALS, SUCH AS GOLD; STRATE- 
GIC METALS, SUCH AS COBALT AND TANTA- 
LUM: BASE METALS, SUCH AS COPPER AND 
ZINC; ENERGY SUPPLIES; AND INCREASINGLY 
SCARCE FOOD SUPPLIES. They want to either own 
the physical assets, or, better still, own the mine pro- 
duction facility for these assets. AS THE PRICE OF 
THE HARD COMMODITY ASSET GOES UP, THE 
OLIGARCHY MAKES SUPER PROFITS. At the 
same time they have finger-tip control over the miner- 
als, food stuffs, and so on, upon which human life 
depends. They plan to exercise a food- and raw mate- 
rials-control dictatorship in a post-coliapse world, [H: 
I am again warning you people that this is coming 
right in good old America, frum tip to toe, North to 
South. Even in the U.S. you can SEE IT HAPPEN- 
ING as the Welfare system is going Kaput while 
there is nothing on the “outside” to offer jobs or 
living shelter or food. And just keep reading for we 
are going to mention a lot about the IMF and World 
Bank and you just rememberthat members of YOUR 
U.S. CABINET, THE ATTORNEY GENERAL AND 
THE SECRETARY OF TREASURY, ARE PAID 
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FOR DIRECTLY BY TEE IMF AND WORLD IMF. WORLD BANK. 
BANK!] FINANCIERS CUT OFF CREDIT 

The international oligarchy already owns exten- 
sive raw material holdings. But they now seek to obtain Most of Zaire’s raw materials holdings are owned 
those holdings in Africa, Ibero-America, and Asia, by the state, and President Mobutu Sese Seko has 
which they don’t control. resisted selling them to foreigners. A seven-year cam- 

Mineral-rich Zaire is in their target sights. Zaire’s paign, including a total credit and aid cutoff of Zaire, 
mineral belt is located in the eastern and southern part has been waged to force Mobutu to give in. At the 
of the country (see Figure 1 below). It is a crystalline center of the campaign has been the International 
belt that runs along side the Great Rift, a geological Monetary Fund (IMF), the World Bank, and the inter- 
fault running from the Jordan River Valley in the national banks, which are run by the same oligarchical 
Middle East, south through the Gulf of Aqaba, through forces that run the global raw materials cartel. 
Central Africa (where Zaire is located), down to south- On June 29, 1960, Zaire obtained its independence 
ern Africa. [II: And readers, don’t forget that it will from Belgium, although, as with many African coun- 
be through TEAT “RIFT” TEAT TEE GREATEST tries, it was only a partial independence, because the 
EARTHQUAKE OF ALL TIME WILL COME AND countries were kept in economic backwardness. In the 
SWALLOW UP MILLIONS OF PEOPLE BEFORE case of Zaire, in 196 1, its first elected President, Patrice 
“THIS” GAME IS OVER!) Lumumba, was assassinated. Mobutu, who had been an 

Army general, was made President in 1965. In 1967, he 
declared that all the minerals in Zaire’s subsoil be- 
longed to Zaire, and nationalized the foreign mining 

FIGURE 1 

Barrick’s gold mines in Zaire 
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hol&ngs, whicd meant principally Belgium’s two al< 
powerful companies, Union Mini&e and CociCtd 
G&&ale. According to one source, “The Belgians 
were so angry at Zaire that they took with them all their 
records and plans needed to mine.” 

Despite difficulties, and while never enjoying true 
economic developments that would have brought a 
decent standard of living to Zaire’s now 40 million 
people, Zaire nonetheless was able to harness and mine 
some of its immense raw materials wealth. A sample of 
what Zaire accomplished can be gleaned from the re- 
port of theMiner& Yearbook, publishedby the Bureau 
of the Mines of the U.S. Department of Interior (Vol. 
III). [See Zaire’s Natural Resources Map on next 
page. 1 In 1988, among the world’s raw materials 
mining countries, Zaire held the following rank, for the 
following commodities: 

Cobalt World’s largest producer and exporter 
Diamonds 2nd in the world. 
Copper 5th in the world. 
Tin 12th in the world. 
Zinc 20th in the world. 

Zaire also mined other commodities, such as barite, 
boron, magnesium, and gold. Because of historical 
ties, Zaire shipped a good amount of these goods to 
Belgium. In the 196Os, in order to run its mining 
operations, Zaire created the state-owned La GCendrale 
des Carridres et des mines du Zaire, which is known by 
its acronym, Gecamines. One of its other important 
state-owned companies was based on Kivu province, 
the Soci&C Mini&e et Industrielle de Kivu, known by 
its acronym Sominki. 

When Belgium granted Zaire independence, it be- 
queathed to Zaire about $5 billion in debt, which 
Belgium had run up. By the late 198Os, Zaire’s debt 
stood at ab&t $8 billion-a large debt for a small 
econorhy based on raw materials and food, but no 
manufacturing. Zaire got further and further behind on 
its debt payments, and finally DEFAULTED ON MOST 
OF IT IN THB EARLY 1990s. 

This was the excuse that the banks wanted. They 
demanded that Zaire pay the debt, but also, joined by 
the World Bank and others, demanded that Zaire “de- 
mocratize” its government and, especially, privatize its 
government and, especially, privatize its state-owned 
raw materials mining concerns. Privatization had 
three components: slashing the social services pro- 
vided to miners by law, laying off half the workforce at 
Gecamines, and selling more than half of the different 
properties of Gecamines and Sominki to foreign inves- 
tors. Secessionist movements were started in Shaba 
province; the net effect would be to dismantle the 
Zairean state. 

Tbe banks organized an international credit cutoff, 
meaning that Zaire could not get the money to purchase 
mining machinery, spare parts, and other essential 

imports. The West had always denied Zaire technology 
transfer, as long as the raw materials wealth was prima- 
rily in Zairean hands. Around 1993, the World Bank 
and IMF declared a credit cutoff to Zaire. A senior 
source at the U.S. Geological Survey reported on Nov. 
27, 1996, that the World Bank and its loan guarantee 
agency, the Multi-Lateral Investment Guarantee Cor- 
poration (MIGA), recommended to Zaire that it would 
not get new money until it agreed to “modernize”, that 
is, privatize, its mining operations, by selling off sec- 
tions of state holdings. 

At about the same time, the governments of Bel- 
gium, France, and the United States cut off all official 
government aid to Zaire. 

Currency warfare was unleashed in 1990, and has 
continued to this day. At one point, the Zairean cur- 
rency, the Zaire, depreciated from a few new zaires to 
the dollar, to 3,250 to the dollar. This devaluation 
meant that Zaire earned almost nothing for its foreign 
exports. 

As the U.S. Geological Survey source explained, 
“The economy went down the tubes. Mining produc- 
tion today is 10% of what it was in the late 1980s. 
Because of the economic dislocation, most of the prov- 
inces are operating on their own.” Indeed, between 
1987 and 1993, cobalt production fell 82%, and copper 
production fell 90%. As a result, exports of minerals 
and metals, which accounted for three-quarters of 
Zaire’s foreign exchange earnings, dried up. Zaire’s 
ability to service the debt, should it choose to do so, 
disappeared. 

The conditions of life for the population worsened, 
in a country in which living conditions were already 
bad. In 1990, only 39% of Zaireans had access to safe 
drinking water. Infrastructure is virtually nonexistent. 
In 1994, Zaire’s infant mortality rate was 111 deaths 
per 1,000 live births, i.e., an 11% infant death rate, 
more than 13 times that in the United States. In 1992, 
the last year for which figures were available, 335,000 
Zairean children under the age of five died. In 1994, 
life expectancy in Zaire was 53 years, lower than in 
1990. 

Under this assault, President Mobutu opened the 
door to privatizing Zaire’s patrimony, although still 
not at a rate fast enough to satisfy the World Bank 
vultures. 

THE CORPORATE INVASION 

At the heart of the invasion of Zaire’s mining 
properties are the Canadian mining companies atld the 
Oppenheimer family-run Anglo American Corp., which 
often takes the Canadian companies under its wing in 
joint ventures. The Canadian mining companies started 
an invasion of Zaire in 1994, which reached a flood tide 
in 1996. This was the opening shot of the “Second 
Great Scramble”. The Canadian mining companies 
represent forward beachheads for the Commonwealth- 
centered British Empire (See EIR SPECIAL REPORT, 
May 24,1996, “The Sun Never Sets on the New British 
Empire”). Behind the companies, lurks the shadowy 
presence of the Oppenheimer family’s Anglo American 
Corp., the linchpin of the Club of the Isles’ raw mate- 
rials dartelization strategy. 

We look a1 three examples. First, the takeover of 
Sominki, in Kivu province, by Toronto-based Banro 
Resource Corp. 

Zaire has three eastern provinces: Haut Zaire, in 
the northeast; Kivu, in the center-east; and Shaba 
(formerly Katanga), in the southeast. Kivu province is 
second in richness of raw materials, aftei Shaba. The 
leading mining concern in Kivu is the Soci&te Mini&e 
et Industrielle de Kivu, or Sominki. Sominki was 
formed in 1976 as an amalgamation of nine companies 
that had been operating in Kivu province since the 
early 1900s. It operates 47 mining concessions, en- 
compassing an area of 10,271 square kilometera. 

In 1996, Banro Corp. of Toronto bought 36% of 
Sominki, raising some of its poncy for the purchase by 
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floating shares in Singapore. Banro was previously a 
small financial institution, with little apparent apti- 
tude for mining. The impression is that it was 
reconfigured as a company for the special purpose of 
this purchase, perhaps acting as a front for someone. 
(Who that someone is, will become clear.) [H: I keep 
telling you to pay attention, for this is GOOD BUSI- 
NESS.] 

Another large chunk of Sominki was bought by the 
Belgium-based company Mines D’oi du Zaire, or MDDZ. 
Owning 60% of MDDZ is Cluff Mining Co. of LON- 
DON, and controlling 65% of Cluff is Anglo American 
Corp., the world’s largest mining company and a key 

their merger, with Banro selling its shares to MDDZ. 
The new Banro-MDDZ entity has announced that it 
plans to acquire that 28% from the government. The 
overall enterprise is essentially a vehicle for Anglo 
American. 

According to various Banro corporate redorts and 
news releases, Banro was anxious to get its mining 
operations started as quickly as possible. However, the 
Sominki mining zone that Banro acquired started in the 
town of Bukavu, the center for the major camp for 
Rwandan refugees who had fled to Zaire, with nearly a 
million people. To get mining started, the entire zone 
would require clearing. Suddenly, as Uganda launched 

component of the Club of the Isles. its invasion of eastern Zaire, near Bukavu, in mid- 
On Sept. 2 1, 1996, Banro and MDDZ announced October, there was firing on the Bukuvu refugee camp, 

FIGURE 2 

Zaire’s natural resources 
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supposedly against “Hutu rebels” who were hiding 
there. The military attack on the camp forced hundreds 
of thousands of refugees to flee Kivu province, back to 
Rwanda. But, who did the firing? While a clear answer 
is not forthcoming, it may have involved portions of the 
newly acquired Sominki apparatus itself. For, in ac- 
quiring Sominki, Banro did not just acquire a company; 
it acquired the effective governmental structure of the 
entire Kivu province. 

According to Banro corporate press release, 
“Sominki owns an extensive infrastructure which in- 
cludes repair shops, machine shops, electrical shops 
and a large fleet of Land Rover vehicles. In addition, 
it operates six hydroelectric sites, a number of air 
strips, and 1,000 kilometers of roads. Sominki is 
virtually self-sufficient. The company has about 5,000 
employees.” The released added, “In fact, Sominki is 
the de facto government providing all the essential 
services for the Kivu Province” (Emphasis added). 

Banro/Anglo American effectively stole a good 
chunk of the government of Kivu. T,his is the British 
model for the Second Great Scramble. As a mining 
company, Sominki has its own explosives supplies and 
access to weapons, i.e., it has the capability to carry out 
such an attack, or is in a commanding position to 
influence those who fired on the refugee camps. 

The second example, is that of American Mineral 
Fields (AMF), which is based in Hope, Arkansas, but 
run from Canada. AMF has acquired from Gecamines 
the Kipushi copper-zinc mine, one of the world’s pre- 
mier copper-zinc mines, located in Shaba province 
(copper and zinc are often mined together). The Bel- 
gians developed Kipushi and began mining in 1925. At 
its peak in 1988, the Kipushi mine produced 143,000 
tons of zinc, and 43,000 tons of copper. Its total known 
and probable reserves stand at 22.6 million tons, grad- 
ing 2.1% copper and 13.8% zinc. 

AMF is the brainchild of its owner, Jean-Raymond 
Boulle, a former executive for DeBeer’s Diamonds. In 
turn, AMF signed an agreement with Anglo American, 
which allows Anglo American to invest up t ) $100 
million in any AMF venture in Shaba province, repre- 
senting up to a 50% equity stake in the venture, includ- 
ing the Kipushi mine. Once again, ubiquitous Anglo 
American shows up. 

The third example, is that of tiny Consolidated 
Eurocan of Vancouver. In 1996, Eurocan finalized a 
deal that will allow it to purchase from the state mining 
company Gecamines, a 55% interest in the Tenke- 
Fungurume copper-cobalt deposits. Eurocan will pay a 
quarter of a billion dollars over 72 months for its stake, 
but the stake is worth potentially tens of billions of 
dollars in revenues. According to a Eurocan spokes- 
man on Dec. 18, Tenke-Fungurume, located in Shaba 
province, represents the largest operating cobalt re- 
serves in the world. It has geological reserves of 222 
million tons of copper and cobalt, with potential re- 
serves of 1 billion tons. 

Consolidated Eurocan is owned and run by Cana- 
dian wheeler-dealer Adolf Lundin. One U.S. mining 
source reported, “There is no way that Eurocan can 
develop the mines on its own. It doesn’t have the 
capabilities. It will have to sell off shares to established 
mining companies, most likely Iskor and Gencor, to 
work the properties.” Iskor and Gencor are both South 
African companies, and part of the British raw materi- 
als cartel. 

Thus, these Canadian companies, in some cases 
stalking horses for Anglo American, are gobbling up 
Zaire’s gold, copper, zinc, and cobalt reserves. 

Add to this, the Barrick Gold purchase of a huge 
concession in Haut Zaire, and the fact that there is now 
discussion of opening up the major government-owned 
diamond mining company, SociCtt Mini&e de 
Bakwanga (MIBA), to foreign investors. MIBA ac- 
counts for 40% of Zaire’s official diamond exports. 
The remaining 60% are developed by artisanal miners, 
i.e., prospectors, who then sell the gems to “Israeli 
diamond buyers and to [international gem dealer] 
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Maurice Templesman”, according to a knowledgeable 
source. [H: Now readers, where did we hear about 
this cat before?] The Belgian-born Templesman, who 
squired around Jacqueline Kennedy Onassis before she 
died, is an international tycoon. He is former PRESI- 
DENT of the U.S. AFRICA SOCIETY, a group that is 
influential in the shaping of U.S. government Africa 
policy. 

THE ANGLO AMERICAN PARADIGM 

Anglo American Corp. offers a foretaste of how a 
world without nation-states, run by the financier oli- 
garchs, would operate. It was formed in 1917. Financ- 
ing for, and investments into’Anglo American and its 
associated companies, came from the Rothschild bank 
and J.P. Morgan. The South Africa-based Anglo Ameri- 
can, through cross-ownership shares, owns DeBeers 
Centenary and. DeBeers Consolidated (which together 
control the Central Selling Organization, that markets 
and controls 80% of the world’s diamonds), and the 
Luxembourg-based Minerals and Resources Corp. 
(Minorco) mineral holding company. In South Africa 
alone, Anglo American owns more than 1,600 compa- 
nies, where it is the world’s leading gold producer, the 
world’s leading platinum producer, the world’s leading 
diamond producer, and much else. 

The Oppenheimer family runs the Anglo American 
Corp. empire. Cambridge University-educated Harold 
Oppenheimer was chairman until 1982, and still re- 
portedly makes all important decisions. His son Nicho- 
las is the leading family member in the company. The 
Oppenheimer family members are in the 1001 Club, the 
tightly knit, elite society that brings together oligarchs, 
financiers, raw materials company executives, and bil- 
liona, res to coordinate strategy worldwide. Barrick 
Gold L hairman Peter Munk is a member of the Club, as 
are many other heads of the world’s top mining compa- 
nies. The Club is closely intertwined with the World 
Wide Fund for Nature of Britain’s Prince Philip. 

Though the Oppenheimers publicly professed to be 
critics of South African apartheid, they fundamentally 
supported and benefitted mightily from its existence, 
which allowed them to run their mines as slave-labor 
plantations. 

But the Anglo American Corp. empire extends to 
every mineral-producing country in Africa and the 
world, and it continues to grow. In October 1996, 
Anglo upped to 26% its ownership stake in the London- 
headquartered, Zimbabwe (formerly Rhodesia)-centered 
Lonrho raw materials company, which had been run by 
Tiny Rowland. in turn, Lonrho owns a 30% ownership 
stake in the Ashanti Mines in Ghana, which represents 
the richest operating goldfield outside of South Africa. 
Anglo American has been trying to purchase the state- 
owned CVRD company of Brazil, which controls the 
Gran Carajas mining project in Brazil. With every- 
thing from iron and copper to precious minerals, some 
estimates put its worth at more than $1 trillion. Ac- 
cording to one report, Anglo American is trying to buy 
what remains of ZaireIs Gecamines, after everything 
else had been sold off. 

But the full global reach of Anglo American only 
becomes clear when viewed in conjunction with the 
holdings of the London-based Rio Tinto Zinc (RTZ), 
the world’s second largest raw materials producing 
company. RTZ was formed in the 1870s by China 
opium trader Hugh Matheson, who was a principal in 
the Hongkong-based firm Jardine Matheson. The 
Rothschilds have a significant stake in the company. 
Queen Elizabeth II is also a significant investor in 
RTZ. Anglo American and RTZ combined control a 
stunning percentage of the Western World’s most im- 
portant raw materials (see Table 1 to right). 

The Anglo American-RTZ combination anchors 
the House of Windsor’s raw materials cartel. EIR 
showed in its Sept. 15, 1995 issue that the House of 
Windsor cartel controls, overall, 59.5% of world gold 
production, 78% of world platinum production, 25% of 

copper, 55% of alumina bauxite, 64% of cobalt, 42% of 
manganese, 39% of chromium, and so on. 

Thus, Anglo .American Corp. and the Canadian 
companies integrated into the process of taking over 
Zaire, are out to extend the power of the raw materials 
cartel. If thev succeed. there will be no nation-state: 
ONLY A POiTION Oi;- THE POPULA TIilN, THA T 
PERMIT l’ED .TO SLA VE FOR THE MINING COM- 
PANIES OPERA TIONS. WILL REMAIN: THE REST 
WILL BE WRITTEN OFF. As is shown by the treat- 
ment of the Rwandan refugees in Kivu province, who 
were either starved, butchered, or simply moved away 
to make way for mineral production, the mining com- 
panies do not care about human lives, only about their 
profits and their geopolitical control. 

[END QUOTING OF PART 41 

I am not going to make comments at this point. I 
want you nice readers to REREAD THIS PORTION 
and WEEP. There goes the WORLD! And, oh yes, 
readers, the British have a very old blueprint for Af- 
rica-and they are reviving it as we write. 

We need a bit of respite, please. 

l/17/97 #2 HATONN 

Let us now turn back to the African theft of human- 
ity and resources and perhaps some will begin to see 
HOW IT HAPPENS, this TAKEOVER of everything a 
soul stands for-after deceiving and stripping the 
people. 

[QUOTING, PART 5:] 

BRITISH REVIVE 
OLD BLUEPRINT 3 

- FOR AFRICA 

EIR, January 3, 1997 
by Linda de Hoyos 

“This time, let Zaire fall apart,” was the headline 
under which Conor Cruise O’Brien, a United Nations 
envoy to Zaire in the early 196Os, wrote in a commen- 

TABLE 1 

Anglo-American and Rio Tinto Zinc combined 
share of Western world mining production 
(percent of total) 

Cammodity Share Commodity ShNB 

Antimony 

sauxite 

Chromite 

Cobalt 

Copper 
Diamond 

Gold 

Iron ore 

Lead 

Liiium 

Manganese 

Molybdenum 

20% 

10 

15 

10 

12 

40 

25 

10 

7 

5 

6 

11 

Nickel 6% 

Niobium 8 

Palladium 39 

Platinum 45 

Rhodium 41 

Silver 6 

Titanium 31 

Tungsten 18 

Uranium 8 

Vanadium 36 

Zinc 6 

Zirconium 23 

tary on Zaire appearing in the Nov. 19 Times of Lon- 
don, the semi-official mouthpiece for the British For- 
eign Office. Applauding the “Tutsi rebel rout” of 
Rwandan Hutu refugees, O’Brien says that the issue 
now is what will happen to the “huge state of Zaire”. 
“Zaire’s condition now,” he says, “appears to be termi- 
nal, and international efforts to preserve its integrity 
will only increase the agonies of its peoples. It should 
be allowed to assume such shapes as the energies and 
aspirations of its various peoples may eventually assign 
to it. The energies of international diplomacy should 
be confined to holding the ring, and discouraging the 
internationalization of the tremendous internal con- 
flict.” 

As O’Brien is well aware, he is speaking way after 
the fact. The division of Zaire has been long-standing 
policy, and the conflict has already been international- 
ized by virtue of the fact that Zaire was invaded in mid- 
October 1996 by a military force combined of Ugandan, 
Rwandan, and Burundian troops, with the backing, 
through Uganda, of British intelligence. 

O’Brien’s demand for “letting Zaire go” has ac- 
cordingly been stated in more honest terms by the Tutsi 
Rwandan Patriotic Front, now ruling in Kigali, Rwanda. 
Rwandan Foreign Minister Anatase Gasana and De- 
fense Minister Paul Kagame have called for a “Berlin 
II” to re-divide the territories of Africa, in imitation of 
the 1885 Berlin Conference of the colonial powers to 
divide the known African lands. The Rwandese have 
declaredopenly that the Tutsi “Banyamulenge” of east- 
ern Zaire are welcome to return to Rwanda, but “they 
should bring their land with them.” Although Rwandan 
Foreign Minister Gasana says that a Berlin II should 
show “respect for’ the current borders of all states”, he 
equivocates, stating that the major purpose of such a 
conference must be to “examine the consequences of 
Berlin I on the cultural, social, and economic fronts, 
and so forth, to prevent there being stateless people at 
our borders, but it is not a matter of calling the borders 
into question.” 

MUSEVENI IS 
OUR MAN 

But schemes for redividing the region were put 
forth far earlier by Ugandan President Yoweri Museveni, 
and were the motivation for the Ugandan Army inva- 
sion of Rwanda in 1990, and again in 1994. Among 
eastern Africans, it is understood that Museveni wants 
to carve out a “Hima empire” from southern Sudan, 
Uganda, Rwanda, Burundi, and eastern Zaire. This 
might appear as a pipe dream, but it appears to coincide 
with foreign interests-notably British. British Minis- 
ter of Overseas Development Lynda Chalker has adver- 
tised her own close relationship to Museveni, under- 
scored by frequent visits to Uganda. The idea of 
Museveni’s regional hegemony has also found favor in 
the State Department. A former ambassador of one of 
the Great ‘Lakes countries recalls how he was called 
into the State Department East Africa desk in 1994- 
right before the April 6 downing of the plane carrying 
Rwandan President Juvenal Habyrimana-and asked 
who he thought the political leader of the region should 
be. His first answer, Zairean President Mobutu Sese 
Seko, was rejected. His second answer, Tanzanian 
President Julius Nyerere, was also incorrect-suggest- 
ing to him by process of elimination that the State 
Department was promoting Museveni as their man. 

The geopolitical idea is similar to the actual line of 
functioning of the erstwhile UN multilateral military 
force, that was supposed to deliver aid to the “routed” 
refugees of eastern Zaire in November and December. 
The peacekeeping force was not to go through Kinshasa 
or Zaire-despite the fact that there are 600,000 refu- 
gees still remaining in central, not eastern, Zaire-but 
through Entebbe, Uganda, and Kigali, Rwanda. The 
Anglo-American mining interests now scrambling for 
the gold and extraordinary mineral wealth of eastern 
Zaire, want to direct their operations through the same 
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route. The reason is the looters’ paradise Museveni has Kakudje, explained to a reporter for ,!,a Libre Belgique passport. 
turned Uganda into-endless tax holidays and full on Nov. 5, “Our Marxism dates back to the Cold War: Kabila spent years of exile in Rwanda, Zambia, and 
repatriation of profits of fully owned foreign ventures. You had to adopt a political color according to which- Tanzania. After Museveni came to power in Uganda in 

As O’Brien is fully aware, the British have long ever bloc was helping you. . . . The [Berlin] Wall has 1986-with the help of Nyerere-Kabila was a frequent 
had their eye on eastern Zaire. In his own account, To fallen. The important thing is to rebuild the economy. visitor to Kampala. 
Katanga and Back--A UN Case History, written in Our social project is based on a market economy.” Sometimes the mercenary business is slow. Ac- 
1962, O’Brien, who was in the Irish foreign service and Kakukje’s admission that “political color” is sec- cording to various sources, during the 1970s and 198Os, 
was a special UN envoy to the Congo, relates that the ondary to whoever is .“helping you”, is the key to Kabila would organize some “help” for himself from 
British firmly backed the cause of the secession of Kabila’s long-standing career as a mercenary. Born in Moscow, by staging fake uprisings and mercenary op- 
Katanga. O’Brien reports a newspaper account at the Manono in North Shaba province in Zaire, Kabila first erations in outposts in Uganda, photographing the 
time: “President Tshombe [of Katanga] received the went into action as a mercenary for the renegade Inde- staged incidents and placing the photos in his own 
British Consul.. . who came to convey the sympathy of pendent State of Katanga, established on July 11, 1960, ragtag newspaper for publicity. 
their government to the Katangese cause.” At that by Moise Tshombe, on behalf of Belgian mining inter- Now, Kabila has been picked up as the “com- 
time, London wanted to seizecontrol of Shaba province’s ests. The chief instigator of the Katanga uprising was mander” for the invasion of Zaire by forces from Rwanda 
mineral wealth through Rhodesia. Although Leopold the Union Mini&e du Haut Katanga, which was then and Uganda. To the extent his forces have anything to 
II of Belgium had taken sovereignty over Shaba at the world’s third largest producer of copper, and the do with Zaire, they are composed of Banyamulenge, 
Berlin I, the Belgians had not occupied it. Britain’s world’s chief producer of cobalt. Belgian profits from who are Tutsis from Rwanda who have lived in Zaire, 
roving imperialist Cecil Rhodes was on his way to Union Mini&e were in excess of 3.5 billion Belgian and who returned to Rwanda in 1994, to join the - 
establish dominion over the territory, when the Bel- francs in 1959. Belgium was naturally anxious that Rwandan Patriotic Front takeover of the country from 
gians woke up. A deal was struck whereby British this profit not revert to any independent Congo govern- Uganda. According to even British sources, Kabila’s 
capital would get a slice of the profit from Shaba’s ment. The export duties paid to the Congolese govern- troops speak Kinyarwanda (the language of Rwanda), 
exploitation. But even as late as 1961, there was ment in 1959 by the Belgian company constituted 50% or English with Ugandan or Rwandan accents. Mili- 
renewed talk of attaching “Katanga” to Rhodesia. of the government’s revenue. Once the Independent tary discipline is supposedly modeled on that of Paul 

With Rhodesia, now Zimbabwe, out of the picture, State of Katanga was established, this money went to Kagame’s Rwandan Patriotic Army. As the Washing- 
British intelligence, for whom O’Brien speaks, is hon- Tshombe, to pay his mercenary forces, which included ton Post noted on Nov. 2, Kagame admitted that some 
ing in on the region once again. This time through Kabila. of his soldiers had joined the “rebel” troops in Zaire. In 
Museveni’s Uganda, the country where life expectancy Later, Kabila fought the Zairean central govern- short, Kabila is the “Zairean” face for the Rwandan- 
for Africans has fallen the fastest in the last decade, but ment in the Mulele uprising in eastern Zaire in the Ugandan force that invaded Zaire in mid-October. 
where profits for British financial interests have risen 196Os, alongside fellow gun-for-hire Che Gueverra. 
the fastest. As the province most rich in mineral wealth in Zaire, [END QUOTING OF PART 51 

Shaba province has long been a target for secession. 

A MERCENARY FOR Kabila has participated in each bid-first in 1960-61; We only have another few pages on this topic but 
then in “Shaba I” and “Shaba II”, in 1977 and 1978, we are needed elsewhere so please allow us to just leave 

FREE MARKETEERS respectively, when mercenaries attacked Shaba from the writing for now. Thank you. 
Angola; and again in the mid-1980s. Between times, 

PROFILE: LAURENT Kabila also worked as a mercenary in Angola. Among l/18/97 R2 HATONN 
his mercenary bosses has been the famous Belgian 

KABILA mercenary Bob Denard. Now, I think it wise to finish up the African presen- 
tations that we have to offer, today. We cannot even 

NYERERE begin to TOUCH the myriads of important data bat I 
EIR, Jan. 3, 1997 ‘KINDERGARTNER’ hope we have shared enough to get your attentim and 

by Linda de Hoyos allow you to further piece the tapestry of thi.: One 
However, the reason that Kabila has been tapped World Order Takeover into visible connections. This 

It came as no surprise for Zaireans when Laurent again for this latest venture is because of his strong ties has to be done from one side of the globe around and 
Kabila, head of the “alliance of Democratic Forces for to the British Commonwealth countries in Africa, say about-to the opposite, for if you don’t see the “whole” 
Liberation” in Zaire, held a press conference to vow his well-informed Zairean sources. Kabila is a member of you cannot possibly attend the parts, in wisdom and 
commitment to “reform the Zairean government and to the “Nyerere Kindergarten”, having received his po- knowing. 
install a free-market economy”. litical training inTanzania under the tutelage of former I didn’t finish the African series yesterday, as 

Kabila also announced that his forces would not Tanzanian President Julius Nyerere, along with Ugan- regards Zaire especially, for frankly, Dharma had about 
seize any mineral concessions held in Zaire by foreign dan President Museveni and John Garang, head of the all the emotional trauma she could handle. You cannot 
companies. To the contrary, Kabila’s adviser Jean marauding Sudanese People’s Liberation Army (SPLA). fathom the magnificence of the massive size of the 
Kabongo told the press Dec. 5, “Those companies will Even today, Kabila is known to travel on a Tanzanian destruction and death and not have it wipe out your 
be able to operate as normal. Just as long as they pay 
their taxes to us, the taxation will not affect their 
operations. We do not want them to leave, we need 
them to operate the mines.” Kabongo said that the 
Alliance is also eager to open up more diamond mines 
to foreign interests. “In Kasai, more diamonds must be 
mined, the country’s mineral wealth exploited. We are 
going to try and throw the area open to government- 
sponsored mining licenses in Kasai in areas that .have 
not yet been explored.” 

These pronouncements have confirmed the view of 
many Zaireans that Kabila is no more than a mercenary 
for foreign mining interests in eastern Zaire, specifi- 
cally for interests such as Barrick Gold, Anglo Ameri- 
can, and SocittC G&n&ale of Belgium. 

Although Kabila for years dubbed himself a Marx- 
ist, he has taken the “Damascus Road” to embrace the 
“magic of the marketplace”, in the same fashion as his 
longtime associate, Ugandan President Yoweri 
Museveni. As Kabila’s spokesman in Belgium, Gaetan 
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reserves for self-protection against the horror and TER- * There are continuing reports in the Western 
ROR of what I am causing you to LOOK AT. We are media, such as theAssociatedPre& on Nov. 21 and the 
just going to finish off with some statistics that I hope Belgian De Standaard on November 25, that forces 
will allow you to focus on the massive things brought under the nominal command of Laurent Kabila and the 
into play in this bringing the world into total control. Rwandan Armed Forces CULLED OUT men and boys 

from the refugees before their return to Rwanda and 
[QUOTING, PART 6:] also in Zairean cities and towns under their control. 

[H: The whole of depopulation is being referred to as 

1.6 MILLION DEAD: C~LLED~~T.] - - 
In total, the imperial land grab of East Africa by 

‘JUST A DROP IN THE George Bush’s Barrick Gold et al., even excluding the 
invasion of Zaire, has cost the lives of at least 1.6 

BUCKET’ million Burundians and Rwandans, out of a total popu- 
lation for both countries of only 13 million. In per- 
capita terms, this would be the equivalent of a slaugb- 

EIR, January 3, 1997 ter of 31 MILLION AMERICANS. [H: And that can 
Continuation: by Linda de Hoyos be equated to the destruction of Los Angeles, New 

York and, at the least, also including Chicago. 
EIR estimates that since October 1990, when the 

Ugandan Army under the rubric of the “Rwandan Patri- THE MALTHUSIAN 
otic Front” first invaded Rwanda, at least 1.6 million COVER STORY 
people have died in the wars that the British blueprint 
for East Africa has instigated. Another 2 million It has become a standard ruse among the practitio- 
people have been uprooted and displaced, although this nets of mass murder in Africa to justify their policies 
is a very conservative figure. with the Malthusian myth that, since Africa has too 

many people anyway, the deaths of hundreds of thou- 
This count is derived as follows: sands of Africans are part of a necessary “solution” to 
1990 invasion of Rwanda by Uganda: the “overpopulation problem”. Such claims were heard 
150,000-200,000 killed; in July 1994, for instance, by the British case officer for 
One million displaced to the Nyacyonga refugee East Africa, Baroness Lynda Chalker, Minister of Over- 

camp outside Kigali. There are reports of large-scale seas Development, the self-identified mentor of Ugan- 
murders carried out in the north at that time. dan President Yoweri Museveni. Speaking to the Royal 

Society of London on July 11, 1994, as Hutu refugees 
1993 attempted coup against Burundi gavern- were dying of cholera in Goma at the rate of 20,000 a 

ment of President Melcbior Ndayaye: day. Chalker declared: “The density of population in 
11’0,000 killed. Rwanda.is one reason why the scale of that tragedy is so 
1993-96 continuing civil war in Burundi: enormous.n 
100,000 killed. Similar sentiments are standardly voiced at the 
1994 invasion of Rwanda by the Rwandan Patri- U.S. State Department, Dick Cornelius, of the State 

otic Front: Department Office of Population, Refugees, and Mi- 
1 million slaughtered in mass melee between Hutus gration, told a journalist in July 1994: 

and Tutsis; “The people dying at the moment are not the main 
2 million displaced and forced to flee the country; issue. I mean, .50,000 people dying of cholera is 
200,000 refugees die of cholera and disease at alarming-but on the grand scale of things, looking at 

refugee camps in Zaire in summer 1994. the impact on population in Africa and the region, it’s 
1996 Ugandan-Rwandan-Burundi invasion of a drop in the bucket.” 

Zaire: Then, on Dec. 17,1996, U.S. Assistant Secretary of 
Totals unknown, however: State for Global Affairs Timothy Wirth laid the blame 

for the war in East Africa on “overpopulation”. Speak- 
[II: I believe you need a bit of perspective on ing to a conference sponsored by the Center for Na- 

what we are talking about. Zaire: 905,446 square tional Policy Wirth declared: 
miles with an average people density of some 47 per “Population pressure in Rwanda underlaid a great 
square mile. NOW, say, Texas: 268,601 square miles Part of the problems that were faced in the conflict 
with a density of people of some 67.4 per square mile. 
Population Zaire: 44,060,636. Population Texas: 
l&378,185. LIFE EXPECTANCY: ZAIRE: 45-47 
YEARS. TEXAS: 75-80 YEARS. SO, OBVIOUSLY, 
ALL PEOPLE ARE BORN EQUAL?] 

* 600,000 refugees remain unaccounted for inside 
Zaire. It is not known how many of these are now dead, 
but in early November, aid workers estimated that up to 
10,000 would die per day if they were left without 
assistance. Those remaining in the Zairean bush have 
received very little, if any, assistance so far. 

+ 1,000 refugees have been slaughtered in Burundi 
by the military, according to Amnesty International 
and the United Nations. This does not include those 
killed in fighting between the military and Forces for 
the Defense of Democracy. 
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between the Tutsis and the Hutus; there were no places 
to let off steam-you know, you had eight and a half 
children per woman being born in a country that was 
the most cultivated, intensely cultivated-in all of 
Africa.” 

The agricultural cultivation ofthe country, it should 
be noted, isn’t a problem for Rwandans, but it IS a 
problem for the mining operations now seeking to 
control the entire Great Rift Valley. Wirth did not 
mention the name Barrick Gold, but he did indicate 
why “population” is a problem for Barrick Gold et al. 

inch of land is cultivated. Burma and China pale in 
comparison to Rwanda; no matter what the political 
problems are, the fact is the population of Rwanda will 
double in 25 years, where are you going to put these 
people? How are you going to feed them? We can 
discuss the political problems all you want, but what do 
you do next? There are too many people competing for 
too few resources.” 

[END QUOTING OF PART 61 

And what do these SAME population experts say 
ABOUT THE UNITED STATES? “That there must be 
a depopulation of at least 200 million.” Now, just WHO 
DO YOU THINK THE ELITE, ONE-WORLD KINGS 
WANT TO GET RID OF AND WHY THEY ARE 
GOING TO TAKE AWAY YOUR COLLOIDS AND 
ABILITIES TO SAVE YOURSELVES? 

“Well,” you might say, “it won’t hurt grannie to 
spend a few months in prison.” Probably not; I don’t 
know that it would be much worse than living for a 
decade in the corner of a basement room pounding on 
typewriter keys, only to be let out for meetings, more 
development work to fill needs of others, etc. We let 
her out to eat, run errands to Bakersfield maybe once a 
week for some four or so hours, and to GO TO COURT 
TO “WATCH” ATTORNEYS EATING AWAY ANY 
POSSIBLE ASSETS. THEN, WHEN SHE OBJECTS, 
IT IS “DOWN GIRL”, QUIT THE SELF-PITY. Do you 
think you can maybe get in a computer for our use? I 
can work anywhere and I suppose the clutter would be 
far less. Remember, readers, there are many forms of 
“testing”, even more forms of “sorting”, and even 
larger forms of “higher killing”. Then, even then, we 
have to allow focus on killing of body or soul. Freedom, 
like money, is only IMPORTANT to the EXTENT YOU 
DO NOT HAVE IT. Freedom is even more difficult to 
define but the desire is to have it when you realize you 
DO NOT HAVE A CHOICE. Dharma, for instance, 
CHOOSES to sit in the basement corner and work with 
me-SHE DOES NOT CHOOSE TO SIT IN PRISON. 
That doesn’t mean that there isn’t enough FORCE to 
cause that to happen. There is, however, if everyone 
does theirjob-NO REASON THAT SHE NEED EVEN 
CONSIDER SUCH AN ATROCITY. 

I can tell you this and PROMISE you this: if this 
gets to actual trial and court confrontation-the South 
African crew WILL BE HERE IN FORCE-AND FUR- 
THERMORE, HAVE PROMISED TO SHARE ANY 
ASSETS THEY GET-TOWARD MAKING SURE 
DHARMA AND E.J. HAVE LEGAL COVERAGE. THE 
THING TO REMEMBER, HOWEVER, BEFORE YOU 
TOSS ASIDE ANY CONSIDERATION OF FINAN- 
CIAL SOLUTIONS, IS THAT THEIR ASSETS DE- 
PEND ON THAT WHICH E.J. AND DORIS DO-FOR 
ME, IN FREEDOM OF MOVEMENT AND BUSINESS 
CONSTRUCTION-JUST AS DO YOURS. 

- -- 
“If you ever flew over Rwanda, you see that every SALU. 

Rocks and hard places? Oh indeed! I can be a 
MASTER (no pun intended) TWIT. 

Our gratitude to the friendship and brotherhood 
with our compatriots on that other side of the world IS 
WITHOUT MEASURE OR LIMIT-AND YES IN- 
DEED, WE LOOK FORWARD TO THE JEANS AND 
RUCKSACK AND A FEW DAYS IN THE BUSH. 

Thank You, Thank You, Thank You.! 
We here at CONTACT cannot let this New Year begin without taking a brief moment to 

thank you so very much for the veritable avalanche of warm and thoughtful Holiday Greeting 
cards which have come pouring into the of&es. These beautiful tokens of your caring (plus 
some others that we can snack on-me, in particular, having a sweet tooth) really do radiate 
that great love and encouragement you readers are famous for (much to the dread of so many 
of the crooks in high places!). Thank you so much and, to all of you out there: HAPPY NEW 
YEAR. It’s going to be a doozy! - E.M.Y. 
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Legal Responsibilities 
For Speaking Truth 

l/17/97 #2 HATONN attention. If attorneys are to blame as stated by the 
Judge-then take it up immediately with those attor- 

BUT WE NEED YOUR INPUT neys and their insurance companies. Then cause the 
attorney named by the Judge as presenting malpractice, 

Each morning here brings a wave of responsibil- take up his own cause of action against the perpetra- 
ity-as with everywhere, any morning. Here, how- tors. Andyes, he DOES have a good case-but now, SO 
ever, comes the focus of things of “others” that work DO WE kven 
their way back upon the backs of my secretary, et al. have a better 
No, this is not the way God works, chelas. Many want case for we will 
me to act as some non-distracted“teacher” who simply AGAIN pick up 
spends time flying about with wonderful words of Santa Barbara 
great wisdom to fall off me and onto you like a Savings as 
professor’s conclusion to a mathematics problem and well. They 
suddenly you understand how you got that particular were limited 
conclusion. out of the case 

Life goes on here while we try to fulfill “those” before this rul- 
plans you make which somehow loops us into your ing shut down 
daily schedules. Dharma simply cannot comply longer even the ability 
with the needs of all for she cannot realize other than to tell a jury 
the unbalance of load here and the feelings of falling THERE WAS 
further and further behind in every one of the various NO SALE. 
responsibilities. (That IS the 

In the property case involving Horn, et al., in the case.) 
last go in court whereat many of you witnessed-the As for 
Judge has ruled WITH HORN and without any so Dharma’sother 
much as “you shouldn’t have lied to me, Steven”. Is problems, let us 
the case, therefore, over? Of course not-but it cer- take for ex- 
tainly will start again in a different court-setting with ample, US&P. 
different charges and inclusive of all prior parties Who knows? In 
(and some new conspiratorial parties) which most of every other line 
you know and recognize. It will now go to court on the in the filing are 
basis of violation of Civil Rights for never being G E 0 R G E 
allowed a hearing in court, by Ekkers, for over nine G R E E N * S 
years. words right out 

How will this get shifted off? We don’t yet know of his many 

ADVANCED 

DEMOLITION LEGION 
(THE ADL IN ACTION) 

ln the absurd reversal of all that was once good into that which 
is becoming daily more critically chaotic and reff ective of the 
coarser side of expression -look to the Truth. the “diagnosis” 
might well be interesting, if not downright disturbing. You are 
under attack as a civilization-and as an individual. The 
course is up to YOU. You have allowed less than 3% of all 
population- to CONTROL THE WHOLE OF YOUR GLOBE. 
GOOD LUCK, HUMAN! 

exactly because there are so many attorneys involved mailings. I 
and the Judge has said they were, at the least, negli- wonder if it is 
gent. In the long run this is far better-in the short possible any- 
term, however, it is time-consuming and miserable to one ever 
have to attend that while myriads of other things await catches on to 

Talk Is Ch 
Until You Hire A Lawyer 

his malicious 
and lying ac- 
tions? 

Ekkers 
can’t afford any 
more attorneys 
to protect them 
from what? 
They haven’t 
done anything 
and if things 
have slipped 
through cracks, 
so be it. Let us 
just go with 
CONSTITU- 
TIONAL LAW 
and demand 
counsel of our 

choice, and that does NOT mean a Bar Attendant. And 
if necessary, we go get the most notable legal mind in 
today’s popular world of public acceptance to finally 
plead the case. I don’t think the opposition are going 
to like the counter-charges brought against the whole 
bunch of them-inclusively. And since Green’s Bri- 
gade are responsible, they will also be named and I 
think we can have something on the merit of a “Scopes” 
trial. If writing about God is WRONG-then you have 
a LOT OF WRONG with your old, sick world, people. 

If you have started a school which TEACHES, both 
in classroom and in Home Courses, a theory, and that 
information is purchased, be it goodly or wrong, the 
assumption is that the message is TRUTH and the 
desire is to educate people to that truth. If, then, no one 
can use the information, repeat the information or 
consider the information “theirs to use”, what have 
you? If you set yourself forth as a UNIVERSITY. 
teaching TRUTH (and non-profit at that so that you are 
tax free) how can you put a student in jail for using 
similar teachings? How can an injunction reach around 
such agreements? Doris asked specifically, Magistrate 
Beck, doing the agreement, if this meant she could not 
use any reference to such information on God? He 
laughed and said of course not, “but you can’t use any 
of those pictures and diagrams”. He also said that the 
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agreement with US&P would replace the Judge Coyle adversary to her doorstep and within her very heart and Well, obviously you have no rights under that once 
ruling made in the process of settling the case. soul. “How can WE KNOW TRUTH?” she cries out to great Constitution-do you? So what can you use for a 

1 want to leave you with a message, for Dharma me. “How can we continue to.express our own TRUTH guideline of acceptance and recognition? Let us look at 
needs it badly as case after assaulting case brings the in this supposedly FREE NATION UNDER GOD?” a couple of brief offerings: 

Excerpted From 

THE PROPHET 
by Kahlil Gibran 

And a man said, Speak to us of Self-Knowledge. 
And he answered, saying: 
Your ears know in silence the secrets of the days and the nights. 
But your ears thirst for the sound of your heart’s knowledge. 
You would know in words that which you have always known in thought. 
You would touch with your fingers the naked body of your dreams. 
And it is well you should. 
The hidden well-spring of your soul must needs rise and run murmuring to the sea; 
And the treasure of your infinite depths would be revealed to your eyes. 
But let there be no scales to weigh your unknown treasure; 
And seek not the depths of your knowledge with staff or sounding line. 
For self is a sea boundless and measureless. 
Say not, “I have found the truth,” but rather, “I have found a truth.” 
Say not, “I have found the path of the soul.” Say rather, “I have met the soul walking 

upon my path.” 
For the soul walks not upon a line, neither does it grow like a reed. 
The soul unfolds itself, like a lotus of countless petals. ‘, 

TEACHING 

Then said a teacher, Speak to us of Teaching. 
And he said: 
No man can reveal to you aught but that which already lies half as ‘1 

of your knowledge. 
The teacher who walks in the shadow of the temple, among his fol 1’ 

his wisdom but rather of his faith and his lovingness. 

eep in the dawning 

owers, gives not of 

If he is indeed wise he does not bid you enter the house of his wisdom, but rather leads 
you to the threshold of your own mind. 

The astronomer may speak to you of his understanding of space, but he cannot give you 
his understanding. 

. The musician may sing to you of the rhythm which is in all space, but he cannot give 
you the ear which arrests the rhythm nor the voice that echoes it. 

And he who is versed in the science of numbers can tell of the regions of weight and 
measure, but he cannot conduct you thither. 

For the vision of one man lends not its wings to another man. 
And even as each one of you stands alone in God’s knowledge, so must each one of you 

be alone in his knowledge of God and in his understanding of the Earth. 

You, therefore, can only be unto SELF, true and your recognition of limitations regarding AN- FEW. If someone innocent must bear the blows of 
hold KNOWING. You can share that IN- OTHER. And upon this shall you base your very life the whip for sharing TRUTH, then so be it for it 
FORMATION but you cannot bestow the under- and soul existence-for if TRUTH IS, then it IS FOR becomes the curse and sorrow upon the whole of man- 
standing or the insight. In THIS shall you base ALL AND NOT A SELECT BUSINESS FOR THE kind which allows such atrocities. 
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I would use a paragraph from Lawrence Patterson 

“...A11 those of the Jewish faith are NOT 
Attending Key Part8 (Crimiy; pol,li@* 

members of this cult. All Jews are not taking 
part in it and are thus not guilty. The problem 
is that when the non-member Jewish [II: Or 
any race, color or creed.] person is called 
upon to “help out” because of their loyalty and 
tribal and ethnic feelings of identity, they WILL 

Of The Larger Picture 
JUMP IN, lend a hand with telephone banks or 
whatever [II: And Ywhatever” can be any- 
thing from funds to machetes.] it takes to get 
the job done-and pass what is desired.. . I& 
NOTsutm~rf hatred of Jews or hatred of any- 
one else. I simply hate the evil actions of the 

l/18/97 #2 HATONN 

WE MUST BE 
WILLING TO “SEE” 

I write this to our friends in South Africa, and 
yes, these friends are so important to our own stability 
as to be shocking unless you know all details of 
relationships. Are they “all”? No, but they are 
certainly ENOUGH. 

What is happening today in Zaire, for instance, 
may well not be dumped on their heads-yet (OR HAS 
IT ALREADY COME?) for the “taking of a world” 
has to go in segments-and Zaire is still to the 
“north” of some. However it is VERY near to Nigeria 
from where Dr. Okilo hails. Most of us have seen and 
know what about Nigeria and its birthing problems 
and all but total destruction-from Louis Farrakhan. 

And, if you people see NO RELATIONSHIP be- 
tween the murder of Cosby’s son in Los Angeles and 
world affairs-you are NUTS. That “eyewitness” 
happens to be a White lady and it IS THE lady the son 
was going to see in the wee hours. Is there a relation- 
ship? Of COURSE! The Simpson thing is running 
down; a new all-out confrontation between Blacks 
and Whites HAS GOT TO BE FORTHCOMING. 
Don’t be silly in your naive thinking. The son’s ‘best 
friend” is a White man and he is Black. This is a 
PERFECT setup-PERFECT and done unto people so 

U 

highly regarded by BOTH RACES as to be dynamite 
and extraordinarily useful. 

But what does this have to do with “that” in Africa? 
Well, most “Blacks” ARE NOT from Africa-EVER. 
That is only for openers and this may well not have 
much IN DIRECT CONNECTION but it is ALL part of 
pulling together the NEW WORLD ORDER control 
over EVERYTHING-and trouble between races or,’ 
perhaps better put, AMONG all races each against the 
others, and a direct arrow at depopulation of society. 

I HEAR you in Africa and you asking for input. A 
lot is up to YOU as to how we AFFORD to make moves 
and consider changes. You see something, really im- 
portant here, is that we need to build security from the 
Elite to build you into their security system as well as 
build FRIENDS among the unfortunate “had” people to 
equally wish to protect you. You of the middle-ground 
are necessary to BOTH sides at this time-but it will 
always be the ignorant tribal-mentality masses who 
will, strike and destroy. The Elite are too smart and 
shrewd to do it themselves. So, we need to make sure 
we are IMPORTANT to the Elite AND TO THE OPPO- 
SITION OF THE ELITE. It is, indeed, a tedious 
tightwire act. 

Can we do it? Yes. And then we go into such a 
mode of working without pretension or visible ego 
proj,ections as to be just one of the “little bitty teensy 
eensy guys not worthy of anyone noting past casual 
passing attention, if even that much”. 

Update On Janet 
(The lady [and children] in the Christmas Day auto wreck) 

Editor’s note: Janet is recovering at home. I had a nice visit with her last week and, 
Tonsidering the circumstances, she is doing very well. She still suffers quite severe pain at 
rimes. She has a metal pin in her left legfrom the hip down; she said she would have to have 
;t in for 2 years. She had to have bone removedfrom the hip to help rebuild her knee. This 
nakes it very dtfficult for her to get around even in a wheel chair. The best news for me is she 
‘s giving God creditfor saving her life and is in good spirits. Her two children are in the care 
pf her ex-husband at the present time. Her children’s names are Susan (8 years old) and 
Briana Danielle (2 years old). Susan had her leg and hand broken and is doing well. Briana 
lyas uninjured-talk about heavenly protection. It was amazing that anyone came out of that 
:ar alive. They appreciate your prayers, letters and cards. -Dr. Al Overholt 

Janet Leary s 
5200 Entraf Dr.. #54 

Palmdale, CA 9355 1 

Zionist cult members who are out to de,stroy the 
world.” 

- I have only ONE correction to that message. These 
people are NOT out to DESTROY the world-only to 
CAPTURE TOTAL CONTROL AND OWNERSHIP OF 
THE WORLD. These people are TOTALLY and irre- 
versibly attached to the HUMAN PHYSICAL ASPECT 
OF MANIFESTATION IN AN ONGOING MODE OF 
EXISTENCE OVER AND OVER AGAIN-AND THEY 
MUST HAVE A PHYSICAL PLANE UPON WHICH 
TO FUNCTION AND ‘BE”-AND, THEY NEED THE 
SLAVES FGRSERVICE UNTO THEMSELVES-AND 
WORKERS IN THOSE MINES THEY TAKE. BUT 
AH, THEY WILL ALSO NEED INTELLIGENT 
PEOPLE TO MANAGE AFFAIRS. IT HAS EVER 
BEEN THUS AND IT MATTERS NOT REALLY TO 
“THEM” IF THE MANAGERS BE GODLY OR EVIL. 
THEY ACTUALLY PREFER “GODLY” FOR THEY 
ASSUME THAT THAT INSURES BETTER SER.- 
VICE-AND IT USUALLY DOES. SO, IN SPITE GF 
WHAT YOU MAY “THINK” ABOUT IT-WE HAVE 
TO GIVE “THEM” A “REASON” FOR WANTING US 
AROUND. IF THEY DISCERN WE ARE AN ASSET 
INSTEAD OF A WAR-MONGERING HORDE OF 
PROBLEMS-THEY WILL MOST SURELY SE.’ THE 
WISDOM IN HELPING US. WE NEED TO “BU:LD I’, 
NOT WAR. 

If we accept funds from or offer abilities to have 
funds from, us, are we not the same as those who sell 
arms to both sides? NO, MONEY (FUNDING) IS 
NEITHER GOOD NOR BAD-PEOPLE WHO 
CHOOSE TO USE MONEY ARE EITHER EVIL IN 
INTENT OR GOODLY IN INTENT. ARMS AND 
WEAPONS ARE FOR WARS AND KILLING-IT IS 
NEVEREVEN APPLICABLZ TO CONSIDERMONEY 
AND ARMS AS THE SAME COMMODITY LEST 
YOU LOSE YOUR FOCUS ON “TRUTH”. 

Perhaps the above quote from Patterson might be 
more appropriately received, by you, if you realized he 
was speaking, directly about the Zionists and specifi- 
cally about George Sores. Would this mean that we 
wouldn’t ever accept something from George Soros? 
Perish the thought-1 don’t become George Soros be- 
cause he offers me something. I just have to make 
damned sure I don’t let the evil or intents or corruption 
of one George Sores-become my downfall through 
foolish carelessness. 

When we handle things in the security of the way 
we lay forth FOR PROTECTION, then we DO NOT 
have to worry about breaking laws and hiding from 
enforcers. We ALWAYS are covered by the laws-that 
yes, sometimes, they make-and always within the 
righteous laws of God and The Creation and we won’t 
have problems and, yes I mean it, “they” will come to 
help us for they, too, have to have markets for the stolen 
goods and they also have to EAT. 

As to safety, it portends wisdom to realize that 
EVERYWHERE and ANYWHERE on the globe is only 
relatively and temporarily more secure than any other. 
But for each “ground crew” participant it is important 
to have open options structured in all events after there 
is sufficient funding to arrange same. You need REA- 
SON to be able to move back and forth as travel 
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restrictions become harder and harder to overcome. “means your family also?” and such. That is YOUR 
Therefore, early on we must arrange business in such a business, NOT MINE. When ‘you people THINK 
way as to allow travel in and within the laws, to cover CLEARLY AND WISEL~-~O~ SELVES--THERE 
such re-location wishes. What I mean, more specifi- IS HOPE OF GETTING THROUGH THIS BIT OF 
tally spelled out, is that if ones need to get out of, say, TRIBULATION BLURRING THE JOURNEY OF MAN 
South Africa, you have structured your security blanket AND GOD-CONNECTED. 
in such a way in Nevada, USA, to have immediate If you are dealing with “adults’‘-you know, over- 
“citizenship through business holdings” to be allowed grown babies-you leave them to their attitudes and 
OUT on the first flight to the USA from South Africa- positions. Y&I can sacrifice self for their ego and 
with family in tow. Yes, this is possible and quite do- foolishness, but it is pretty stupid to do so. You are then 
able. We need, however, to gain high-ratio flow in working on their tyrannical absurdities-and they are 
order to have possibilities become reality. If it works NOT your business, No, I don’t care who THEY are! A 
for banana farmers, it will work for the banana planta- WISE PERSON WILL NEVER ASK OF YOU TO SAC- 
tion operatives. Can “they” stop you from these things? RIFICE FOR THEMSELVES. WISDOM AND LOVE 
Of COURSE, but if you have structured yourself as a DO NOT DEMAND ILLOGICAL RESPONSES FROM 
contributor of their good fortune as well as your own- THE PEOPLE THEY ACTUALLY ARE HOPING TO 
they will also see to more of your safety. I repeat; an TOTALLY “CONTROL”. MAKE SURE YOUR OWN 
evil man, even more, has to eat than does a Godly man. IDEAS ARE FOUNDATIONED IN WISDOM AND 
Moreover, these are the things which MUST, at all care THEN LET GO OF THE STRINGS THAT SEEM TO 
and attention, BE FIRST in accomplishment-even BIND YOU-TO THAT OTHER WHATEVER. CUT 
before any PROJECT of any kind. That security is the THOSE STRINGS AND EACH WILL STAND ON 
FIRST OBLIGATION. THEIR OWN MERIT AND WISDOM BECOMES EVI- 

It may well be that all of you who are interested DENT PRETTY QUICKLY-IN FACT, ALMOST IN- 
might be looking at alternative countries for security to STANTLY. THEN THERE IS NO POINT IN “LOOK- 
get out of the “fan blast” when disgusting things hit it. ING BACK” LEST YOU AGAIN BE SUCKED BACK 
Can you purchase “alternative” and reasonable place- INTO THE ABYSS AND INFERNO OF FOOL- 
ment with rights as citizens? OF COURSE-this is one ISHNESS-TO SOMEHOW DRAG SOME UNBELIEV- 
of the EASIEST things to PURCHASE-ifyou have the ING BUT NOW STRANDED PERSON FROM HIS/ 
backing. Don’t you think the Elite, and even such as HER OWN IRRESpONSlBIL,lTy AND IGNORANCE 
Lawrence Patterson, haven’t ALREADY prepared for a TOO LATE CONSIDERED. AND YOU WILL ALL BE 
safe-place in some place other than where they ARE? AMAZED AT THE CHANGE OF PERCEPTIONS THE 
Patterson, for instance, can go to Switzerland, London, MINUTE THERE IS AMPLE MONEY TO CHANGE A 
or the Caymans-just for starters. Those are places GIVEN PORTRAIT. YOU WILL HAVE “CHANGED” 
where he has MAJOR business holdings. Yes it does NOTHING SAVE THE PERCEPTION OF NOW BE- 
pay to have Nevada Corporations-handsomely, and ING ABLE TO BE EVEN MORE GREEDY IN USUR- 
the more doing well, the better. It will also be.wise to PATION OF THE OTHER. YOU REALLY DON’T 
have OTHER resources in several OTHER places, e.g. WANT TO BRING ALONG YOUR “CEMENT BOOTS” 
Greece?? FIRST, GET SECURE AND THEN, ONLY TO SIMPLY LATER BURY YOU IN THE MUCK OF 
THEN, DO WE BEGIN THE BIG PROJECTS and those THEIR OPPRESSION OF SPIRIT. 
projects will be such that we PLEASE both our brethren I hadn’t meant to give a lecture on placement and 
and the controllers. WE ARE NOT WOULD-BE MAR- personal preferences, security or associations but per- 
TYRS. MARTYRDOM HAS ALREADY BEEN DONE haps it is good that we all give thought to possibilities 
AND IT DIDN’T WORK. So, let those who demand to be and considerations. 
marlyrs, bury the martyred. Do we UNDERSTAND each other? Am 1 a hard act to follow? I suppose. Unreason- 

And no, don’t come back to me and ask me if this able? Possibly. 

RUBES 

Uawy wisheel tnat hs could own 
ttigodofpnrspe 

1x 
but unfortmte~, 

itwaswayout iaqwlce range. 
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This Journal is a manual for living the life 
lessed of God. Cuts to the core of the nature of man, 
:t offers gentle direction filled with compassion 
:yond measure. Each energy is uniquely powerful 
:t, together, they form a team of one. The Masters 
Ker insight to the planet, our purpose, God’s in- 
alvement and will, our journey home, the Greater 
‘ision. The messages resonate as musical chords 
ithin the very soul essence. The words shared 
:new hope and give the phrase “Trust in God” a 
eeper meaning. 
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Sanat Kumara 0 

0 Mav Your Life N ever 
J 

Be Without A Good Challenge! 
Editor ‘s note: The following writing is by “ITIS THE TIME OF CHOICES, FOR THE 

the Master Teacher known as Sanat Kumara, HOUR-GLASS IS TRULY EMPTIED, AND IT 
also known as the Silver Ray, whom Aton re- IS IN THE TURNING 0 VER TO BEGINANE W 
fers to as, “One of mine most beloved first THE NEXT SEGMENT.... 
born” in the Phoenix Journal called THE “The Father placed the Earth and all 
RAINBOW MASTERS. He is an Overseer of celestial, primordial matterfor man. Man was 
our Solar System and is most often associated to be the god ofphysicalform: man, the highest 
with the energy source we perceive as our Sun. expression of Deity known in the entire 
He, along with the seven great “‘Rainbow Omniverse. Ah, but man misunderstood and 
Masters” and many others from the Higher misunderstands yet, unto this day. Oh, man: 
Realms, are communicating at this time to realize that you are the highest form of Deity 
help us get through Earth-Shan ‘s planetary anywhere in the entirety of the Omniverse. 
transition and rebalancing. This does not mean that you are the only ‘man ’ 

Again, in Journal # 7, called THE within the Omniverse. But there is nothing 
RAINBOW MASTERS, Sanat Kumara states: beyond you; in this you are grand. Ah, but also 

“‘I have asked to speak with you because, in this you are the lowest, 
for me, it is the time of the Great Unveiling ‘“You are lowest because you have 
and, in a smaller sense, of your Great KNOWING and other life forms do not. 
Graduation to another [higher] plane of Therefore, you must be both their brother 
consciousness.. . . and their servant. ” 

“ALMOSTALL THINGS UPON THE FACE For more background on this important 
OF THE EARTH WILL BE DESTROYED BY Elder Brother and Ascended Teacher, plus 
THESE THINGS WHICHSHALL COME UPON earlier writings by him and other Ascended 
THIS BELOVED LAND.... YOU MUST GET Masters, see THE RAINBOW MASTERS 
PREPARED; STOP THY QUIBBLING OVER journal. Refer to the Back Pagefor ordering 
WHETHER OR NOT THIS IS TRUTH. GET information. 
YOURSELVES INTO PROTECTION.... 

“‘How often we look upon the Earth l/18/96 SANAT KUMARA 
knowing, as we look upon each small and 
pitiful creation and creature, that there stands Good morning, my friend. It is I, Sanat 
a god, tf he would only realize it and apply his Kumara. You know me as “Grandfather”; oth- 
godhood. . . . ers may recognize me as Tonkashila. I come 

‘MAN IS TERRIFIED AND HE IS now to you as the representative of the Silver 
SEEKING. HIS HEARTIS HUNGRIER THAN Ray of Creator Source. Many associate me 
IT HAS EVER BEEN BECAUSE HE FEELS with your Sun and resonate with my life- 
THE CHANGES AND SEES THE HOPELESS giving Light. Please do NOT get overly fixated 
PLIGHT GROW DAY BY DAY BEFORE HIS upon the label, for if you do, you will surely 
EYES. miss the message. 

“Man ‘smells’ his food and grows ever The label is to identify to you ones who need 
more hungry; this new vibration is coming such in order to not be overwhelmed with who 
forth, and he becomes ever more hungry. He is or what we, from the Higher Realms, really are. 
‘remembering’ and he innately KNOWS that We are Co-Creators who have walked the paths 
he is filled with appetite for things of Spirit in that you are on and have learned our lessons. 
Truth-not just more lies and false prophets, We are what you are-thought projections of 
psychics and card readers.. . . Creator. We areLight. We are One in that we 

“The clarion call is: ‘Come home, Earth! ’ are all connected to Source and we project 
It is time for Earth to come home into her outward in many dimensions simultaneously 
radiance for which she has labored long and from this One Light. 

growing. We all have a common purpose- 
it is to go forth and experience and GROW. 
We only differ in the approach to this basic 
directive which is encoded into the “ge- 
netic” makeup of our Souls. 

If one creates a wheel, then would it not be 
better to go forth and create a use for the wheel 
than to have everyone going through the pro- 
cess of creating a wheel? See the elegance and 
wisdom of that which is before you, and use 
the tools that you are given in order to move 
an idea forward. 

We of the Lighted Brotherhood do not have 
need for ones to reinvent the wheel over and 
over again. Stop asking for the secrets of Tesla. 
Take that which you know and use the gifts that 
you have to create a new and better “Soul- 
ution” to the challenges that you are currantly 
being faced with. In doing so, you will r,:alize 
the joy that you have been looking for, yet 
missing, all these years. 

Creating is JOY manifesting! 
For example, look to a small child and give 

them finger paints or colored pencils, and you 
will see them play with them for hours. Yes, 
eventually they will get bored with them for 
they will have experimented and realized the 
limitations of their current abilities. 

For another example, consider the simple 
act of giving. When you give to another 
spontaneously, do you not, in effect, create 
surprise and pleasure within the recipient? How 
does this make you feel? Even if you give to 
a complete stranger who you may never see 
again, you will feel at some level the emotional 
acknowledgment of the appreciation which 
that one feels within when they realize the 
value of the object or kind act. 

Look for opportunities to espress in a 
creative manner and you will be well on your 
way to creating the joy you desire. 

If you feel that your life is fir11 of misery and 
grief, then I would suggest you take a long, 
hard look at what it is that you are doing. This 
is not as easy a task as it first may seem, for it 
will not be plain to see the overall impact of 
your actions as a whole. 

Many perceive that they are helping others 
“ALL” of the time. Yet. these ones mav not You and I are Creator experiencing and _-_ __ .~~. -- ~~~ ~J hard.. . . 
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realize that they have to let others grow and way? You should offer to them guidance and swer to this question is “NOTHING!“, then you 
experience for themselves. This is quite give them your reasons for offering same. But will have learned the first step to overcoming 
common of overprotective parents who are above all-allow them to experience and grow! all that may be bothering and annoying you. 
actually stifling the creativity of their chil- If you are concerned about whether or not You will now have to evaluate, for yourself, 
dren, all the while thinking that they are your child is doing drugs or having sex, .then what it is that you are doing, and realize that 
doing the “best thing” for the child. This, in talk to them. and explain to them your feelings there is probably a better (new to you or 
turn, will cause the children to rebel and dis- on these matters and acknowledge to them that untried) manner in which to handle the “prob- 
tance themselves from those who are actually they will have to eventually be responsible for lem” that you are faced with. 
suppressing their ability to fulfill their innate their actions and choices. Let us take, for example, that you are in a 
inner directive-to experience and grow. No parent wishes to bury a child, but who relationship with another and you are constantly 

The hardest thing for a person to do is to are you really burying? You are burying the yelling at one another in your attempts to be 
allow another, whether it be friend or body, not the person. The soul, who was understood. You may wish to experiment with 
relative, to experience for themselves the wearing the body, shall eventually realize that different manners of getting your point across. 
“pitfalls” of life. Ones will yell at, beat, and their actions were destructive and that they Perhaps a quiet whisper, or even, perhaps, giv- 
mentally abuse the ones they love in order to cannot blame another for their choices. ing in, for a change, to the suggestions of the 
reinforce their love and to “protect” these Understand that you can only offer assis- one who is probably “only trying to help”. 
ones from going out and fulfilling their inner tance and, if it is refused, then you will have to Put aside your ego long enough to realize 
desire to experience and GROW. release this God-Fragment of Light to its own when you are being stubborn just because you 

Look at your actions. Are you trying to destiny of choice. hate it when others are right. Are the things 
control another by making them conform to See where you might have made mistakes; that you argue over really very important in the 
your way of doing things, or are you allowing find forgiveness within for self, and then release overall scope of the experiencing down there? 
the uniqueness of the individual to grow in its the past, lest it consume you in the present. Do you argue over who should do the “me- 
own way? What right do you have to interfere YOU HAVE ALL MADE SUCH MISTAKES! trial” chores? Can you not share the chores and 
with another? We are, here, talking of adults, Many have learned these lessons late in life be grateful that you have someone to share with 
and .NOT small children who are not well ad- and wish that they could go back and do it over. and talk to, instead? Work with one another 
justed to their body or the environment in You cannot go back, and if you did, you would and you will be surprised at what two (or more) 
which they are experiencing. make the same mistake again, for in going back Aspects of Creator’s Light can come up with 

Allow even the small children to express you only would have that which you had then. when focused on the same problem. 
their creativity. For instance, if you are going You need these experiences; be thankful that If your old routines are leaving you unful- 
to rearrange the furniture in the child’s room, you have grown to the point ofNOW being able filled inside, can you not break free from the 
maybe you can give them a choice as to where to spot your errors. Allow others to have the programming of the routine enough to create a 
they might like to put their bed. This will help same opportunities to grow as well. ” better way-perhaps a “routine” cf evolving? 
them to feel a sense ofworth and pride in having When you are able to help another in this All things are in a constant state of 
helped to create the change in the appearance of manner, you will find that friends and family change ! When you hold onto the past or 
the-room. Even a two-year-old child will find members will actually come TO you, seeking freeze a moment in the present (which is 
this fun! You will also be helping the child to advice, for you are unassuming and they will actually, again, holding onto the past), you 
learn that he/she can think for themselves-and see that you DO know what you are talking are resisting the prime directive within. You 
CREATE. about. But, allow them to come into this real- are then, in effect, causing unnecessary 

Look for opportunities to give others the ization for themselves. In this way you will pressures in your life by resisting the natural 
chance to create. Stop trying to control every- have gained the respect you deserve and you flow of experiencing. Like a boulder stuck in 
thing and everyone, for in doing so you will will be heard instead of being ignored. Do not the midst of a flowing stream, you create 
have usurped the opportunity of another to be the one who must always interject an over- backpressures and “ripples” in the other- 
experience and grow. You may feel uncom- bearing opinion. wise natural flow of Experience. It is most 
fortable doing this at first, but the repercus- Allow for others to solve their own difftcult to not want to go back and make a 
sions of not doing this will be quite a bit more problems in their own way- and they will different choice and see where that one leads 
uncomfortable to you in the long run. probably include you in the problem you. 

Look at where you are this day and at how solving, if and when they feel it is appropri- You are where you are because you need the 
you feel. Take PERSONAL responsibility for ate. challenge of the new experience. With each 
your condition and look at those things that you Inasmuch as you clean the garbage out of new challenge, you are presented with an op- 
are preoccupied with or otherwise worried YOUR life, you will help others to do the same. portunity to create a soul-ution that has never 
about. What hold have they on you? In the process of creating new answers to been tried before. You may not always be 

Do you worry about whether or not your YOUR problems, you will begin, again, to successful in each attempt, but you will 
teenage child is having sex? Did you ever stop feel the joy you long for within. eventually be quite successful at experiencing 
to wonder if the teenager is worried whether or Many can remember back to a point in their and growing, and this will gradually lead you to 
not he or she is having sex? Be assured that life where they did not have much to really the answers you seek and the joy you desire. Be 
they probably are, especially growing up in worry about, to a time when everything seemed forever persistent and you will NOT know fail- 
this “modern” society. Now, ask yourself new and interesting. Your life could be this way ure! 
“Why don’t I have better communication with again IF you were to but realize that you do not I am Sanat Kumara, your Elder Brother, 
this child?” need to place the restrictions and burdens upon offering assistance to those who may desire 

Have you pushed this person away from you yourself that you currently do. same. I come in the Light of the One Light, 
through your attempts to protect them? Do you Again: “What is so important that you Creator Source. May your life NEVER be with- 
always find faults in their young, “inexperi- must continue to beat yourself up, over and out a good challenge, lest you stop growing 
enced” logic? Can you make suggestions over again, day after day?” completely! 
without insisting that they do a thing YOUR When you can honestly realize that the an- SALU! 
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New Gaia Products 
l * SHIPPING & HANDLING RATES: 

FOR: CA, WA, OR, AZ, FOR THE REST OF 
MT, UT, ID, CO, NM, CONTINENTAL USA 
WY, NV 

f .l oz:o” 
$6.00 S o-1 00 48.00 
$7.00 $ 101-200 59.00 

S 201-300 $8.00 S 201-300 s10.00 
s 301-400 69.00 s 301-400 $11 .oo 
s 401-500 s10.00 s 401-500 $12.00 
S 501-600 $11 .OO $ SO1 -600 $13.00 

ALASKA 4 HAWAII PLEASE CALL FOR SHIPPING RATES 

New Caia Products 
P.O. Box 27710 

Las Vegas, NV 89126 

1 (800) NEW-GAIA (639-4242) 
1 (805) 822-9070 FAX 

‘lease Print) 

lame Date 

treet Address I 

:ity/Town State/Prov. 

baytime Phone No. 

kedit Card No. (Visa, Master Card or Discover) 

Zip Code 

Expiration Date 

NsnL 
l * For UPS 2nd day to Rural Alaska, please call for rates. 
** For Riority Mail to any locations, please call for rates. 
l * All Foreign orders, please contact our office In Writing 

for specific rates as rates vary greatly. 
l * When ordering cases of product call for shipping rates. 

FOR ALL BREAD MACHINES, BREAD MIXES, FLOUR 

ignature For Credit Card Orders 
1 I 

ORDERS, PROGRAM STARTING PACKAGESAND MAIN- 

TENANCE PACKAGES, CALL FOR SHIPPING COSTS. I 
= 

BY - 

- 

- 

. . 

4 

bnount PRtCE 
‘ER UNIT 

s 48.00 

$260.00 

s 6.00 
each 

NICOTIIVE~ CAFFEINE- ALCOHOL- 

SUCROSE- STARCH- 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

GAIASORB NEUTRA-BOND TRAVEL PACK 

!-GE Anti-Oxidant Formula 1SOTABl -.__- 
CHLORF- AlA 300 TABLET!3,5OO~~ 

) 24.95 

$2 1 .OO 

ECHINAC, uv_ . _v f'.FA m-un rnllfi on TARI Fr* C>ACO “1 .-I- , e - 1.-v 
GAlATRIM -3O~YSwPb Is35.00 , 
GINKGO BILOBA (24XExiract) 180 TABLETS t $24.9!i _.--.- _- ._--I _-- 
OWE LEAF 60 TABUFlS $24.00 
OLIK?? LEAF EXllG ICT 35 Pi 8DDRLEl s -2_-75 

by Jiwnes U. Mera, M.D. 1 i%&d 1 

RARE EARTH CAI 
POSUN CAPSULI 
ALOE PLUS 7i 

Altdfa I Mimerah 
ALOE FREEZE DRIED CAPS 00laFsuEs Is30.00 
ALOE JUEE Whole Leaf Aloe Vera Concentrate _ __. 1 _ _ - _ _ 

- 

flOX STRENGTH) 

(FACTORY BLENlStlED/REFURBlSHED) 

%MA!WELT BREAD MIX (Whob Wbaat & Spelt) 

(Pure SDa 

+k GAlASPELT FLOUR 2 Ibs. 0 $1.2S/lb. 

WHOLE GRAIN 
4 Ibs. @ 81.2S/lb. 
8 Ibs. @ 81.25/lb. 

I 1 bbUASPELT KERNELS 4 Ibs. 0 $1.2S/lb. 
P!xJLEs 6OcAp8ULES $ 6.00 10 lbs. 8 31.2S/lb. 
33 6oc*p8uLEs $ 6.00 

r 60 CAPSULES/4SOnf. EA. $16.95 
.* PROGRAM STARTING PACKAGE 

1 Bottle Gplpadriana (1 qt.) 
1 Bottle Aquntiata (1 qt.) 

2 Bottles 6alaLyte (2 llten each) 
4 Pkls. Smelt Bread Mix 

- 

- s 3.50 

$ 2.50 
$ 5.00 

$ 10.00 

s 5.00 
s 12.50 

s 130.00 

SUPEROXV (CHERRY-BERRY) (CRANBERRY-APFtE) leti $18.00 S-Audio-cassettes 

BODY BOOSTER 32 oz. $20.00 

LIQUID LIFE 32 oz. $22.00 ‘46YAINTENANCE PACKAGE 
GAlAGLO LOTION 4u s 20.00 

HORSETAIL TINCTURE 
1 Bottle 6mladrima (1 qL) 

2.2. S 8.00 

GAlA VCTE chhidd iuufti-vitamin da Mined 
2Bmttb6alpLyte (2lkarEeach) 

2 u s 10.00 4Pkge.spdBmadMk 
GAlACOL 202. 

Cdloidalsifverwithlracemimralsb~Gdd 16a 
s 10.00 
$56.00 *MICROWATER 1” ~~rcTRoLYsis 

suspetxlai ina distibi water fluid 32 u $96.00 
GAlAGolD 202. s 20.00 

ALKALINE/ACIDIC WATER SVSTEM 

L ColloidalGold 16.2. $112.00 VORTEX KIT 
- 

Cl 1 OO.O( 

$ 8.00 
32 u $192.00 

GAlA DHm c~lloidaf Dehgdmepiandmstenme 2 0~. f20.00 
6AlA al-29 Colloidal Copper 2u f 10.00 

GAIA TC22 Colloidal Titanium 2u ls20.00 I I I 1 

GAlALIFE COLLOIDAL MINERALS 121~ 2 u S 10.00 
OXVSOL Trace minerals 6 Colloidal Silver 2u $ 8.00 

suspended in Hydrogen Peroxide 16~. $45.00 
32~ s 75.40 

-*II. 
SE USF THE SHIPPING RATE CHART (located on the top of this order formj IUIAL 

WHEN CALCULATING SHIPPING FOR CLu. New Guiu Products. 
Please make all checks and SHIPP,NC c HANDUNC 

money orders payable to: 

* FOR PROGRAM STARTING PACKAGES and MAINTENANCE 
N. Gti ptodrrcts SUB TOTAL 

PACKAGFaS, BRE@ MACBINE, BRF,AD PRODUCTS and MICROWATER m P.O. Box 27710 
SALES TAX Nevada Residents only: add 7 

ELECTROLYSIS PLEASE CALL FOR SHIPPING RATES. Las Vegas California Phone Orders only: add 7.29 

OW 3 TO 6 WUKS FOR DELIVERY, NV 89126 TOTAL ENCLOSED 
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THE Phoenix Journals AND HAVE BEEN 39. THE TRILLION DOLLAR LIE 
WRITTEN TO ASSIST MAN TO BECOME THE HOLOCAUST VOL. I 

AWARE OF LONG-STANDING DECEPTIONS 40. THE TRILLION DOLLAR LIE 
AND OTHER MATTERS CRITICAL TO HIS THE HOLOCAUST VOL. II 

SURVIVAL AS A SPECIES AT THIS TIME. 
SINGLE JournaLs ARE $6.00; ANY 4 Journals 
ARE 85.50 EACH; 10 OR MORE Journals ARE 
55.00 EACH (Shipping extra - see right.) 
l * These marked JournaLr are out of stock until 

further notice. 

41.. THE DESTRUCTION OF A 
PLANET-ZIONISM IS RACISM 

42. UNHOLY ALLIANCE 
43. TANGLED WEBS VOL. I 
44. TANGLED WEBS VOL. II 
45. TANGLED WEBS VOL. III 
46. TANGLED WEBS VOL. IV 

1. SIPAPU ODYSSEY 
2. AND THEY CALLED HIS NAME 
IMMANUEL, I AM SANANDA 
3. SPACE-GATE, THE VEIL REMOVED 
4. SPIRAL TO ECONOMIC DISASTER 
5. FROM HERE TO ARMAGEDDON 

l *6 SURVIVAL IS ONLY TEN FEET FROM 
HELL 
7. THE RAINBOW MASTERS 
9. SATAN’S DRUMMERS 
10. PRIVACY IN A FISHBOWL 
11. CRY OF THE PHOENIX 

** 12. CRUCIFIXION OF THE PHOENIX 
**13. SKELETONS IN THE CLOSET 
l * 14. RRPP--RAPE, RAVAGE, PILLAGE AND 

PLUNDER OF THE PHOENIX 
l *15. RAPE OF THE CONSTITUTION 
**16. YOU CAN SLAY THE DRAGON 
**17. THE NAKED PHOENIX 
**18. BLOOD AND ASHES 
**lg. FIRESTORM IN BABYLON 
l *20. THE MOSSAD CONNECTION 

21. CREATION, THE SACRED UNIVERSE 
l *22. PLEIADES CONNECTION VOL I 
l *23. BURNT OFFERINGS 
l *24. SHROUDS OF THE SEVENTH SEAL 
‘*25. THE BITTER COMMUNION 
l *26. COUNTERFEIT BLESSINGS THE 
ANTI-CHRIST BY ANY, NAME: KHAZARS 

27. PHOENM. OPERATOR-OWNER MANUA 
* *28. OPERATION SHANSTORM 
l *29. END OF THE MASQUERADE 

48. TANGLED WEBS VOL. V 
49. TANGLED WEBS VOL. VI 
50. THE DIVINE PLAN VOL. I 
51. TANGLED WEBS VOL.VII 
52. TANGLED WEBS VOL. VIII 
53. TANGLED WEBS VOL. IX 
54. THE FUNNEL’S NECK 
55. MARCHING TO ZION 
56. SEX AND THE LOTTERY 
57. GOD, TOO, HAS A PLAN 2000 

DIVINE PLAN VOLJI 
58. FROM THE FRYING PAN INTO 

THE PIT OF FIRE 
59. “REALITY” ALSO HAS A DRUM- 

BEAT! 
60. AS THE BLOSSOM OPENS 
6 1, PUPPY-DOG TALES 
62. CHAPARRAL SERENDIPITY 
63. THE BEST OF TIMES 
64. TO ALL MY CHILDREN 
65. THE LAST GREAT PLAGUE 
66. ULTIMATE PSYCHOPOLITICS 
67. THE BEAST AT WORK 
68. ECSTASY TO AGONY 
69. TATTERED PAGES 
70. NO THORNLESS ROSES 
71. COALESCENCE 
72, CANDLELIGHT 
73. RELATIVE CONNECTIQNS VOL.1 

.L 74. MYSTERIES OF RADIANCE UN- 
FOLDED VOL. II 

75. 

77. PLAYERS IN THE GAME 
78. IRON TRAPAROUNDAMERICA 
79. MARCHING TO ZOG 
80. TRUTH FROM THE ZOG BOG 
81. RUSSIAN ROULETTE 
82. RETIREMENT RETREATS 
83. POLITICAL PSYCHOS 
84. CHANGING PERSPECTIVES 
85. SHOCK THERAPY 
86. MISSING THE LIFEBOAT?? 
87. IN GOD’S NAME AWAKEN! 
88. THE ADVANCED DEMOLITION 

LEGION 
89. FOCUS OF DEMONS 
90. TAKING OFF THE BLIND- 

FOLD 
91. FOOTSTEPS INTO TRUTH 
92. WALK A CROOKED ROAD 

WITH THE CROOKS 
93. CRIMINAL POLITBUROS AND 

OTHER PLAGUES 
94. WINGING IT.... 
95. HEAVE-UP (phase One) 
96. HEAVE-HO (Phase Two) 
97. HEAVE ‘EM OUT (Phase Three) 
98. ASCENSION OR NEVER-EVER 

LAND? 
99. USURPERS OF FREEDOM IN 

CONSPIRACY 
100. BUTTERFLIES, MIND CON- 

TROL-THE RAZOR’S EDGE 
10 1. THE BREATHING DEAD AND 

CEMENT CHILDREN 
102. SACRED WISDOM 
103. CONFRONT THE NOW 

CREATE THE fiUTURE 
104. FIRST STEPS 
105. AMERICA Ih PERIL-AN 

UNDERSTATEMENT! 
107. RING AROUND THE ROSH!,... 
130. TRACKING DOWN THE KILLEI 

“AND OTHER FORMS OF 

SUBSCRIBE TO 
CONTACT, CALL: 

1-800-800-5565 

FOR INFORMATION ABOUT 
JOURNALS, BOOKS, ETC., 
MENTIONED IN THIS NEWS- 
PAPER, PLEASE INQUIRE: 

PHOENIX SOURCE 
DISTRIBUTORS, Inc. 

Post Omce Box 27353 
Las Vegas, Nevada 89126 

(or call) 
l-800-800-5565 

(Mastercard, VISA, 
Discover) 

Phoenix Source 
Distributors 

SHIPPING 
CHARGES: 

CONTACT: THE PHOElWX PROJECT 
is published by 

CONTACT, Inc. 
Post Office Box 27800 
Las Vegas, NV 89126 

Subscription’orders may be placed by mail to the above address or by 
phone to l-800-800-5565. Subscription rates are: $30 for 13 issues 
(US); $35 (Canada/Mexico); $40 (Foreign); or 26 issues for $60 (US); 
$70 (Canada/Mexico); $80 (Foreign); or 52 issues for $110 (US); $120 
(Canada/Mexico); $130 (Foreign). Subscribers: Expiration date ap- 
pears on right side of mailing label. 

Ouantitv SubscriDtions: $95.00 for 10copiesof 13 issues (US); $125 
for 25 copies of 13 issues( $160 for 50 copies of 13 issues (US); $275 
for 100 copies of 13 issues (US); $190 for 10 copies of 26 issues (US); 
or $1,100 for 100 copies of 52 issues (US). UPS postpaid Continental 
U.S. For Alaska, HI, Canada, Mexico and Foreign, call or write for 
,shipping charges. 

Single copies of back issues of CONTACT, THE PHOENIX LIB- 
E&4 TOR or PHOE#..BpRESS are $3.00 each. Quantity back issue 
prices are as follmrs: Wt EOB~ $3.00, each additional $0.45. Shipping 
included,postpaidinthe~U.S.A. Alaska,Hawaii,Canada&Foreign 
orders please call or write for quotes on additional shipping charges. 

USA (except Alaska & Hawaii) 
UPSS3.75 1 st title, $1 .OO ea add’1 

Bookrate-S2.SO 1 st title, $1 .OO ea add’i 

Priority-$3.40 1 st title. 31 .OO ea add’1 

AWKA & HAWAII 

Bookrate-S2.SO 1 st title, $1 .OO ea addl 

PrlorityS3.40 1 st title. $1 .OO ea addi 

UPS 2nd day-$9.00 1 st title. $1 ea add’1 

CANADA & MEXICO 

Surface-$3.00 1st title, $1 .SO ea add’1 

Airbook-S4.50 1 st title, $2.00 ea add’1 

FOREIGN 
Surface-$3.00 1 st title, Sl .SO ea add’1 

Alrbook-$8.00 per title estimate 

(Please allow 5-8 weeks for delivery 
on all book orders) 

II 805-822-0202 
This is a service for our 

dedicated readers. Today’s 
Watch telephone hotline 
carries the latest news and 
comments from Commander 
Hatonn’s most recent writ- 
ings. This is our way oi 
keeping you informed about 
fast-breaking news and events. 

The message machine will 
answer after ‘2 rings if there 
are any new messages for that 
day, and after 4 rings if not. 
Thus daily callers can hang up 
after 2 rings and save toll 
charges if no new message har 
been recorded. The message 
update(s), if any, occur by 6 
PM Pacific Time. 
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